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NO BEARS by Jafar Panahi has received the Special Jury Prize at Venice 
Film Festival and outstanding reviews following its premiere!  

  

"A complex work of novelistic density, this is among the boldest and most accomplished 
statements from one of the world s exemplar  filmmakers...No Bears couldn t be more 

powerful as a statement of ethical seriousness, tenacity and defiance towards the bears, real 
or imaginary, of fear..."  
- Screen International -  

 
"When the definitive book on dissident filmmaking is written, it will have at least several 

chapters and a length  appendix dedicated to Iran s Jafar Panahi inventive 
illuminating autofiction builds to a tragic new twist." 

- Variety -  
 

"Jafar Panahi is a humanist, fascinated and forgiving of the world. He has, moreover, 
the instincts of an entertainer. The string of films he has made in the 12 years since he had his 

hands tied are sharply perceptive, but funny  
Which doesn t mean that we should not be angr  on his behalf  He s in jail  

That really is a crime." 
- Deadline - 

 
"This artful telling of parallel narratives that intersect with Panahi facing the cost to himself 
and others of making films under an oppressive regime  completed before the director s 

latest legal troubles  would be a forceful statement even without the limits imposed on his 
freedom....The one remaining certainty is that Panahi is among the world s great filmmakers 

refusing to be silenced by authoritarian rule." 
- Hollywood Reporter -  

https://www.celluloid-dreams.com/uploads/pressdownloads/Press-Break-NO-BEARS_-Trades-Review.pdf
https://variety.com/2022/film/reviews/no-bears-review-1235365895/
https://deadline.com/2022/09/no-bears-review-jafar-panahi-venice-film-festival-1235112776/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-reviews/no-bears-jafar-panahi-venice-1235215440/


 
“Don t miss “No Bears,” a haunting, sorrowful story about being and belonging, place and 

displacement Here  borders are at once imagined and terrif ingl  real Bu ing a festival 
ticket isn t a form of political protest  et supporting art can be a soulful  mind-expanding 

human endeavor and an expression of hope  and, in this case, a gesture of solidarity  and it 
would be gratif ing if each of the remaining screenings of No Bears  were to sell out . 

- New York Times (Manohla Dargis) –  

 

"The film is not a simple cry for artistic freedom. As in his other films, Panahi portrays himself 
as a stumbling avuncular figure who inadvertently causes harm. His artistic mission has 

consequences that ripple outwards, disrupting the lives of others as well as his own. Given 
Panahi s own real-life suffering and repression, it is a testament to his integrity as an 

artist that he looks so critically at himself and so empathetically at those who are indifferent 
to, or might even support, his imprisonment. The final shot is a heroic acceptance of 

responsibility and a refusal to flee, made all the more poignant b  the director s subsequent 
real-life incarceration with a sentence of six years". 

- Sight and Sound – 

 
"Lovingly-crafted autofiction b passes the overbearing melancholia once again tapping into 
the welcome use of humour... Life, as they say, goes on, and No Bears observes people toiling 
away at existing while Panahi wrestles with the existential, this juxtaposition providing the 

cleverly timed comic relief that aids his witty social commentary." 
- Little White Lies - 

 
""The Iranian auteur crafts what might be his most powerful work yet in exil...Even a 

filmmaker, hounded and deprived, can make startlingly incisive art. Even a political prisoner 
cut off from it all can make his voice heard all around the world"." 

- The Wrap – 

Jafar Panahi is one of those critics who has firmly stood by his convictions and paid a heavy 
price throughout his career. As a filmmaker and a political activist, he has clearly shown that 
he is not afraid of the bears that don t exist  In fact  his unwavering will has never been more 
visibly on display than now that he is confined again to a prison cell detached from the world 

as the world is celebrating his art, and his courage. 

 - Indiewire – 
 

Every new Jafar Panahi movie feels like a small miracle... This may be his best and most 
defiant work from this period  It s also the most poignant   

- CNN – 
 

"Saw and loved: Iranian director Jafar Panahi s No Bears is a deceptivel  simple stor  that 
speaks to a range of issues, attitudes, and behaviours that apply not just to his country, but 

globally".  
- Original Cin (Karen Gordon) -  

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/10/05/movies/new-york-film-festival-highlights.html
https://www.bfi.org.uk/sight-and-sound/reviews/no-bears-reflexive-tragicomic-study-boundaries-blurred
https://lwlies.com/festivals/no-bears-venice-film-festival-review/
https://www.thewrap.com/no-bears-film-review-jafar-panahi-2022-khers-nist/
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/09/jamsheed-akrami-honors-detained-no-bears-filmmaker-jafar-panahi-1234760157/
https://edition.cnn.com/2022/09/23/entertainment/athena-saloum-no-bears-anywhere-but-hollywood-september-2022/index.html
https://www.original-cin.ca/posts/2022/9/16/thats-a-wrap-what-we-loved-and-loathed-at-tiff-22


 

 
"Simple but militantly engrossing ‘No Bears  comes to grips with the thin line between art and 

reality" 
- The Film Verdict –  

 

"A masterpiece" 

- Rollingstones –  

 

“A work of astonishment!” 

- RogerEbert.com -   

 
 

 

  

 

https://thefilmverdict.com/no-bears/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ET9JtKgN3AA
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Dir/scr: Jafar Panahi. Iran. 2022. 107mins 

Iranian auteur Jafar Panahi has become a master of making films against the odd
s since 2011, when his government banned him from directing for 20 years. The 
result has been a series of brilliantly inventive statements which have boldly 



capitalised on the very restrictions they struggle against  among them, This is 
Not a Film, Closed Curtain and 2015 Berlin Golden Bear winner Taxi Tehran. 
Now Panahi has been sentenced to six years imprisonment, partly for 
protesting against the arrest of fellow film-makers, which means that his new 
film No Bearsmay be the last we hear from him fo  a hile. Don  co n  on i , 
though  this Venice competition entry, which heads immediately to Toronto and 
New York, stands as Panahi  la e  e imon   and a very overt one  to the way 
that artistry and protest will find a voice, regardless. A complex work of novelistic 
density, this is among the boldest and most accomplished statements from one 
of he o ld  e empla  filmmake , and one hich ill appeal a  lea  a  idel  
as his previous works to global arthouse audiences. 

 
 
The films of what you might call Panahi  di iden  e a - the last decade - have 
tended to be acutely self-reflexive, but here, Panahi chips away further at the 
fourth wall. The film begins with a fabulously artful long take, showing a street 
scene in an Turkish town, where a café waitress named Zara (Mina Kavani) meets 
up with her husband Bakhtiar (Bakhtiar Panjeei). He has brought her a stolen 
passport which will allow her to reach Paris, where Bakhtiar plans to join her; the 
couple are Iranians who have been trying for a long time to leave the country 
permanently. 

J  hen e e beginning o ge  in ol ed i h hei  o , omeone shouts 
C ! , and a c af  an i ion ho  he cene being a ched on a lap op b  

none other than Jafar Panahi, pla ing him elf. He  directing a film remotely  a 
docu-fic ion ba ed on he co ple  ac al e pe ience   and in order to be closer 
to the shoot, has chosen to stay in a small Iranian village near the Turkish 
border, rather than in Tehran with a better internet connection. 

Once bad reception cuts him off, he talks to Ghanbar (Vahid Mobaseri), an 
affable villager who is renting his spartan quarters to Panahi, casually takes a few 
photos, and gives Ghanbar his camera to film a local engagement ceremony. As 
the film zigzags between Panahi  illage e pe ience and he film-within-a-film, 
assistant director Reza (Reza Heydari), visits and drives Panahi to the border, 
which he suggests he might want to cross with the help of smugglers  for a few 
hours, or perhaps considerably longer. 

Meanwhile, Panahi  ca al pho og aph  ha e go  him and others into trouble. A 
picture he has supposedly taken shows a young woman with a suitor, but not the 
fiancé to whom she was promised at birth. The village chief (Naser Hashemi)  
ostensibly jovial, but then increasingly authoritarian - insists that Panahi produce 



the photo as evidence. He denies there was ever such a picture and the villagers, 
including a now compromised Ghanbar, insist that Panahi take an oath on it in 
he local adi ional ea ing oom  (a place aid o be o nded b  bea , 

al ho gh ha  j  o de e  in e lope , hence he film  i le) 

Meanwhile, the actors in his film turn to camera to accuse Panahi of being 
irresponsible with their real-life story. As both strands heads towards drastic 
parallel outcomes, Panahi faces the consequences of capturing images, still or 
moving, however honourable or innocent the intention. 

The film somewhat resembles The Wind Will Carry Us, by the late Abbas 
Kiarostami, Panahi  one-time associate, in its depiction of a city dweller out 
of his depth in a traditional rural community  and No Bears seems to play sly 
homage o ha  film  nning gag abo  he diffic l ie  of ge ing in e ne  
ecep ion in he co n ide. Thi  i  al o a o  of bani e  e pec a ion  

coming into conflict with the power of tradition, which characters are endlessly 
invoking here; although those traditions may be obscure, arbitrary and 
oppressive. 

A theme throughout  at first comic, though it takes on grimmer resonance  is 
he illage  picion of an o ide  ho migh  be a o blemake  o  p . In a 

turn of events with unmistakable political resonance, we learn that a member of 
I an  Re ol iona  G a d has been leaning on Ghanbar over Panahi  ac i i ie . 
In the end, the village comes to resemble a microcosm of an Iran in which 
everyone risks being either leaned on by draconian authority, or co-opted into 
complicity with it. 

The film juggles its layers of story and image very adroitly, with occasional 
touches of roughness in the digital image only adding to the immediacy. The cast 
mixes the lively casualness of the village population with a more manifestly 
thespian intensity, notably when Zara turns to the camera to angrily recount the 
ordeal she has endured in ten years of ing o flee ab oad. A  in p e io  a o-
fic ion  ch a  Taxi Tehran, Panahi himself is a likeable, self-mocking presence, 
who presents himself as a some ha  bo  fig e ho hink  he  e e one  
be  f iend b  doe n  eali e he p oblema ic ipple  his presence creates. He 
may not be directly responsible for the trouble his cameras seem to generate, 
but the very act of capturing images, it seems, carries a moral weight that a 
filmmaker must be prepared to carry. 

The film ends, after an extended shot, with the image of Panahi in his car staring 
ahead, apparently contemplating his present situation, and his future. 



Given his current predicament, that ending co ldn  be mo e e onan   and No 
Bearsco ldn  be mo e po e f l a  a a emen  of e hical e io ne , enaci  
and defiance towards the bears, real or imaginary, of fear. 

Production company: JP Production 

International sales: Celluloid Dreams info@celluloid-dreams.com 

Producer: Jafar Panahi 

Cinematography: Amin Jafari 

Production design: Babak Jajaie Tabrizi 

Editing: Amir Etminan 

Main cast: Jafar Panahi, Naser Hashemi, Vahid Mobaseri, Bakhtiar Panjeei 
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The currently incarcerated Iranian director delivers, among the typically 
clever, origami-like folds of his Venice-competing meta-movie, an 
atypically disillusioned investigation into his own filmmaking ethic. 

When the definitive book on dissident filmmaking is written, it will have at 
ea  e e a  c a e  a d a e  a e d  ded ca ed  I a  Jafar 
Panahi, who has now covertly made five astonishingly resourceful 
features since being banned from filmmaking by the Iranian authorities in 
2010. But given those circumstances, perhaps the biggest ongoing 
surprise of his career has been just how lively his illegally shot films have 
been  even while, as metafictions, they refer continually to the 
hampered circumstances of their creation. 

 

No Bears,  c  e e e   c e   Ve ce, ce a  a   
that register, with a rugpull or two and handful of seriocomic, absurdist 
observations on the foibles of Iranian village life. But then, as though it 
were anticipating the worsening political situation which culminated in 
Pa a  de e   J  2022  a -year prison sentence, the mood 
darkens, prior to an ambiguous but devastating finale which seems to 
e e  c de e d ec   e de c  a d a e    
c e. I  Pa a  d de   a e  da e bee  e   
discovery about the subversively liberating, life-affirming power of 
c e a, N  Bea   e e e a   e b a e .  

Zara (Mina Kavani) is a waitress in a cafe on a bustling, raggedy street. 
Sneaking out from work, she meets Bakhtiar (Bakhtiar Panjei) who has 
good news: After years of waiting he has acquired a stolen passport for 
her, on which she will be able to travel to Europe. He has not been so 
lucky on his own account, but insists Zara goes on ahead, and he will 
join her. Zara, confused and upset, refuses to leave without him, but 
alread  , e a ed  e c  a a   Pa a  

a    e  . T e e  a  ed e  a e  a d 
artificiality in the way the buskers strum their instruments and the way a 
passing delivery man whistles cheerfully as he ferries a pallet of baked 
goods on his head.  

 

S e e , a ce e , C !  T    e  e d ec   T  
 N  a F   a . I ead,  e ec -within that Panahi, 

playing a version of himself as usual, is overseeing remotely. The shoot 

https://variety.com/t/jafar-panahi/
https://variety.com/t/jafar-panahi/
https://variety.com/t/no-bears/


is taking place just across the border in Turkey, while Panahi, banned 
from leaving the country, delivers direction to his AD Reza (Reza 
Heydari) down an unreliable interet line from the tiny, tradition-laden 
Iranian village of Jabbar (pop. 165). Cue a lot of scrambling about 
waving his pocket WiFi in the air trying to reestablish a connection, 
before his affable, ingratiating host Ghanbar (Vahid Mobaseri) comes to 
e   dea     a adde   a  .  

Ghanbar insists, however on climbing up there himself. The neighbors, 
while outwardly the very model of legendary Iranian hospitality, are 
secretly a little suspicious of visitors to their little border town and, 
explains Ghanbar apologetically, they might think Panahi is spying on 
them. And indeed they do: Panahi listens back to an accidental hot-mic 
recording Ghanbar made while filming a local wedding ritual and hears 

e a e  ec a  d  ab  a  e   . Ea e d e  
hear no good of themselves, but Panahi, preoccupied with his movie, is 
more gently amused than worried. While he waits for updates, he 
wanders the village, snapping photographs of local kids and learning 
about some of the seemingly quaint but actually chokingly patriarchal 
local customs from G a ba  e  (Na e  De a a ) e e c  
him platters of food in a sunken clay oven.  

But two incidents change the mood. First, Reza takes Panahi on an illicit 
visit through smuggler territory to a hilltop overlooking their shooting 
location, and e  Re a e  a  e e ac a  a d   e 
invisible border, Panahi stumbles back as though the ground were 
suddenly lava. And second, on their way home in the dark, a distressed 
young woman, Gozal (Darya Alei), looms up out of the night. She begs 

 Pa a  e   e  a a  e be e e  e  a e   
her and Solduz (Amir Davari), the young man she loves despite being 
betrothed to surly local hothead Jacob (Javad Siyahi). If he shows the 

c e  a e, e , T e e  be b d.  

Panahi maintains he never took such a photo, but the entire village, 
including its sheriff ( Naser Hashemi) soon becomes involved in the 
widening scandal, while on set, too, things begin to fall apart. The movie 
e    ed y based on the real circumstances of Zara and 

Ba a  b d  e ca e, b  e  e e  e a  ce e, c  
has been manipulated in order to bring about the desired hopeful 
de e e , Za a b ea  d . We e   e    ca  c ea e 
yo  a  e d ,  e a ,  e   e  a  a d 
add e  e ca e a, Pa a , a d  d ec . B    a  a e.  

 



Her ultimate fate suggests Panahi agrees with her disillusionment, and 
with the escalating tensions in the village also illustrating the inherent 
peril of filmmaking  a kind of Observer Effect whereby simply the 
presence of a camera fundamentally alters the reality its meant to record 

  a d   ead e  acc a  a  Pa a  acc  e . 
When, inadvertently or deliberately, and often with the best of intentions, 
we fudge the difficult, untidy truths of life in order to satisfy our own 
storytelling desires, what is the cost to the people whose stories are 
misrepresented? 

Reteaming with DP Amin Jafari  who shot  a  , 3 Face ,  a  
e  a    Pa a  Pa a  a a c deb  H  e R ad   Panahi 

again manages to deliver moments of rich visual interest within a 
necessarily off-the-cuff aesthetic. That his own onscreen presence is as 
wryly avuncular as ever lends increased weight to the frustration and 
self-directed anger that flashes from him as the separate but echoing 
strands of the film both move inexorably toward tragedy. There are no 
bea   N  Bea ,  e e e e ea , a e e a ational border 
or an archaic tradition, is a fiction designed to keep inhabitants from 

a   a   e a e a e. A d  d e  a e   c  
dangers and demarcations physically exist. If the fear and anxiety they 
engender is real, they can be just as lethal. 

 



 
 

 

 

 



 
 
Jafar Panahi has spent much time in and out of prison or under house arrest in Iran since 
2010 on inflated charges including collusion, propaganda and threatening national security, 
slapped with a 20-year ban on filmmaking and all non-medical or religious international 
travel. Over those last 12 years, the elder-statesman auteur has never renounced his right to 
artistic expression, continuing to make docu-fiction hybrid films with crafty resourcefulness 
and oblique political and social commentary. 
 
In July, Panahi was again arrested, this time slated to serve an earlier six-year prison sentence 
that was never enforced, as part of a broader crackdown on independent Iranian cinema. This 
has sparked outraged condemnation from across the global film community. That incendiary 
situation inevitably gives his latest work, No Bears (Khers Nist), heightened impact. 
 

But this artful telling of parallel narratives that intersect with Panahi facing the cost to himself 
and others of making films under an oppressive regime  completed before the director s 
latest legal troubles  would be a forceful statement even without the limits imposed on his 
freedom. 
 
 
Deceptively simple at first, and then accumulating increasingly complex layers by almost 
imperceptible degrees, No Bearsdeals with borders both physical and spiritual, with the 
divide between tradition and modernity, and the world of difference between Tehran and 
Iran s rural back aters. A character sa s at one point that it s OK to lie if it s in the service of 
peacekeeping; in the same way, the fear of wild animals in the title is revealed to be an 
unfounded superstition, designed to keep people in their place. But the film asks what do 
those restrictions really achieve and why do we give them such power. 
 
The opening scene takes place in the commercial district of a Turkish town, where a couple, 
Zara (Mina Kavani) and Bakhtiar (Bakhtiar Penjei), have been attempting to secure false 
passports to flee to France. They argue when Bakhtiar insists that Zara go on ahead without 
him while he waits for documents, just as the assistant director, Reza (Reza Heydari), calls 
Cut.  

 
Across the border in a remote Iranian village, Panahi watches the footage on his laptop, 
scrambling around in a comical attempt to find a stable internet connection. His eager-to- 
please host, Ghanbar (Vahid Mobaseri), makes bumbling efforts to help, but then when he 
tells Panahi that he s off to the engagement ceremony of a young couple, the filmmaker hands 
him a camera and asks him to shoot as much footage as he can. 
 
That joyous ceremony is a traditional feet ashing,  in which the villagers gather at the 
river, where the bride-to-be s feet are bathed by the women and the groom s by the men. It s 
intended to give a symbolically pure start to their life together. But gradually, word emerges 
that a dispute has arisen. The woman had been promised in marriage to a different man, who 
does not take kindly to rejection. 
 
While Panahi tries to keep a low profile to avoid being identified and reported to the 

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/t/jafar-panahi/


authorities, he s drawn into village politics as the elders descend to request a photograph he 
supposedly took of the young couple under a walnut tree. The director is then summoned to 
the office of the sheriff (Naser Hashemi). He claims the picture doesn t exist, but even local 
kids say they saw him take it. 
 
As that situation escalates, building friction around him where once there was a welcoming 
curiosity, Reza shows Panahi at night how easy it is to zip back and forth across the border 
along a smuggler s route. That black-market traffic is the only commerce available to the 
village since the drought killed off farming. 
 
Panahi jumps back as if on a rumbling fault line when he learns that the patch of dirt on 
which he s standing is the invisible frontier separating the two countries. 
 
Thoughts sparked by that realization are echoed in the story being played out before cameras 
in Turkey, with hesitancy prompted by questions about how much money is needed to 
survive in Europe, among other concerns. Late in the action, Zara explodes in a stunning 
direct-to- camera rant about the frustration of spending ten years trying to get out of the 
country but being stuck there, forced to betray herself and others. 
 
 

That blurring of lines between scripted project and documentary is not new to Panahi, but it 
builds here with expert modulation to a shocking conclusion. On the other side of the border, 
everything started without a care as Panahi handed his host a camera and the latter goofed 
around saying, I m a professional filmmaker!  There are also lovely exchanges between 
Panahi and Ghanbar s elderly mother (Narjes Delarem), who cooks for him and plies him 
with traditional herbal remedies. But the implications for everyone involved become more 
freighted as the clash between the two would-be grooms intensifies. 
 
Panahi s stoical presence at the center of all this is rattled, forcing him to contemplate the 
repercussions of his work both to himself and to even his most guileless collaborators. The 
stunning final image resonates with the unspoken cry of an artist exiled in his own homeland, 
saying, Enough.  Whether that means escaping the forces that would control him or seizing 
his creative liberty in more insurgent ways is the question that lingers. The one remaining 
certainty is that Panahi is among the orld s great filmmakers refusing to be silenced by 
authoritarian rule. 



 
 
 

 

 
 



 
 

 
 

Every film Jafar Panahi makes is an act of resistance. Currently in jail, 
the Iranian director has spent the past 12 years in 
and out of house arrest, banned from traveling or making films outside Ir
an and faced with numerous obstacles making films at home. That hasn’t 
stopped him. 

https://deadline.com/tag/jafar-panahi/


In No Bears, he goes to a village close to the porous border with 
Azerbaijan to tell a story involving a couple who are trying to get out to 
Paris with stolen passports, a film crew following them, a second young 
couple trying to escape a forced marriage and a village full of gossips and 
muckrakers. These villagers miss nothing, including the fact that Panahi, 
the visitor from Tehran, spends all day on his computer and only leaves 
his rented room after dark. 

 

Panahi is, of course, directing the aforementioned film crew via Zoom, at 
least when he can get a signal. He has to be careful. As the title tells us, 
there are no bears in the Azeri mountains; there is a rumor of them, but 
that is fostered by officialdom to discourage border crossings. There are, 
however, plenty of jackals in human form: smugglers of goods and 
people, profiteers and police looking to make a killing of one sort or 
another. As the village sheriff tells Panahi, there isn’t much money in 
farming anymore; folks have to find other ways to make ends meet. And 
that while they want him to feel welcome, given that they could use more 
visitors, the fact that his fancy car was seen on the dirt road they use for 
business makes everyone nervous. 

Panahi has had a lifetime of scooting up back roads, figuratively 
speaking, to make the work that drives him. In 2010 he was sentenced to 
six years in jail for making films without a permit, a sentence that was 
shortened and then commuted under international pressure. The regime 
restricted him in other ways supposed to make it impossible for him to 
get a film made. This Is Not a Film (2011) was made while he was 
under house arrest, then smuggled out of the country. No Bearsand his 
previous film 3 Faces (2018) were shot in remote villages, where police 
interest is presumably not what it would be in his home city of Teheran. 

 

His body of work is not merely a testimony to his persistence, however, 
but to his ingenuity and good spirits. He is expert in making the most of 
scant materials, having mastered shooting a small, unprepossessing flat 
from so many interesting angles that it seems to contain worlds. His 
circumstances mean that Panahi himself is a genial central presence in 
the films he makes, while the fact that he is making a film against the 
odds becomes a plot element. 

In No Bears, he is an observer, filming and photographing the village and 
its inhabitants from his rented terrace, so that we see it through his eyes. 

https://deadline.com/tag/no-bears/
https://deadline.com/2018/10/jafar-panahi-statement-iran-filmmaking-ban-3-face-new-york-film-festival-1202479208/


Another camera is filming him, of course, of which we are intermittently 
reminded. These visible workings foreground questions about cinema 
itself that usually get swept to one side, gentle provocations about ethics, 
truth and lies that could be asked of any film. 

Panahi’s camera is a provocation in itself as far as the villagers are 
concerned, a harbinger of some as-yet unspecified trouble. When he is 
suspected of having snapped a picture of a couple sitting under a nearby 
tree – a couple not supposed to be seen together, as the young woman 
was promised to somebody else at the moment her umbilical cord was 
cut – all sides are after that photograph, a new piece of evidence in a 
quarrel that has gone on for decades. 

“In the city, you have problems with authority,” says the town sheriff. 
“Here we have superstition.” When he arrived in town, Panahi was 
delighted by the quirky customs that endure in this far-flung community. 
It is a sentiment that soon sours, especially once he is summoned to a 
kangaroo court of old men – another tradition – to swear this 
photograph is not in his possession. 

He isn’t moved to anger, however. When Panahi is moved, at least 
onscreen, it is to bemusement. It would be understandable enough, after 
having been so often harassed and periodically incarcerated by an 
oppressive regime for the great crime of making films, if he 
were making angry tracts that his sympathizers at festivals would then 
watch out of a sense of duty. But Jafar Panahi is a humanist, fascinated 
and forgiving of the world. He has, moreover, the instincts of an 
entertainer. The string of films he has made in the 12 years since he had 
his hands tied are sharply perceptive, but funny with it. Which doesn’t 
mean that we should not be angry on his behalf. He’s in jail. That really is 
a crime. 

 



 

 

Indiewire, Grade: B+ 
''No Bears Review: Now Imprisoned Jafar Panahi Tenderly Shows the Difficulty of Leaving Iran'' 
Sophie Monks Kaufman, 
September 9th, 2022 
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/09/no-bears-review-jafar-panahi-1234760466/ 

 
 

  

There was an empty seat beside the name J Panahi  at the Venice Film Festival press conference for No Bears.  The 
arthouse darling, famed for finding ingenious ways around draconian Iranian laws ( This Is Not a Film  was smuggled 
out of the country on a USB stick buried in a cake posted from Iran to Paris), was detained in August to serve a  
deferred six-year sentence, amid a government crackdown that saw directors Mohammad Rasoulef and Mostafa 
Aleahmad locked-up too. In this sobering context, the harassment that Panahi-playing Panahi experiences in his 

slippery work of docurealism lands all the more sickeningly and gestures to details that we are probably yet to 
discover. 

https://www.indiewire.com/2022/09/no-bears-review-jafar-panahi-1234760466/
https://www.indiewire.com/t/venice/
https://www.indiewire.com/t/no-bears/


 

 

 
 

Panahi is a director who has always mingled fact and fiction, and here the distinction is more addled than ever, so that 

by the time the final credits roll i s not exactly clear what was staged and what was real. One could argue that it is a 
sound strategy for bypassing stringent scrutiny: create a work of cinema so elusive in its relationship to reality that 

plausible deniability is baked into its terms of existence. 

 
No Bears  opens on a b s  s ree  in Tehran f ll of ocal s ree  endors. A man impressi el  balances a large wicker 

basket of bread on his head as he walks, while another plays the flute passably well. Zara (Mina Kavani) rushes out of a 
cafe to meet Bakhtiyar (Bakhtiyar Panjeei) for a hushed conversation about the arrival of her counterfeit French 
passport, bought from smugglers. She has a new identity that buys her three days to leave the country, something he 
encourages, yet she refuses to leave without him. Then something surprising happens. After C !  is called, AD Reza 
(Reza Heydari) turns to the camera to talk to the director who is watching from a remote location. Panahi gives him 
notes on what we now see is a film-within-a-film. 

 
Panahi has relocated to a small village by the border, renting a cottage from the hospitable-yet-anxious Ghanbar 
(Vahid Mobaseri). No one in the village is sure what brings a man of his repute to their tradition-led locale, defined by 
its proximity to a place that is not Iran and where people smugglers and their fast cars are a faceless  force. Panahi 
brings his customary affection for the small good deeds of neighborly people to the fore when Ghanbar clambers up a 
ladder to the roof to see ha s wrong with Panahi s internet connection. However much curiosity, as well as fear and 
suspicion, that the villagers have around his presence, confrontations rarely take place without refreshments. 
Hospitality and harassment prove the two sides of our intrepid filmmaker s experience here. 

 
AD Reza drives out to meet Panahi when they can  connect online, leading to an astonishing section that cuts all kinds 
of ways. Reza wants to take Panahi to the border for what seems to be an act of location-scouting for their film. They 

stagger wordlessly up a dusty, rocky hill until a mysterious Somewhere Else glowing with hundreds of tiny lights 
glitters on the horizon. Panahi asks exactly where the border line is. Reza points to the ground directly under their feet 
and Panahi steps back, spooked. For most of the film he is a stoic, unrattled presence, yet here his eyes glow with fear. 
No Bears  breaks i s fo r h all o sho  ha  mi ed feelings e is  aro nd escaping o r mo her co n r , e en one  

that would have you behind bars. 

 
A consecutively unfolding drama takes the form of a love triangle in the village. Gozbal (Darya Alei) is being socially 

pressured into marrying a man she doesn  love, while being secretly in love with Soldooz (Amid Davari). Panahi is 
embroiled in this after he is accused of taking a photo of Gozbal with Soldooz together, thereby proving that they are 

having a liaison. This is the catalyst for the constant harassment he receives from the polite but persistent Village Chief 
(Naser Hashemi) and the hot-headed husband-to-be. Panahi illustrates this fairly unpleasant scenario by focusing on 
the customs and superstitions of village life, making it clear that these men are acting out of beliefs rather than 
malevolence. Even as events become oppressive, he is still able to conjure stray moments of delight born of humane 

observations. 
 

Back in Tehran, events are also becoming more airless. Far from being a work of fiction, the film-within-the-film is 

revealed as a documentary intent on capturing Zara and Bakhtiyar at this pivotal point in their lives as these enemies 
of the state try to escape. Panahi (the director of No Bears ) dances between showing the predicaments of these lovers 
with their emotions running high, and the perspective of Panahi (the director of the film-within-the-film) as he and 
Reza strive to stay ahead of their subjects to keep documenting their high-stakes story. One moment, the audience will 
be shown the personal peril of dealing with smugglers, the next they are shown the logistical difficulties of acquiring 
permission to film smugglers. These two angles are rounded out with a third implied one as we imagine Panahi, the  
now-imprisoned force behind it all, serving time as a punishment for daring to depict Iranian life in this way. 

 
The humane light that Panahi strives to use on even his most oppressive characters belies a sharp awareness of the  
power lines and misinformation that color an atmosphere where no one is easy around telling the truth. In one  
gorgeous scene, an old man that he encounters en route to a specific destination tells him to come in and have tea first. 
They can go on together afterwards, says the old man, which is better for safety reasons as there are bears out there. 
Later, when they separate, Panahi asks about the bears. There are no bears. This is nonsense. Stories are made up to 

scare s,  replies his companion, in a remark significant enough to be the title of the film. I s an obscure yet bold 



 

 

statement, one that encourages us to mind the fearful stories we choose to heed. 

Grade: B+ 
“No Bears  premiered at the 2022 Venice Film Festival. It will be distributed by Celluloid Dreams at a date TBD.  



 
 

The Wrap, USA 
'' 'No Bears' Film Review: Jafar Panahi Continues to Create Powerful Art, Even When Officially Banned'' 
Ben Croll, 
September 9th, 2022 
https://www.thewrap.com/no-bears-film-review-jafar-panahi-2022-khers-nist/amp/ 

 

 
 

Capping an already a stellar year, the Venice competition closed on a soaring note 
follo ing he Frida  premiere of No Bears,  he la es  from he mas erf l Iranian 
filmmaker Jafar Panahi. The director, of course, was not present; he is currently 
imprisoned and ordered to serve a six-year sentence. 

 
And if those circumstances would no doubt cast a heavy pall over any film, no matter 
he s bjec , he fac  ha  No Bears  seemingl  an icipa es ha  o come lends he 
film an additional haunting quality. 
 
So if No Bears  is a flat-out stunner, ha s not just because of the filmmaker s 
c rren  poli ical prisoner s a s; for one hing, he s li ed i h ha  hrea  for ears. 
Formally banned from making movies since 2010, Panahi works on the fly, turning his 
camera on himself in playful exercises that find creative inspiration in the restrictions 

https://www.thewrap.com/no-bears-film-review-jafar-panahi-2022-khers-nist/amp/


meant to stifle. That (government-imposed) project has found its most potent 
expression in this latest film, which is, in so many ways, about the urge to create no 
matter the personal or moral cost.  
 
Once again, Panahi blurs fact and fiction (though what other choice does he have?), 
starring as Jafar Panahi, beleaguered Iranian director. Only this figure  le s call the 
on-screen persona Jafar  j s  o make he dis inc ion  is very much a written 
charac er. He s flawed, impetuous, more than a little vain. And for all the political 
heartache behind him and to come, Jafar is not some moral beacon; neither his legal 
troubles nor his implacable will to create are seen as ennobling. Panahi does not let 
Jafar off the hook. 

 
No Bears  is a film about the self, made without a hint of self-pity. The narrative finds 

Jafar directing a film in secret, with the filmmaker working remotely from a rinky-dink 
mountainside town on one side of the Turkish-Iranian border, and his cast and crew 
taking his direction on the other. 

 
E en Jafar s film-within-a-film blurs fact with fiction, as the so-called actors play 
versions of themselves and the story remakes itself on the fly in accordance with 
heir li es. Those ac ors  are also dissiden s, i h prison ime ser ed and or re 
survived, that have managed to make it out of Iran  only to end up in a not-much- 
better purgatory over in Turkey. A stolen French passport offers a new avenue of 
escape, but only for one of them. 

 
If he precise balance of r h and ar ifice is, in his case, nkno able, ha s j s  as 
well. Panahi depicts filmmaking as a never-ending struggle  sometimes against the 
government, or better judgment or tremendous personal tragedy  just to catch up. 

Back in the mountain village where Jafar has holed up, the director is up to no good. 
Though he spends mos  of his ime locked inside a ding  s dio apar men , he s 
certainly got the locals talking. Is he a spy? Is he on the run? Wha s the big-shot big- 
city boy doing in a remote, ethnically Azerbaijani, northwestern town? And if it turns 
out the locals aren  he onl  ones asking hese q es ions, o  ne er do see he 
government officials and human smugglers apparently egging them on. 

 
Panahi leaves a lot of things unseen throughout the film, including an incriminating 
photograph Jafar is alleged to ha e aken. I  doesn  sho  m ch  just a pair of 
young lovers idling beneath a tree  but in this Ur-patriarchy, where girls are 
promised to their betrothed from the second they leave the womb (with the umbilical 
cord serving as marital contract, no less) any kind of deviation from that path is 
viewed as cataclysmic. 

 
Ne er once seen, his missing pic re is real eno gh in he o nspeople s minds o 
set off a slow-building tragedy  a tragedy that also, for the most part, happens off- 
screen. Though Jafar continually denies its existence, first to the girl, then to her rival 
s i ors, hen o his landlord and o he o n s leaders, and finall  o an angr  mob, 
those very denials might offer an implicit confirmation. Jafar is a proud man, one who 
has paid more than most for his art; there are places where you have to draw the 
line. 



 

 

If Panahi makes us understand Jafar, he also recognizes the rippling effect of his 
choices. Such is the dense and intricate layering of this deceptively simple film, which 
has a no-budget aesthetic and a novelistic sprawl. Even a man alone in a room can 
shape the world around him, both for good and for ill. Even a filmmaker, hounded and 
deprived, can make startlingly incisive art. Even a political prisoner cut off from it all 
can make his voice heard all around the world. 

 



Please find the following Review for NO BEARS 
 
The Film Verdict, USA- International 
''No Bears'', 
Deborah Young, 
September 9th,2022 
https://thefilmverdict.com/no-bears/ 
 
 

 

https://thefilmverdict.com/no-bears/


VERDICT: The world premiere of 
Jafar Panahi s simple b
mili an l engrossing No Bears
which comes to grips with the 
thin line between art and reality, 
took place in Venice competition 
while the director remained in 
prison in Tehran after his second 
arrest on July 11. 
Deborah Young 
September 9th, 2022 
After making films for years while on conditional release from prison, 
some of them shot in his o n or someone else s apartment This Is Not 
a Film 2011, Closed Curtain 2013), in a moving vehicle (Taxi 2015) and 
in a remote Iranian village (3 Faces in 2018), director Jafar Panahi 
returns to village life in a context of heightened drama in No 
Bears (Khers Nist). Even more directly than in his previous films, he 
portrays himself as he is  a filmmaker hamstrung in his movements 
by the Iranian authorities, whose heroic determination not to bow his 
head and stop shooting is on a par with film characters battling a life-
changing handicap or illness. This level of self-referential 
autobiography leaves little room for the viewer to separate Panahi the 
man from the character he is playing, so effectively are the lines 
between reality and fiction blurred. 
Adding to the illusion is the very real fact that Panahi is now back in 
Evin prison  the regime s leading hotel  for political prisoners ho 

https://thefilmverdict.com/author/deborah-young/


dare to speak out and question its decrees. He was arrested on July 11 
after demanding news from a Tehran court about the fate of two other 
Iranian directors, Mohammad Rasoulof and Mostafa Aleahmad, 
arrested for protesting the deadly collapse of a building in Abadan. 
Although all this happened after the completion of No Bears, it will be 
uppermost in the audience s mind hile atching a scene in hich the 
director toys with leaving the country with the aid of some friendly 
human traffickers  D P  Amin Jafari s outdoor night shooting turns this 
classic scene of temptation on a mountain, in which Panahi is shown a 
twinkling city of lights spread out in Turkey, into a frightening 
decision of great consequence. 
Like Panahi himself, the director in the movie is forbidden to travel 
outside Iran. That is why he is camped out in a peasant village close to 
the Turkish border: he wants to be near his film crew and actors, who 
are working on the other side  Because he can t join them  he 
vicariously directs the drama from his laptop computer tethered to his 
phone. But adding to the frustration of not being on the set is the 

himsical net ork connection that comes and goes  When there s no 
signal, his A.D. Reza is left to his own devices blocking out scenes and 
directing the main actors, Zara and Bakhtiar. 

In this film-within-a-film, they play a pair of desperate Iranian lovers 
with a past of arrest, torture and exile, and who search for false 
passports to start over in Europe. But they can only find one passport 

 only one of them can leave. The greater drama, however, is that this 
is the real  stor  of the t o actors  ho are basicall  pla ing 
themselves and are really teetering on the edge of despair. So the very 
old moral question arises  hat is a movie s responsibilit  to ards 
real people and their plights? How engaged should the director and 
crew be in the lives of the people around them? 

In line with all his work, particularly since Taxi, Panahi puts across 
complex ideas and serious quandaries in simple film language, paring 
down the set and action (probably also out of necessity) to a bare 



minimum. It gives his late films a lightness that makes them easy to 
watch and engage in. Here the director s polite  often humorous 
interactions with the villagers (who speak Azeri and dress in the 
colorful folk costumes of the Turks) offers mild comic relief from the 
increasingly darker themes of his screenplays. Two well-drawn 
characters are his poor landlord who is honored by his presence in his 
humble rooms, and the mayor, who keeps local brawls under control 
b  invoking ancient traditions he doesn t believe in  
So it feels very natural when the director stumbles across another 
star-crossed romantic couple. The girl, Ghozal, has been traditionally 
promised in marriage to one boy during  think of it  the cutting of 
her umbilical cord at birth  No  that she s older  she prefers another 
bo  It s a situation that has the hole village in an uproar and the 
director is dragged into the dispute by a nine-year-old who claims he 
photographed the illicit couple under a walnut tree. Though the 
photography-as-evidence theme doesn t go far  the incident has a 
tragic conclusion that threatens to entangle the director with the 
police, even the Revolutionary Guard. Once more Panahi finds himself 
faced with a moral dilemma to fight or flee, and this time his decision 
seems clear. It is a brilliant shot to end a movie on. 

Director, producer, screenplay: Jafar Panahi  
Cast: Jafar Panahi, Naser Hashemi, Vahid Mobaseri, Bakhtiar Panjei, 
Mina Kavani, Reza Heydari  
Cinematography: Amin Jafari 
Editing: Amir Etminan 
Production design: Babak Jajaie Tabrizi  
Costume design: Leyla Siyahi  
Production company: JP Production  
World Sales: Celluloid Dreams 
Venue: Venice Film Festival (Competition) 
In Farsi, Azeri, Turkish 
107 minutes 
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No Bears – first-look review 
Jafar Panahi plays himself in this lovingly-crafted autofiction that centers on two 
pairs of lovers. 

 

e e eek  e a a e he Venice Film Fe i al  o ld emie e of Jafa  
Panahi  ne e  film No Bea  f om hi  la e  a e  o e  acc a ion  of 
propaganda against the Iranian government. The filmmaker  first 

imprisoned in 2010 on the same charges has been banned from making movies, 
writing screenplays, and speaking with any Iranian or foreign media for the last 10 
years, with another 10 still oustanding on his sentence. This has not stopped the 
director, and in the decade since his first arrest, he has produced a whopping five 
features, including the seminal This Is Not a Film (2011) and Golden Bear-winning 
Taxi Tehran (2015). 

 
Panahi  li e al and me a ho ical en a men  feeds into the metatextuality of No 
Bears. Here, the filmmaker plays himself, but all else around him is a mixture of fact 
and fiction, with two sets of lovers placed against the political structures that have 
forced the Iranian master into a stateless exile. The first pair comprises a 
contemporary Romeo and Juliet kept apart by the outdated rituals of the small 
comm ni  ha  ac  a  he di ec o  ef ge; he econd i  a ai  of long-term 

a ne  ho e ela ion hi  n  a allel o hei  figh  again  I an  authoritarian 
regime. 

 
Dia o a o Panahi i  con e ed b  hi  e  en e of a ele ne . He feel  a ed, 

i h no f e, no f eedom and no job , Panahi ell  hi  fic ional a i an  di ec o  
(played by his real-life sound designer Reza Heydari) a simply put yet beautifully 
layered encapsulation of this particular kind of claustrophobic despair. The ache of 
diaspora is translated through the dichotomy of no longer basking in the sense of 
belonging once provided by home while knowing no place will ever be able to 
supplant it, displacement creating a gaping hole that grows bigger with every 
merciless blown thrown by a social apparatus that acts as punisher when it was 
designed to serve as custodian. 

 
No Bears often echoes Abbas Kia o ami  fo lo n Ta e of Che , i h a ca  
recklessly driving through the arid lands of the Iranian desert to carry out a nihilistic 
desire to flirt with self-destruction. Yet, Panahi  who started his career under 
Kia o ami  ing bypasses the overbearing melancholia often employed by his 
mentor in favour of once again tapping into the welcome use of humour that 
permeates most of his films. Life, as they say, goes on, and No Bears observes people 

M 



 

 

toiling away at existing while Panahi wrestles with the existential, this juxtaposition 
providing the cleverly timed comic relief that aids his witty social commentary. 

 
There are no bears in No Bears, the animal standing for the way in which control is 
often established in society through he e e a ion of machia ellian m h . S o ie  
are made up to scare us. Our fear empowers o he , a man en el  hi e  o 
Panahi as they near the heavily-policed Iranian borders. The same ground that once 
bore the sturdy foundation of a loving home now stands eternally scarred by the 
searing cuts of imaginary lines, an irreparable fissure that  in Panahi  hea fel  
visual diary  cruelly severs the frail umbilical cord to the motherland. 
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Desde que, en 2009, se iniciaron los p oblema  de Jafa  Panahi con la j icia i an , la ob a del di ec o  de El e pejo  ha adq i ido na  

dimensión que ha trascendido las coordenadas habituales del cine social. Su reticencia a cumplir con la prohibición de dirigir películas, 

exponiéndose a represalias por parte del régimen islamista de su país, ha convertido a Panahi en un emblema de la lucha por la  

libertad de expresión. Una postura disidente que, el pasado mes de julio, fue contestada por el gobierno del líder fundamentalista Ebrahim 

Rai i con n n e o ap e amien o, de p  de lo  m  de 80 d a  q e el di ec o  de El globo blanco  pa  en p i i n en e 200 9 y 2010 

(ahora debe afrontar una condena de seis años). Este dramático contexto convierte la proyección en el Festival de Venecia de No Bea , 

el nuevo lm de Panahi, en una suerte de mani esto contra la opresión. Un gesto eminentemente político que encuentra su perfecta 

resonancia en una película que medita, con urgencia e indignación, sobre el lastre de la clandestinidad y sobre el modo en que el 

autoritarismo se in ltra por todos los recovecos de la sociedad iraní. 
 
 

Como es habitual en las últimas películas de Panahi (de E o no es una pel c la  a T e  ca a ), el propio cineasta se pone delante de la 

cámara para orquestar su lm desde dentro. En el caso de No Bea , la representación adopta una forma escindida y dialéctica. Por un 

lado, se presenta el rodaje, en Teherán, de una película que resigue la supuesta odisea eal  de una pareja que intenta escapar del país 
utilizando unos pasaportes falsos. Esta la película dentro de la película aparece dirigida por el propio Panahi, que ejerce su labor de cineasta 

a través de videollamadas que realiza desde un pequeño poblado situado cerca de la frontera entre Irán y Turquía. Desde su pequeño 

apartamento, en un poblado de apariencia apacible, Panahi encuentra un espacio de paz y tranquilidad. Sin embargo, las cosas se complican 

cuando varios habitantes del pueblo le reclaman al director que entregue una fotografía en la que, según varios testimonios, aparece 

https://www.fotogramas.es/festival-de-venecia/a41133071/no-bears-jafar-panahi-critica-iran/


 

 

una pareja que mantiene un noviazgo ilícito. La chica de la fotografía (una instantánea que nunca llega a verse en pantalla) arrastra el 

yugo de un matrimonio concertado desde su nacimiento. 

 
 

Mediante el desarrollo de estas dos tramas paralelas el rodaje semidocumental de un intento de huida de Irán y la disputa en torno a 

un triángulo amoroso , Panahi ahonda en varias de las temáticas centrales de su cine. Por una parte, se plantea una e e i n entre las 

diferencias y similitudes entre la vida en el Irán cosmopolita y el rural. Los habitantes del poblado expresan un cierto sentimiento de 

inferioridad ante la presencia de un visitante llegado de la gran ciudad, pero, cuando se desata la tensión provocada por la fotografía 

de los jóvenes amantes considerada una prueba del crimen , Panahi pe la una analogía entre la persecución política de la que 

es víctima en Teherán y el j icio  público al que es sometido en el poblado. El relato dibuja con claridad el paralelismo entre el 

fundamentalismo del gobierno y el conjunto de tradiciones y leyes atávicas que rigen en la frontera turco-iraní. Sin embargo, para que 

no quede duda alguna, Panahi hace que un habitante del poblado explicite el vínculo entre la a o idad  gubernamental y la 

pe ici n  arraigada en lo más profundo de la historia y la cultura iraní. 
 

No Bea  alcanza su punto más álgido cuando Panahi utiliza el discurso metafílmico para e e iona  sobre el potencial y los 

límites del arte cinema og co. En una escena memorable, en la que Panahi acepta realizar un e imonio j ado  ante un comité 

de hombres del poblado, el director pide hacer su declaración delante de una cámara. Así, el dispositivo de lmaci n se presenta 
como un testigo inquebrantable, como un testimonio incómodo. Panahi señala que lo que se dice ante una cámara puede no ser 

verdad, pero el ejercicio de lma  siempre genera una sacudida, una perturbación en las conciencias de los implicados en el proceso. 

Por otra parte, en la película dentro de la película (que se rueda en Teherán), el espectador asiste a la rebeldía de una de las actrices, 

que se niega a participar en una representación que, según ella, no se ajusta a la realidad. Así, No Bea  p opone na inci i a 

meditación sobre el cine como un arma de agitación que, incluso cuando responde a las mejores intenciones, puede naufragar 

en su intento por cambiar las cosas. Así de impotente se presenta Panahi en una de sus películas más abatidas, una obra que cae 

puntualmente en el subrayado dramático, pero que g a como el crudo atestado vital de un cineasta osado e íntegro. 

 
 
 
 

PLEASE FIND THE FOLLOWING ENGLISH GOOGLE TRANSLATION: 

 

 
Since Jafar Panahi's problems with the Iranian justice began in 2009, the work of the director of 'The Mirror' has acquired a  

dimension that has transcended the usual coordinates of social cinema. His reluctance to comply with the ban on directing lm , 

exposing himself to reprisals from his country's Islamist regime, has made Panahi an emblem of the gh  for freedom of 



 

 

expression . A dissident position that, last July, was answered by the government of the fundamentalist leader Ebrahim Raisi with a 

new arrest, after the more than 80 days that the director of 'The White Globe' spent in prison between 2009 and 2010 ( now he must 

face a six-year sentence). This dramatic context turns the screening at the Venice Film Festival of 'No Bears', Panahi's new lm, 

into a sort of manifesto against oppression . An eminently political gesture that nd  its perfect resonance in a lm that meditates, 

with urgency and indignation, on the burden of secrecy and on the way in which authoritarianism in l a e  every nook and cranny of 

Iranian society. 

 
As usual in Panahi's latest lm  (from 'This is not a movie' to 'Three faces'), the lmmake  himself stands in front of the camera to 

orchestrate his lm from within.In the case of 'No Bears', the performance takes on a divided and dialectical form. On the one hand, 

there is the shooting, in Tehran, of a lm that follows the supposedly eal  odyssey of a couple who try to escape the country using 

false passports. This lm within the lm is directed by Panahi himself, who works as a lmmake  through video calls that he makes 

from a small town located near the border between Iran and Turkey. From his small apartment, in a peaceful-looking town, Panahi 

nd  a space of peace and tranquility. However, things get complicated when several inhabitants of the town ask the director to 

deliver a photograph in which, according to several testimonies, a couple appears having an illicit courtship . The girl in the 

photograph (a snapshot that never gets to be seen on the screen) carries the yoke of an arranged marriage since her birth. 

 
 

Through the development of these two parallel plots  the semi-doc men a  lming of an a emp ed e cape f om I an and he  

dispute surrounding a love triangle  Panahi delves into several of the central themes of his cinema. On the one hand, he e ec  on 

the differences and similarities between life in cosmopolitan and rural Iran. The inhabitants of the town express a certain feeling of 

inferiority in the presence of a visitor from the big city, but when the tension caused by the photograph of the young lovers - 

considered evidence of the crime- is unleashed, Panahi draws an analogy between the political persecution of which he is a  

victim in Tehran and the public ial  to which he is subjected in the town . The story clearly draws the parallel between the 

fundamentalism of the government and the set of atavistic traditions and laws that govern the Turkish-Iranian border. However, lest 

there be any doubt, Panahi has a villager make explicit the link between governmental "authority" and "superstition" rooted deep in 

Iranian history and culture. 

 
'No Bears' reaches its peak when Panahi uses me a lmic discourse to e ec  on the potential and limits of cinematic art . In a 

memorable scene, in which Panahi agrees to give "sworn testimony" before a committee of village men, the director asks to make his 

statement in front of a camera. Thus, the lming device is presented as an unwavering witness, as an uncomfortable 

testimony. Panahi points out that what is said in front of a camera may not be true, but the exercise of lming always generates a jolt, 

a disturbance in the consciences of those involved in the process. On the other hand, in the lm within the lm (which is shot in 

Tehran), the viewer witnesses the rebellion of one of the actresses, who refuses to participate in a performance that, according to her, 

does not conform to reality . Thus, 'No Bears' proposes an incisive meditation on cinema as a weapon of agitation that, even 

when responding to the best intentions, can founder in its attempt to change things . That's how powerless Panahi appears in one 

of his most downcast lm , a work that punctually falls into the dramatic underline, but that appears as the raw life report of a daring 

and upright lmmake . 
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Any discourse on the past decade  works of Iranian director Jafar Panahi inevitably circle around to 
Panahi  legal issues with the Iranian government. First arrested and later placed under house arrest, 
on July 11th of this year the 62 year-old director was arrested again after checking with the 
authorities about the case against his friend Mohammad Rasoulof, a fellow director in similar legal 
troubles as Panahi. He has been imprisoned for the past two months, but that d e n  prevent his 
latest lm, No Bears, to have its world premiere at the Venice Film Festival. Technically Panahi has 
been banned from lmmaking for 20 years, but ha n  stopped him from now having made ve lms 
since that verdict was made. He circumvents he lmmaking ban by putting himself at the heart of his 
lms and approaching the work with a mixture of neorealism and documentary lmmaking. No 

Bears is no different, but the situation Panahi places himself in hits closer to home than his previous 
works, or perhaps further from home, actually. While his This Is Not a Filmfamously was smuggled 
out of the country inside a cake, in No Bears Panahi almost smuggles himself out. As soon as the lm 
was announced to be in competition, the discourse of it winning the Golden Lion or not based on 
Panahi  personal current plight took off. It does the lm no service, because No Bears can stand on 
its own regardless of it winning festival awards or not. 

 

https://icsfilm.org/reviews/venice-2022-review-no-bears-jafar-panahi


 

 

Panahi has taken up temporary residence in a small mountain village in Iranian Kurdistan on the 
Turkish border to make a lm. Given that he is not allowed to leave Iran, he directs the lm remotely 
through Skype sessions with his assistant director Reza and his cast and crew, who are lming in a 
city just across the border (though our own Turkish colleague Eren Odaba  ensures i  actually 
I anb l). The lm-within-a- lm i  ab  an I anian c le, Bakh ia  and Za a, ing  ee he 
country on stolen passports, which also happens to be the intention of the two actors playing the 
couple, partners in real life. One night, Reza hops across the border back into Iran to meet up with 
Panahi, who he tries to convince to cross back to Turkey with him. Reza even takes Panahi as far as 
the border in an unguarded no man  land used by human a cke , but steps back. If it is so easy, 
why is it so di cult to cross the border? , he muses. 

 
So Panahi returns to his village, where his tendency to take pictures puts him at the centre of a 
precarious situation. The villagers are convinced that Panahi took a photo of a young couple, Soldooz 
and Gozal, but Zara had according to tradition already been promised to another, Yaghoob. Tensions 
reach a boiling point because Panahi keeps claiming that he didn  take the photo, going as far as 
showing the local sheriff and the other villagers the contents of his memory card. In the meantime, 
across the border things also come to a head when Bakh ia  new passport turns out to be fake, 
causing a rift between the two lovers. Will a similar thing happens to the couple on Panahi  ide f 
the arbitrary line in the sand? 

 
Obviously No Bears contains a lot of meta subtext that blends narrative with reality. At some point the 
actress playing Zara asks Panahi when he is going to stop lming ction and just shoot reality. This 
question is levelled straight at the camera, ostensibly because she is looking into the camera of a 
laptop to ask Panahi the question directly, but the message is not l  n he a dience. The lm  
hea  i  Panahi  inabili   lea e he c n , e en if he ha  he ni . Wh  d e n  he? And i  
Bakh ia , i h hi  n el c ance  ee, a mi  image f Panahi? I  n  he lm  nl  mi  ac : 
Zara and Bakhtia  story e ec  on that of Soldooz and Gozal, and both stories culminate in 
dramatic endings. 

 
A second theme Panahi tackles is the strong sense of tradition in these remote villages, which ties No 
Bears to 2018  Three Faces, a lm that saw Panahi face these sorts of, in his eyes, outdated beliefs 
in the same region. Life in the village is essentially dictated by tradition over rationality. Panahi is 
e e ed  ake an a h ( I  radi ion ) de i e iding i al e idence f n  having taken the 

disputed photo. Zara was tied to Yaghoob at birth during a traditional cutting of the umbilical cord. 
And so on, and so forth. Even the villagers themselves treat them as hogwash when it suits them. 
You don  have to tell the truth, just taking the oath is enough,  one of them explains to Panahi. The 

in en  i   de ne c e in he cl e-knit community, but the strictness of this structure clashes 
with the needs of star-crossed lovers such as Soldooz and Gozal. I  a veiled critique of Iran as a 
whole, but it also resonates with Panahi  earlier decision to stay on the Iranian side of the border. 

 
Panahi  lm  al a  li e i hin he e ic i n   n hi  e n b  he I anian g e nmen . 
Panahi  mise-en-scene is pragmatic and almost documentarist, though he is very sly about it. In the 
lm  opening scene he berates Reza for a panning move because it creates a dead f ame , then 

ensures that no such frame exists for the rest f he lm. No Bears is very much a lm of reading 
between the lines, although Panahi has a tendency to write in capitals there (he pulls the handbrake 
of his car right before the nal cut-to-black; subtle, he is not). A political lm no matter what you take 
away from it, the lm suffers from lulls in the narrative but has urgency on its side. 
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It should surprise no one that the latest from Iranian auteur Jafar Panahi currently serving a six-year prison sentence for the 2010 
charge of ga he ing and c ll i n  and aganda against the e abli hmen builds its foundation upon a multi-layered meta-
narrative. Neither, then, should it come as a shock that No Bears owes a considerable debt to the late Abbas Kiarostami, a one-time 
men  f Panahi  h e k di man led f en a bi a  distinctions between na a i e  and d c men a  by grappling with the 
slippery nature of reality and fiction when filtered through the lens of a camera. 

 
Since at least 2011  excellent This Is Not a Film, whose production was spurred by Panahi  house arrest order and a 20-year ban 
on filmmaking, the filmmaker has shown an obvious, some would even say necessary, interest in defining the boundaries that 
have been imposed on him by the Iranian government. What followed were a handful of films made under certain restrictive 
conditions constituting an effort to gradually reclaim artistic autonomy and resist oppression. That cycle seemed to culminate with 
2018  Th ee Face , hich f nd Panahi n  able  a e e h gh a ne k f al  Iranian villages and construct a 
surprisingly dynamic narrative in the process, albeit one still camouflaging itself and the intentionality of Panahi  filmic process by 
gesturing to the impossibility of the conditions of its own creation. 

 
For No Bears, Panahi seems to have again managed some measure of mobility, as the film finds him having relocated fr om 
Tehran to a rented-out room in a village near the Turkish border, and during one lengthy, nighttime driving sequence, he even 
contemplates an attempted border-crossing. Most of the time, though, Panahi stays holed up in his room trying to remotely direct a 
new film, a drama (shot in a Turkish town just across the Iranian 

https://loudandclearreviews.com/no-bears-khers-nist-jafar-panahi-venice-review-2022-film/


 

 

border) about an Iranian dissident couple, Zara (Mina Kavani) and Bakhtiar (Bakhtiar Penjei), who are waiting on the delivery of their 
foreign passports. As we later learn, the two actors from this film-within-a-film are actually playing lightly fictionalized versions of their 
real selves (obviously eal  here just meaning hei  cha ac e  in N  Bea ), and diffe ence  be een he f a gh  ci cumstances 
ha  he e facing and h  Panahi a  hem ca e  mounting tension. 

 
Meanwhile, another drama erupts back in the village where Panahi is staying, as various parties demand the surrender of a 
photograph of a young couple, Gozbal (Darya Alei) and Soldooz (Amir Davari), under a walnut tree that Panahi has been accused of 
taking, and ha  seen as the sole means of resolving a dispute over an arranged marriage. In both the narrative centered around 
the angry villagers and the meta-drama about the passport- seekers, a camera/film camera is the arbiter the means of 
distinguishing a truth from a fiction. Of course, making even these diegetic distinctions is  complicated further by the fictional gestalt 
of No Bears itself. 

 
Another title for Panahi  film could have been There Is No Photograph which is to say, No Bears again finds the filmmaker 
mounting a formally playful but, naturally, politically charged interrogation of how we measure truth and veracity through what 
images h  and d n  h . And, n i ingl , there are a few clever moments that find inventive ways of transforming the 
c n e  h gh hich e hink ab  ha  e e a ching. The film  opening captures an emotional exchange between Zara and 
Bakhtiar, with carefully choreographed camera movement, but is punctuated by an off- c een ice elling  c ,  h  inf ming 
us that the scene was a take for the film-within-a-film. Next, the camera pulls back to reveal that the entirety of the scene, in fact, is 
being viewed by Panahi on his laptop screen. 

 
Still, for all the implications signified at by the substance of this typically dense and loaded metafiction, ha  notable is that, more 
often than not, No Bears features some of Panahi  most subdued filmmaking. Where Three Faces staged a number of striking set 
pieces and found Panahi seemingly excited about the possibility of filmmaking outside the bounds of his illa  interior, or the 
inside of a taxicab, No Bears generally spends less time 
finding aesthetic articulations of its themes than it does building out an increasingly convoluted plot to support them. In part, this can 
be attributed to the mood here, which, befitting of a filmmaker who would soon be incarcerated, is very dark; it essentially inverts 
Three Faces, which started with a terrifying filmed suicide note, by using violence instead to punctuate its ending. 

 
The e  another problem with No Bears, though, and ha  the extent of Panahi  insistence on very liberally cribbing ideas 
and plot points from Kia ami  work. This, in retrospect, is a charge that can be easily lobbed at Three Faces as well, 
except that there the nature of the borrowing (multiple visual quotes, including the very last scene) made it feel like an earnest 
and intentional tribute, and also something of a capstone for the cinematic dialogue between the two artists. In No Bears, 
he e  an extended early scene of Panahi wandering about, trying desperately to get 
cellphone reception, ha  ripped straight out of 1999  The Wind Will Carry Us. The e  also the effect that Panahi  presence has 
on the relationships between the two different couples with whom he interacts in No Bears, which strongly resembles a composite 
translation of Kia ami  treatment of his two young leads in 1994  Through the Olive Trees. 

 
Panahi has proven quite capable of building out themes present in Kia ami  works which that filmmaker maybe never got to fully 
develop in his 
lifetime, and, of course, of coming up with his own original ideas. Here, in particular, the correlation being drawn between the 
reflexive boundaries of eali  and fic i n filmmaking and he b de  f ge g a h  and c l e ha  dic a e cial life in I ran 
e l  in me em i nal m men . The e  n  denying that Panahi is still a critically important figure in international cinema, and 

especially with Kiarostami gone, he  thinking about the cross-section of film as art and as political and social refuge in a way few 
he  li ing filmmake  can ma ch. He e  h ing he e ca e  hi  la e  en ence and i  afforded the chance to again develop that 

vision. 
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Iranian director Jafar Panahi is someone who lives under constant threat. Living such a life requires the constant battle between leaving or staying within danger, a concept he examines 
in his latest film No Bears. Here, he rents a room in a triple border town, one near both Azerbaijan and Turkey, doing so to make a film about a couple (Bakhtiar Panjei, Mina Kavani) 
trying to get further away from Iran. While driving to the border, a woman stops him and accuses him of taking a picture of her and her boyfriend, which is taboo since since Azerbaijani 
Iranians, or the Azari, have a tradition of betrothing girls from birth. The men of the village insist that he deliver a photo he may not have. 

 
No Bears lets its tensions unfold in ways that make those confrontations risky. The story unfolding on the Iranian side of the border shows the Azari tradition. As Jafar plays himself, he 
shows a community piling one tradition on top of another, an obvious critique of Iranian culture at large. The Turkish storyline is equally shocking, expertly setting up one revelation after 
another. The latter storyline is Panahi revisiting and improving upon his classic themes. He always uses first time actors and those actors break the fourth wall in many fo his films but 
there s something riskier this time around for reasons I can t divulge. Most people can t get hat they want, but Panahi makes his viewers feel an angst that his country feels. 

 1/1 
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Jafar Panahi apunta al León de Oro con un 
brillante puñetazo al régimen iraní 

El director, que se encuentra encarcelado, ha rodado 'No Bears' en la 
clandestinidad para mostrar las reaccionarias tradiciones del país y la 
dificultad de huir de allí 

 
 
 

 
 

Una silla vacía presidió la rueda de prensa deNo Bears, la última película a 
competición por el León de Oro en el Festival de Venecia. Su director, Jafar 
Panahi, no pudo acudir a presentar el filme ya que se encuentra detenido 
en Irán por acudir a manifestarse por las detenciones de otros dos 
compañeros cineastas, Mohammad Rasoulof y Mostafa Aleahmad. No es la 
primera vez que detienen a Panahi, uno de los grandes autores del cine 
iraní y uno de los más críticos con su Gobierno. 

https://www.eldiario.es/cultura/cine/jafar-panahi-apunta-leon-oro-brillante-punetazo-regimen-irani_129_9303265.html
https://www.eldiario.es/cultura/cine/vida-pena-muerte-veneno-sociedad_1_8068304.html


 

 

 
Ya en 2010 f e condenado a ei  a o  de pri i n por propaganda con ra la 
rep blica I l mica de Ir n . Panahi logr  alir ra  pagar na fian a de 200.000 
dólares. Primero estuvo en arresto domiciliario, y más tarde se le permitió salir pero 
sin poder rodar debido a una condena que también incluía 20 años de inhabilitación 
para hacer cine, viajar al extranjero o conceder entrevistas. A pesar de todo, el 
realizador consiguió seguir rondando. Su necesidad de contar y de analizar su país 
hizo que siguiera haciendo películas en las que jugaba con sus propias limitaciones. 

 
En Esto no es una película (2011) logró no salir de su propia casa; mientras que 
en Taxi Teherán (2015) se montaba en un coche para desafiar la prohibición de 
hacer cine y convertirse en conductor improvisado mediante el que se sucedían 
varias historias que definían el Irán del momento. Tras Tres caras, por la que ganó el 
premio al mejor guion en Cannes, llega su cuarta película rodada en la 
clandestinidad con la que se convierte en un claro favorito al León de Oro del 
Festival de Venecia. 

 

 
 

Ante la imposibilidad de estar en el festival, Panahi ha mandado un escueto mensaje que el director de la Mostra de 
Cine leyó en el acto 'Cinea a  bajo a aq e: Haciendo balance, pa ando a la acci n'. Somo  cinea a , para  
nosotros vivir es crear. El trabajo que creamos es libre, por lo que algunos de nuestros gobiernos nos ven como  
criminales. A algunos cineastas se les prohibió hacer películas, a otros se les obligó a exiliarse. Sin embargo, la 
esperanza de volver a crear es nuestra razón de er , decía el director en su escueto comunicado. 



 

 

 
 
 

En esas palabras se resumen perfectamente el espíritu del cineasta, que vuelve a demostrar con No Bears que es 
capaz de superar cualquier tipo de adversidad y lograr emocionar y conmover. Logra una de sus grandes películas y 
lo hace construyendo un artefacto narrativo donde realidad y ficción se confunden y mezclan, y donde el mensaje 
está claro: el miedo es el arma de cualquier régimen para atar a sus ciudadanos. 

 
 

El trabajo que creamos es libre, por lo que algunos de nuestros 
gobiernos nos ven como criminales 

 
Jafar Panahi  Cineasta 

 
 

La película comienza con una pareja de iraníes que habla sobre huir del 
país. Ella ha logrado un pasaporte falso, pero él no. Discuten sobre 
separarse y escapar o esperar a poder irse juntos. De repente la cámara 
se aleja, sale del portátil de Panahi y ahí le vemos a él, el director que se 
convierte, como en sus últimas películas, en personaje y cronista del 
filme. Dirige desde la distancia, desde un pequeño pueblo cerca de la 
frontera con Turquía, donde se encuentran los dos intérpretes, ya que no 
pueden rodar en Irán. Una matrioska de historias que se abre y que 
comienza a revelar nuevas capas, ya que esos actores también quieren, 
en su vida real, huir de Turquía. 

 
El título hace referencia a la forma de asustar a la gente del pueblo donde 
Panahi se encuentra para que no crucen la frontera. Allí él se ve envuelto 
en un suceso al fotografiar a una pareja de enamorados. Ella se 
encontraba prometida desde que nació debido a una tradición en la que el 
cordón umbilical de la mujer se entrega desde niña al hombre con el que 
se casará sin posibilidad de negarse. Esto lo aprovecha el director para 
realizar una crítica a las tradiciones de un país antiguo, reaccionario y que 
asusta a cualquier que quiera libertad. 



 

 

 

 
 

Ambas historias se entrelazan, se juntan y se retroalimentan de forma 
inteligente. La cámara de Panahi juega y se convierte en un personaje 
más, pero nunca como un capricho del director, sino siendo coherente en 
cada momento. Un prodigio que es, además, un nuevo puñetazo del 
director al régimen iraní. Una crítica bestial, directa y sin contemplaciones, 
pero no una crítica simplona, sino entregada en un juego en el que uno 
nunca sabe si lo que está viendo es la verdad de los actores o una ficción 
que les interpela directamente. Porque en Irán todos están, de alguna 
forma, metidos en una situación parecida. No hay frontera entre persona 
y personaje, porque todos quieren huir y nadie puede hacerlo. 

 
No Bears contiene una de las escenas más potentes vistas en este Festival 
de Venecia, cuando la protagonista detiene una escena que rueda para 
romper la cuarta pared, hablar al propio Panahi y, de paso, al espectador 
mirándole directamente a los ojos. ¿Cuánto debe sacrificar?, ¿tiene 
derecho a tener miedo?, ¿y si uno se cansa de luchar? Una obra potente e 
imprescindible que cobra todavía más fuerza sabiendo que Panahi se 
encuentra entre rejas mientras se ve en Venecia y que puede ser la última 
de una de las miradas fundamentales del cine iraní reciente. 

 
PLEASE FIND THE FOLLOWING ENGLISH GOOGLE TRANSLATION: 

 
Jafar Panahi takes aim at the Golden Lion with a brilliant punch at the Iranian regime 

 
The director, who is in prison, has shot 'No Bears' in hiding to show the reactionary traditions of the country 
and the difficulty of fleeing from there 

 

An empty chair presided over the press conference for No Bears, the last film in competition for the Golden Lion at the 
Venice Film Festival. His director, Jafar Panahi, could not attend to present the film since he is detained in Iran for 
going to demonstrate for the arrests of two other fellow filmmakers, Mohammad Rasoulof and Mostafa Aleahmad. It is 
not the first time that Panahi, one of the great authors of Iranian cinema and one of the most critical of his government, 
has been arrested. 

 
Already in 2010 he was sentenced to six years in prison for propaganda against the Islamic Republic of Iran . Panahi 
was released after posting $200,000 bail. He was first under house arrest, and later he was allowed out but unable to 
film due to a sentence that also included a 20-year ban from making movies, traveling abroad or giving interviews. 
Despite everything, the filmmaker managed to keep hanging around. His need to tell and analyze his country made 
him continue making films in which he played with his own limitations. 



 

 

In This is not a movie (2011) he managed not to leave his own house; while in Taxi Tehran (2015) he got into a car to 
defy the ban on making movies and become an impromptu driver through which various stories that defined the Iran of 
the moment took place. After Three Faces, for which he won the award for best screenplay at Cannes, comes his  
fourth film shot clandestinely, with which he becomes a clear favorite for the Golden Lion at the Venice Film Festival. 

 
Faced with the impossibility of being at the festival, Panahi has sent a concise message that the director of the Mostra 
de Cine read at the event 'Filmmakers under attack: Taking stock, taking action'. We are filmmakers, for us to live is 
to create. The work we create is free, which is why some of our governments see us as criminals. Some filmmakers 
were banned from making films, others were forced into exile. However, the hope of creating again is our reason for 
being, aid the director in his brief statement. 

 
 

Those words perfectly sum up the spirit of the filmmaker, who once again demonstrates with No Bears that he is  
capable of overcoming any type of adversity and managing to excite and move. He achieves one of his great films and 
he does so by building a narrative artifact where reality and fiction are confused and mixed, and where the message is 
clear: fear is the weapon of any regime to bind its citizens. 

 

The work we create is free, which is why some of our governments see us as criminals 
Jafar Panahi — Filmmaker 

 
The film begins with an Iranian couple talking about fleeing the country. She has obtained a false passport, but he has 
not. They argue about splitting up and running away or waiting until they can leave together. Suddenly the camera 
moves away, it comes out of Panahi's laptop and there we see him, the director who becomes, as in his last films, a 
character and chronicler of the film. He directs from a distance, from a small town near the border with Turkey, where 
the two performers are, since they cannot shoot in Iran. A matryoshka of stories that opens up and begins to reveal  
new layers, since these actors also want, in their real life, to flee from Turkey. 

 
The title refers to the way of scaring the people of the town where Panahi is located so that they do not cross the 
border. There he is involved in an event when photographing a couple in love. She was engaged since she was born 
due to a tradition in which a woman's umbilical cord is delivered as a child to the man she will marry without the 
possibility of refusing. The director takes advantage of this to criticize the traditions of an old, reactionary country that 
scares anyone who wants freedom. 

 
 

Both stories are intertwined, come together and intelligently feed each other. Panahi's camera plays and becomes one 
more character, but never as a whim of the director, but rather being consistent at all times. A prodigy that is also a 
new punch from the director to the Iranian regime. A bestial, direct and unceremonious criticism, but not a simple  
criticism, but delivered in a game in which one never knows if what one is seeing is the truth of the actors or a fiction 
that challenges them directly. Because everyone in Iran is somehow in a similar situation. There is no border between 
person and character, because everyone wants to run away and no one can. 

 
No Bears contains one of the most powerful scenes seen at this Venice Festival, when the protagonist stops a scene 
that is filming to break the fourth wall, speak to Panahi himself and, incidentally, look the viewer directly in the eye. 
How much must you sacrifice? Do you have the right to be afraid? What if you get tired of fighting? A powerful and 
essential work that gains even more strength knowing that Panahi is behind bars while he is seen in Venice and that it 
may be the last of one of the fundamental views of recent Iranian cinema. 
 



 

 

Zeit Online, Germany 
''Das Dorf, ein Gefängnis'' 
Anke Leweke, 
September 10th, 2022 
https://www.zeit.de/zustimmung?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.zeit.de%2Fkultur%2Ffilm%2F2022-09%2Ffilmfestspiele-venedig- 
no-bears-jafar-panahi 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Seit nunmehr zwölf Jahren dreht Panahi Filme über seine Situation, mit sich selbst in der Hauptrolle. Etwa This Is 
Not a Film(2011, Co-Regie Mojtaba Mirtahmasb). Wir sehen einen Regisseur, der die Möbel in seiner Wohnung 
verschiebt, den Boden mit Paketband abklebt. Er möchte eine 
Szene aus einem unverfilmten Drehbuch nachstellen, damit sie wenigstens auf diese Weise das Licht der 
Leinwand erblicken kann. In seinem mit dem Goldenen Berlinale-Bären ausgezeichneten Film Taxi Teheran 
(2015) spielt Panahi wiederum einen Regisseur, der sein Geld als Taxifahrer verdient. Mit dem Blick in den 
Rückspiegel erfasst er seine Fahrgäste, registriert die Stimmung und die Verfassung der iranischen Gesellschaft. 
 
No Bears beginnt mit einer Szene in einer türkischen Grenzstadt: Eine Frau erhält die Nachricht, dass ihr 
gefälschter Pass fertig sei. Man vernimmt ein "Cut!" aus dem Off. Jafar Panahi ist per Video zugeschaltet, so 
erteilt er seine Regieanweisungen. Um seinem Team näher zu sein, hält er sich in einem Dorf nahe der türkisch-
iranischen Grenze auf. Er dreht einen Film, der die wahre Geschichte eines iranischen Liebespaares 
nacherzählt, das von der Türkei in den Westen Europas emigrieren möchte.  
  
Auf der anderen Seite der Grenze erkundet Panahi in den Drehpausen mit seinem Fotoapparat das Geschehen 
im Dorf. Die Aufnahmen werden zum Gegenstand einer Auseinandersetzung zwischen zwei Familien. Angeblich 
soll der Regisseur einen jungen Mann und eine junge Frau unter einem Walnussbaum aufgenommen haben. Ob 
das Foto wirklich existiert, werden wir nie erfahren. Doch das Mädchen ist seit seiner Geburt einem anderen 

http://www.zeit.de/zustimmung?url=https://www.zeit.de/kultur/film/2022-09/filmfestspiele-venedig-
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versprochen. Nicht nur auf diese Weise wird der Dorfgast mit misogynen Strukturen, autoritärem Denken und 
Aberglauben konfrontiert. Auch bei den Film-im-Film-Dreharbeiten in der Türkei greift die Wirklichkeit allmählich 
in das filmische Geschehen ein. Auf der anderen Seite der Grenze erkundet Panahi in den Drehpausen mit 
seinem Fotoapparat das Geschehen im Dorf. 
Die Aufnahmen werden zum Gegenstand einer Auseinandersetzung zwischen zwei Familien. Angeblich soll der 
Regisseur einen jungen Mann und eine junge Frau unter einem Walnussbaum aufgenommen haben. Ob das 
Foto wirklich existiert, werden wir nie erfahren. Doch das Mädchen ist seit seiner Geburt einem anderen 
versprochen. Nicht nur auf diese Weise wird der Dorfgast mit misogynen Strukturen, autoritärem Denken und 
Aberglauben konfrontiert. Auch bei den Film-im-Film-Dreharbeiten in der Türkei greift die Wirklichkeit allmählich 
in das filmische Geschehen ein. 
 
 
Zwei Handlungsstränge, zwei Liebespaare in Schwierigkeiten – und ein Regisseur, der dieses Werk nicht 
persönlich vorstellen kann. Panahi darf keine Interviews geben, es ist sein Filmteam, das auf der 
Pressekonferenz in Venedig für ihn spricht. Thema ist natürlich auch die Sorge der Mitarbeiterinnen und 
Mitarbeiter um ihren Regisseur. Mitte Juli wurde dieser verhaftet, als er am Teheraner Evin- 
Gefängnis Informationen über seinen Kollegen Mohammad Rasoulof forderte, dessen Film Doch das Böse gibt 
es nicht 2020 den Goldenen Bären der Berlinale gewonnen hat. Gemeinsam mit Rasoulof hatten Panahi und 
andere Filmschaffende eine regimekritische Petition unterzeichnet. Das Regime nutzte die Gelegenheit, um 
Panahis zuvor nicht vollzogene sechsjährige Gefängnisstrafe zu vollstrecken. 
 
 
Von Venedig aus kontaktieren wir einen Freund und engen Mitarbeiter des 
Regisseurs. Wir sprechen darüber, dass Jafar Panahi bereits Anfang 2010 – noch vor seinem ersten Prozess – 
ohne Gerichtsurteil inhaftiert worden sei. 
Damals saß er in Einzelhaft und ging in den Hungerstreik. Diesmal befinde sich Panahi in einem anderen Trakt 
zusammen mit Wirtschaftskriminellen, sagt der Freund, der anonym bleiben möchte: "Es gibt dort ein öffentliches 
Telefon. Jafar kann mit seiner Frau und seinen Kindern telefonieren." Auch Rasoulof sei in diesem Trakt 
inhaftiert. Panahis Familie habe zwei neue Anwälte engagiert. Da seit dem Urteil 12 Jahre vergangen seien, 
werde man fordern, die damals erhobenen Vorwürfe neu zu verhandeln.  
 

 
 
 

PLEASE FIND THE FOLLOWING ENGLISH GOOGLE TRANSLATION: 
 
 

 
The village, a prison 

 
In Venice, the cinema once again tells of borders. Nobody does that more forcefully than the Iranian director Jafar 
Panahi with his film "No Bears". 

 



 

 

It's a miracle that this film exists and that by whatever means it made it to Lido di Venezia. At the end of the 79th Film Biennale, 
No Bears by Jafar Panahi will be screened in competition. It is the fifth film that the Iranian director has made despite his 
professional ban imposed in 2010 (and an initially unenforced six-year prison sentence). We'll probably never find out how the 
62-year-old director managed to do this, pursued by the eagle eyes of his home country's official and secret police. 

 
 

For the past twelve years, Panahi has been making films about his situation, starring himself. For example This Is Not a Film 
(2011, co-directed by Mojtaba Mirtahmasb). We see a director rearranging the furniture in his apartment, covering the floor with 
packing tape. He wants to recreate a scene from an unfilmed script so that at least that way it can see the light of day. In his film 
Taxi Tehran (2015), which won the Golden Berlinale Bear, Panahi plays a director who earns his living as a taxi driver. With a 
look in the rear-view mirror, he registers his passengers, the mood and the state of Iranian society. 

 
No Bears begins with a scene in a Turkish border town: a woman receives the message that her fake passport is ready. You 
hear a "Cut!" from the off. Jafar Panahi is connected via video, so he gives his stage directions. In order to be closer to his 
team, he stays in a village near the Turkish-Iranian border. He is making a film that retells the true story of an Iranian couple 
who want to emigrate from Turkey to Western Europe. 

 
 

On the other side of the border, Panahi explores what is happening in the village with his camera during the breaks in filming. 
The recordings become the subject of a dispute between two families. The director is said to have recorded a young man and a 
young woman under a walnut tree. We'll never know if the photo really exists. But the girl has been promised to someone else 
since birth. It is not only in this way that the village guest is confronted with misogynistic structures, authoritarian thinking and 
superstition. In the film-within-a-film shooting in Turkey, too, reality gradually intervenes in the cinematic events. On the other 
side of the border, Panahi explores what is happening in the village with his camera during the breaks in filming. The recordings 
become the subject of a dispute between two families. The director is said to have recorded a young man and a young woman 
under a walnut tree. We'll never know if the photo really exists. But the girl has been promised to someone else since birth. It is 
not only in this way that the village guest is confronted with misogynistic structures, authoritarian thinking and superstition. In 
the film-within-a-film shooting in Turkey, too, reality gradually intervenes in the cinematic events. 

 
Two storylines, two lovers in trouble - and a director who can't personally introduce this work. Panahi is not allowed to give 
interviews, it is his film team that speaks for him at the press conference in Venice. Of course, the concern of the employees for 
their director is also an issue. In mid-July, he was arrested when he demanded information about his colleague Mohammad 
Rasoulof, whose film But There Is No Evil won the Golden Bear at the Berlinale in 2020, at Tehran's Evin prison. Together with 
Rasoulof, Panahi and other filmmakers signed a petition critical of the regime. The regime took the opportunity to carry out 
Panahi's previously unenforced six-year prison sentence. 
From Venice we contact a friend and close associate of the director. We are talking about the fact that Jafar Panahi was 
detained without a trial in early 2010, before his first trial. At that time he was in solitary confinement and went on a hunger 
strike. This time, Panahi is in a different wing with white-collar criminals, says the friend, who wishes to remain anonymous: 
"There's a public phone there. Jafar can call his wife and children." Rasoulof was also imprisoned in this wing. Panahi's family 
hired two new attorneys. Since 12 years have passed since the verdict, one will demand that the allegations made at the time 
be renegotiated.   
 



 

 

 

Mubi Notebook, 
''Venice Dispatch: Panahi's ''No bears'', ''Citarella's ''Trenque Lauquen'' 
Leonardo Goi, 
September 11th, 2022 
https://mubi.com/it/notebook/posts/venice-dispatch-panahi-s-no-bears-citarella-s-trenque-lauquen 

 
 

Notebook Festival 
 
 

Venice Dispatch: Panahi  No 
Bea ,  Ci a ella  T enq e 
La q en  
As the 79th Venice Film Festival comes to an end, nal thoughts on the edition, the 
awards, and two of the most fulminating entries. 
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The foghorn didn t blare, no seagull bolted hysterically from the rhododendrons, and the bridge quietly crawled 

backwards behind us, swallowed up by a bank of early morning mist. I began my rst dispatch with a view of the 

arc the vaporettos must sneak under on your way to the Lido, and I m wrapping the last one on my last ferry of the 

year, at the crack of dawn, the lagoon perfectly silent, Venice still asleep. Early as it is to draw some conclusions 

about this 79th edition, the Golden Lion handed out yesterday by the jury presided by Julianne Moore made 

history. Laura Poitras won it for her All the Beauty and the Bloodshed, only the second time the statuette was given 

to a documentary (the rst one, for the record, dates back to Gianfranco Rosi s 2013 Sacro Gra). After 

2020 s Nomadland and 2021 s The Happening, it was also the third year in a row that the top prize was handed to 

a woman; if Zhao s triumph at the turn of the decade felt epochal, the trend now stands as a promising and 

rejuvenating breath of fresh air. 

 
I was delighted to see Alice Diop s Saint Omer take home both the Grand Jury Prize and the Best First Feature 

award, not so much to watch as several of the competition s strongest left empty-handed. Such was the case for 

Joanna Hogg sThe Eternal Daughter, Frederick Wiseman s A Couple, and Romain Ga ras s Athena. Cate 

Blanchett was crowned Best Actress for her mercurial turn in TÁR, while Colin Farrell nabbed Best Actor for his 

work in Martin McDonagh s The Banshees of Inisherin (which won Best Screenplay, too). I may be in the minority, 

but I asn t entirely convinced by the overly stylized Bones and All; Luca Guadagnino was named Best Director, 

and Taylor Russell earned a Mastroianni Award for Best Young Actress. 

 
It was a solid edition, and the of cial competition s lineup, in hindsight, proved stronger than last ear s. Front- 

loaded as usual, some of the most intriguing entries only screened late in the fest. As it happened in Cannes, 

which unveiled its nest right at the end (Albert Serra s Pacifiction still, for my money, the best lm of the year), 

my two most indelible experiences here were titles I caught on the very last day. One of them was also the only 

entry whose director is currently behind bars. 

 
Earlier this July, Jafar Panahi was sentenced to six years in jail by the Iranian judiciary for charges he had been 

originally convicted of in 2010, when he was accused of acting against national sec rit .  A ash mob was staged 

on the red carpet ahead of the premiere of his No Bears, and the seat beside his name remained empty all 

through the lm s press conference (Panahi went on to nab a Special Jury Prize, a recognition that feels all too 

modest for a work this potent). It asn t the rst time Panahi was forced to miss one of his premieres abroad. He s 

been barred from leaving Iran since 2010, when he was jailed for three months, and banned from making lms for 

20 years a revolting verdict he s thankfully found ways to circumvent. No Bears is the fth feature he s completed 

since, and like the others before it (This Is Not a Film, Closed Curtain, Taxi, 3 Faces), it toys with elements of meta- 

cinema and self-introspection, turning censorship into an opportunity to test the limits and scope of his craft. The 

latest ignominy to befall him makes No Bears all the more heartrending, especially as this is, in its own roundabout 

way, a chronicle of a forced exile, told with the furious intimacy of a diary. 

 
As it was for his earlier, post-ban projects, Panahi plays himself; he s moved from Tehran to a remote village close 

to Turkey to oversee the production of a lm his own crew is shooting in a city just beyond the border. Both layers 

radiate the same claustrophobic and tragic aura. If Panahi cannot leave the country and join his team, neither can 

the duo at the heart of his lm-within-the- lm (Bakhtiar Panjei and Mina Kavani), an Iranian couple stranded in 



 

 

Turkey, which they plan to leave as soon as the ll both snatch fake passports. It s all a ctional tale, but Panahi 

couches it as a documentary. We re told that Panjei and Kavani are a real couple ho s spent the past ten years 

plotting their escape to Europe, a plan that accrues a life-or-death signi cance. The choice only reinforces the 

indictment No Bears bellows at Iran s powers-that-be (both struggles, Panahi s and the pair s in his shoot, are vivid 

testaments to the violations and traumas people suffer under the regime). Yet it also forces Panahi to consider the 

medi m s boundaries just how far the camera can go, and what it should shy away from. In one key fourth-wall 

rupture, Kavani confronts the lmmaker, laying bare the predatory dimensions of his doc mentar  and its 

voyeuristic undertones. 

 
It s in this clash that the lm locates the source of its productive tension. Even as it trumpets Panahi s ability to turn 

his artistic impotence into a source of inspiration,No Bears keeps reminding you of a whole other set of concerns 

the director must wrestle with. There s something profoundly moving about a lmmaker recognizing his pain in 

other people s, only to then re ect on the meaning of his own craft, and its potential complicity in amplifying those 

sorrows which makes No Bears an ambivalent meditation, and all the more unsettling for that. A belligerent vein 

courses through it; marooned at the border, Panahi gets in trouble once he paps a young couple from the village. 

The girl had already been promised to another man, and the photo would incriminate the illicit suitor. The director 

refuses to get involved, which sets the village against him. The rift becomes more than just a battle between 

tradition and modernity. Penned by Panahi, the script posits the local authorities as a synecdoche for the co ntr s 

autocracy. It s getting dangero s,  Panahi s host warns him. That the director chooses not to ee as he d 

decided not to cross the border in the dead of night, earlier on doubles as a rousing declaration of artistic and 

moral integrity. 

 
 

 
 



 

 

El Hype, International 
''Jafar Panahi's ''No Bears'' Freedom and Tradition'' 
Eva Peydro, 
September 11th, 2022 
https://elhype.com/no-bears-jafar-panahi/ 

 
 

 

The title of the latest lm directed b  Jafar Panahi, which premiered in his absence at the79th Venice Film Festival due to his 
imprisonment in Iran, sums up its theme perfectly. No Bears (Khers Nist, 2022) speaks of con nement, of a kind of forced reclusion that 
acts on several levels, and which prevents people from circulating, literally and metaphorically, as they please. Panahi s bears are the same 
monsters that the community in M. Night Sh amalan s The Village (2004) invented to protect their children from the dangers of the world. 

 
In the case of the Iranian, the metaphor drawn from folklore and intended to forge in children the beliefs of insecurity and the need for 
protection functions as a conceptual framework, which the director illustrates masterfully, with his characteristic minimalis m and also 
through increasing forcefulness throughout the lm. 

 
The opening anecdote of No Bears is the stay of a lm director, played by Panahi himself, in a small village on Iran s border with Turkey. 
There, from a distance, he is directing a semi-documentar  lm about a couple of e iles who intend to travel illegall  to Europe. At rst,  
the landlord of the humble house he lives in is pleased to host an important personality, but little by little, the relationship with him, as  
mediator, and the rest of the neighbours, will become strained 

https://elhype.com/no-bears-jafar-panahi/
https://elhype.com/en/highlights-of-the-79th-venice-film-festival/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt20205236/?ref_=nm_flmg_dr_1


 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Gradually, the stranger will know that he is being watched and considered as an element to be controlled and to make it clear that his  
presence in the village is not acceptable at an  price. This gradation is identi able with the repression of citi ens who, fo r example, are 
denied passports, jobs and nall  freedom, as has been the case with Panahi himself and other Iranian lmmakers; just as the local council 
that decides on questions of coexistence is a court at scale, where sentences do not depend on the process. The external exile necessary to 
be able to work on his project, even if it is limited to a remote region and not to another country, reveals an inevitable ro otlessness that 
hampers his work, and his life in short. 

 
Finding himself, without seeking it, in the middle of a dispute over the social customs of a community paralysed by its customs, the 
protagonist tries to maintain his integrity as aCarlo Levi, nding himself involved in spite of himself in a situation that speaks not only of 
his fellow countrymen, but of a whole country, of a mentality. Like a foreign body, the director is isolated after several attempts to redirect 
his polite withdrawal from the con ict, his tolerant acceptance of the communit s demands, but his degree of assent is never enough. 

 
Tradition, in its repetitive refrain, is such an arbitrary imposition that even the villagers make no effort to justify it: the marriage rites, the 
public oaths, the ancestral fear of imaginary bears waiting beyond the boundaries for those who dare to cross them. This suffocating, 
blocking tradition, guarantor of the status quo and social peace, is a moral prison, revealing the unbridgeable distance that  separates the 
protagonist from his neighbours. The ways in which these absurd but effective rules are wrapped up show the e tent to which the lm  
director is an outsider in his surroundings, and is unacceptable to others, as are the members of this swarm  as we see at the end of the 

lm  who, in one way or another, try to introduce an element of freedom or transgression, however legitimate it may seem to the spectator 
and the protagonist, but which is a refusal to live the lives of others. 

 
The formalities with which village life is woven are never innocuous, the circumlocutions with which local diplomacy weaves the web into 
which the interlocutor will fall, unable to detach himself from the demands with which they are concluded, have profound cons equences 
and, over the course of the lm, the progression becomes more and more suffocating. Moreover, this social con nement with the threat of 
expulsion is transferred to a higher dimension, which is the one that has con ned the director to the countr s border, from which he cannot 
leave, but in which he literally goes to the legal extreme. Panahi also makes use, through an old woman, of the djinns, the goblins of pre- 
Islamic mythology, supernatural entities, who present themselves as both protective angels and demons, embodied in the ambiva lence of 
his assistant or the people smugglers. 



 

 

 

 
 
 

In a signi cant night scene, in which his assistant urges him to cross the border illegally  he has agreed to do so with the smugglers who 
informally guard the crossing, replacing the police  the director asks where the border is, he replies that he is just stepping over it and, 
startled, takes a step back, comes to his senses and retraces his steps. The physical evidence of what he perceived as a concept becomes a 

ickering neon that shows him his lack of freedom to leave the country, or even to live in an intolerant community 

 

 
 

Even so, the lmmaker shoots his docudrama as best he can, with protagonists who, at the same time, are experiencing their own 
exodus. Zara has suffered imprisonment and torture, has been deported, but does not want to enter Europe without her partner. Finally, he 
gets a passport  hers belongs to a French tourist and is implied to be stolen  and they both prepare to leave, imitating the appearance of 

those they are impersonating  she pathetically made up with her red lips, bob and striped shirt under her blazer  but at the last minute, 
Zara discovers that his passport is patently false and that it has all been a ruse to pretend to accompany her and t hus give her a chance to 
ful l her dream. 

 
In this climax of the drama within the drama, Zara shows us in a burst of ethics and solidarity that she does not want to harm a foreigner, 
that she does not want to abandon the man who will be left helpless without her company, and that his white lie (and manipulation) is a 
disloyalty worse than prison and torture. Integrity is the nal frontier for Zara, which will ultimately lead her to a destination of no return, 
in a re ection on who need and desperation make us, and probabl  showing a moral stature that surpasses the holders of legal passports, 
who have closed the doors on her, time and time again. 



 

 

 
The actors play their own impossibility to grow, to walk, to choose, and reality imposes itself on ction, deciding their own end and, at the 
same time, the end of their lm, in the same wa  that, out of their control, societ  also decides that the director cannot fo llow his work 
plan. 

 
 

The camera always tells the truth, said Bertolucci, referring to the power of improvisation and the magic of the  
supreme moment  that only the camera can capture, and Panahi corroborates this. Instead of attending an absurd 

wedding engagement ceremon  on the river, the protagonist delegates to his landlord the task of lming it and  
showing it to him. Not quite understanding how the camera works, he confuses the functions and inadvertently  
records when he thought he had it turned off, revealing their conversation and what is actually thought of the 
stranger in the village. Panahi s camera has given us in No Bears a new truth from art, that of the impotence of the 
repressed survivor, who can neither stay nor leave, in a paradox whose only resolution -until this moment- is the 
absolute deprivation of freedom. 

 
 

 

https://elpais.com/cultura/2022-07-19/condenado-a-seis-anos-de-carcel-el-cineasta-irani-jafar-panahi.html
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''Festival de Venise 2022: tentation du départ et justice relative dans ''No Bears'' de Jafar Panahi'' 
Olivier Bachelard, 
September 11th, 2022 
https://www.abusdecine.com/festival-de-venise-2022-tentation-du-depart-et-justice-relative-dans-no-bears-de-jafar- 
panahi/ 
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Compétition 
NO BEARS 
(Khers nist) 
de Jafar Panahi 

avec Jafar Panahi, Naser Hashemi, Vahid Mobaseri, Bakhtiar Panjeei, Mina Kavani, Reza Heydari... 
 
 

Notre première impression sur le film : 
À nouveau emprisonné quelques semaines avant le début du Festival, Jafar Panahi (dont les deniers lms font 
toujours l nemen  dans les grands festivals : "TaxiTéhéran", "Trois visages" ) n a donc une nouvelle pas pu être 
présent pour la présentation de son dernier long : "No bears" ("Le  o  n e i en  pa "). Un long métrage qui 
d ma e a ec le nage d n lm dans le lm, comme si lui-m me di igeai  a  l in e m diai e de a ebcam ne  

i e i nai  dan  la e. Une mani e an  d e d af me  e i il a i e il ne cessera jamais de 
tourner. 

https://www.abusdecine.com/critique/taxi-teheran/
https://www.abusdecine.com/critique/trois-visages/


 

 

Le lm séduit par un scénario qui mêle deux histoires de volonté de fuite, celle de son acteur et son actrice principale, 
dans un lm proche de leurs vies réelles (et posant la question de leur séparation) et celle de deux amoureux du 
village, voulant éviter le mariage arrangé pour la lle (la fuite permettant ici leur union). Devant se rendre pour un 
repérage près de la frontière, Panahi, qui joue une nouvelle fois son propre rôle de metteur en scène, loge dans leur 
petit village, où une photo supposée prise par lui va faire scandale, car elle serait la preuve de leur liaison. Tissant 
autour de ce cliché une affaire mobilisant tout le village, Jafar Panahi réussit là aussi quelques belles paraboles sur le 
lien entre traditions et pouvoir (celui du chef du village), et sur une certaine volatilité de la justice locale. 

 
 
 
 

PLEASE FIND THE FOLLOWING ENGLISH GOOGLE TRANSLATION: 
 

FESTIVAL 
 

Venice Film Festival 2022: temptation to leave and relative justice in "No bears" by Jafar Panahi 

Our first impression of the film: 

Once again imprisoned a few weeks before the start of the Festival, Jafar Panahi (whose latest films always make  
headlines at major festivals: “TaxiTéhran , “Three Faces …) was therefore unable to be present for the presentation of 
his latest feature: "No bears" ("The bears do not exist"). A feature film that begins with the shooting of a film within a 
film, as if he himself was directing a team shooting in the street via his webcam. A way no doubt to affirm that 
whatever happens it will never stop turning. 

 
The film seduces with a script that mixes two stories of a desire to escape, that of its actor and its main actress, in a 
film close to their real lives (and raising the question of their separation) and that of two lovers from the village, 
wanting avoiding an arranged marriage for the girl (here flight allows their union). Having to go for a scouting near the 
border, Panahi, who once again plays his own role as a director, stays in their small village, where a photo supposedly 
taken by him will cause a scandal, because it would be proof of their connection. Weaving around this cliché an affair 
mobilizing the whole village, Jafar Panahi also succeeds in some beautiful parables on the link between traditions and 
power (that of the village chief), and on a certain volatility of local justice. 
 



 

 

Cocalecas, USA 
''Venecia 2022: Critica a ''No Bears'' (2022) Jafar Panahi'' 
Ruben Peralta Rigaud, 
September 11th, 2022 
https://cocalecas.net/2022/09/venecia-2022-critica-a-no-bears-2022-de-jafar-panahi/ 
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Venecia 2022: Critica a «No Bears» (2022) de Jafar Panahi 
 

Reseña a "No bears" de Jafar Panahi, estrenada en la edicion 79 del Festival de Cine en 
Venecia. 

Jafar Panahi no está en Mostra de Cine Venecia 79 y, por ese motivo, se le dejó un asiento vacío dentro de la 
rueda de prensa, pero habla con su nueva película, No Bears, que compite por otro León de Oro. Contra la 
autoridad, más allá de los medios. 

 
 
 

El director siempre ha tenido oposición en casa; tras un brillante debut rodando varios cortometrajes y 
actuando como ayudante de dirección en las películas de Abbas Kiarostami desde el 1994 hasta el 1997, 
Jafar Panahi gana el Leopardo de Oro en el Festival de Cine de Locarno por The Mirror, en 2000, el León de 
Oro en la Mostra de Cine de Venecia por The Circle, y, en 2006, el Oso de Plata a la Mejor Dirección en el 
Festival de Cine de Berlín con Fuera de Juego. 

 
En 2001 rodó This Is Not a Film, un documental, que es un videodiario, a pesar de las consecuencias legales 
de su arresto. Este documental fue sacado de contrabando de Irán a través de un disco duro y se presentó en 
el Festival de Cine de Cannes ese mismo año. Siguen, a menudo llevadas a cabo de manera similar, la muy 
exitosa Taxi Teherán, Oso de Oro en Berlín 2015, y Tres caras (2018). 

 
 
 

El gran director iraní fue detenido el pasado mes de julio en Irán. Acudió a pedir información a las 
autoridades sobre su ilustre colega Mohammed Rasoulof (Oso de Oro en la Berlinale por Evil Does Not 
Exist) y fue arrestado y encarcelado. 

 
En No Bears se dirige a un pueblo cercano a la porosa frontera con Azerbaiyán para contar la historia de una 
pareja que intenta llegar a París con pasaportes robados mientras un equipo de rodaje los sigue. 

 
También aparecen una segunda pareja joven que intenta escapar de una prisión forzada, un matrimonio y un 
pueblo lleno de chismosos y curiosos. Estos aldeanos no se pierden nada, incluido el hecho de que Panahi, el 
visitante de Teherán, pasa todo el día en su computadora y solo sale de su habitación alquilada después del 
anochecer. 

 
 
 

Un drama que se desarrolla a la par en la forma de un triángulo amoroso en el pueblo. Gozbal (Darya Alei) 
está siendo presionada socialmente para que se case con un hombre al que no ama, mientras está 
secretamente enamorada de Soldooz (Amid Davari). Panahi se ve envuelto en esto después de que lo acusen 
de tomar una foto de Gozbal con Soldooz juntos, lo que demuestra que están teniendo una relación. Este es 
el catalizador del constante acoso que recibe por parte del educado pero persistente jefe de la aldea (Naser 
Hashemi) y el impetuoso futuro marido. Panahi ilustra este escenario bastante desagradable centrándose en 
las costumbres y supersticiones de la vida del pueblo, dejando en claro que estos hombres están actuando por 
creencias y no por malevolencia. Incluso cuando los acontecimientos se vuelven opresivos, todavía es capaz 
de conjurar momentos perdidos de deleite nacidos de observaciones humanas. 

 
 
 

En medio, un pueblo cerca de Turquía desde donde Panahi dirige una película al otro lado de la frontera: una 

https://cocalecas.net/2019/09/tiff-2019-knives-out-2019-rian-johnson/


 

 

película que dirige en remoto, no los hechos, no las historias de amor, dos y, de hecho, paralelas. Deseos de 
poder, tradiciones - ¿supersticiones? – sin embargo se alían para que la pareja, la cticia, pero no cticia, 
choquen con la sociedad: (¿cómo la prosa no puede verse comprometida por la vida?) mientras intentan 
obtener pasaportes falsos para huir a Francia. 

 
 
 

Que sean sus actores o los aldeanos, da igual: el hacerse cargo es el mismo, la responsabilidad reivindicada. 
Sin embargo Panahi está demasiado informado cinematográ camente para atribuirle la historia solo al 
problema político, por lo que delega mucho en el metacine, en la re exión - ante todo veraz - en el 
dispositivo. 

 
Lejos de ser una obra de cción, la película dentro de la película se revela como un intento documental de 
capturar a Zara y Bakhtiyar (la otra pareja) en este punto crucial de sus vidas mientras intentan escapar. 
Panahi (el director de la película) oscila entre mostrar las di cultades de estos amantes con sus emociones 
muy altas y la perspectiva de Panahi (el director de la película dentro de la película) mientras él y Reza se 
esfuerzan por mantenerse a la vanguardia de sus temas para seguir documentando una historia de alto riesgo. 
En un momento, a la audiencia se le mostrará el peligro personal de tratar con contrabandistas, al siguiente 
se le mostrarán las di cultades logísticas de obtener el permiso para lmarlos. Estos dos ángulos se 
completan con un tercero implícito como imaginamos en Panahi. 

 
 

25 años después del Leopardo de Oro en Locarno por el segundo largometraje The Mirror , Panahi no ha 
dejado de luchar, utilizando el cine como lenguaje para reproducir y comprometer aún más la realidad, 
pidiendo cuentas al mundo espectador. 

 
 
 

Aquí niega, como intelectual, el estado de arresto en que el régimen lo quiere sacri car, aquí testimonia, 
liberándose del “cómo nuestro miedo otorga un enorme poder a los demás”, aquí plantea el sentido político 
de su historia, a través de imágenes y sonidos, al poder. También estarán él, Mohammad Rasoulof y Mostafa 
Aleahmad tras las rejas, pero no están, no ahí, como prometen los osos del título. 

 
Lo que realmente Panahi no rehuye es la re exión de que, si bien él está en relegado a su cautiverio, sus 
propias películas no: lejos de ser protagonista, su propia salida al campo es más bien la respuesta al llamado 
en el corredor. 

 
Si los habitantes del pueblo se animaran a apoyarlo, podemos y debemos acogerlo: el poder tampoco se le 
quita a la casualidad. 

 
Como premio: contra la autoridad, con autoridad; detrás de la cámara, dentro de la realidad. 
 
 
PLEASE FIND THE FOLLOWING ENGLISH GOOGLE TRANSLATION: 

 
Venice 2022: Critique of "No Bears" (2022) by Jafar Panahi 

 
 

Review of "No bears" by Jafar Panahi, premiered at the 79th edition of the Venice Film Festival. 
 

Jafar Panahi is not at Mostra de Cine Venecia 79 and, for that reason, an empty seat was left for him at the press 
conference, but he is speaking with his new film, No Bears, which is competing for another Golden Lion. Against authority 
beyond the media. 

 
 
 

The director has always had opposition at home; After a brilliant debut shooting several short films and acting as assistant 
director on Abbas Kiarostami's films from 1994 to 1997, Jafar Panahi won the Golden Leopard at the Locarno Film 
Festival for The Mirror, in 2000, the Lion of Gold at the Venice Film Festival for The Circle, and, in 2006, the Silver Bear 
for Best Direction at the Berlin Film Festival for Out of Play. 

 

https://cocalecas.net/2020/05/las-peliculas-de-mi-cuarentena-4/
https://cocalecas.net/2016/11/video-el-universo-conectado-en-las-peliculas-de-quentin-tarantino/


 

 

 
 

In 2001 he shot This Is Not a Film, a documentary, which is a video diary, despite the legal consequences of his arrest. 
This documentary was smuggled out of Iran via hard drive and was shown at the Cannes Film Festival that same year. 
They follow, often carried out in a similar way, the very successful Taxi Tehran, Golden Bear in Berlin 2015, and Three 
Faces (2018). 

 
 
 

The great Iranian director was arrested last July in Iran. He went to ask the authorities for information about his illustrious 
colleague Mohammed Rasoulof (Golden Bear at the Berlinale for Evil Does Not Exist) and was arrested and imprisoned. 

 
In No Bears he heads to a town near the porous border with Azerbaijan to tell the story of a couple trying to get to Paris 
with stolen passports while a film crew follows them. 

 
There is also a second young couple trying to escape from a forced prison, a married couple and a town full of gossips 
and onlookers. These villagers don't miss a thing, including the fact that Panahi, the visitor from Tehran, spends all day on 
his computer and only leaves his rented room after dark. 

 

A drama that unfolds side by side in the form of a love triangle in the village. Gozbal (Darya Alei) is being socially 
pressured to marry a man she doesn't love, while she is secretly in love with Soldooz (Amid Davari). Panahi gets caught 
up in this after he is accused of taking a photo of Gozbal with Soldooz together, proving that they are having a 
relationship. This is the catalyst for the constant harassment she receives from the polite but persistent village chief 
(Naser Hashemi) and her brash future husband. Panahi illustrates this rather unpleasant scenario by focusing on the 
customs and superstitions of village life, making it clear that these men are acting out of belief and not malevolence. Even 
when events turn oppressive, he is still able to conjure up lost moments of delight born of human observations. 

 
 

In the middle, a town near Turkey from where Panahi directs a film on the other side of the border: a film that he directs 
remotely, not the facts, not the love stories, two and, in fact, parallel. Desires for power, traditions - superstitions? – 
however they team up so that the couple, the fictitious, but not fictitious, collide with society: (how can prose not be 
compromised by life?) while trying to obtain false passports to flee to France. 

 
 
 

Whether they are the actors or the villagers, it doesn't matter: taking charge is the same, the responsibility claimed. 
However, Panahi is too cinematographically informed to attribute the story solely to the political problem, which is why he 
delegates a lot to metacinema, to reflection-above all truthful-on the device. 

 
Far from being a work of fiction, the film within the film reveals itself to be a documentary attempt to capture Zara and 
Bakhtiyar (the other couple) at this pivotal point in their lives as they attempt to escape. Panahi (the film's director) 
oscillates between showing these lovers' struggles with their emotions running high and Panahi's (the film-within-a-film 
director) perspective as he and Reza struggle to stay ahead of their curveballs. topics to further document a high-stakes 
story. At one point the audience will be shown the personal danger of dealing with smugglers, the next the logistical 
difficulties of getting permission to film them. These two angles are completed with an implicit third as we imagine in 
Panahi. 

 
 

25 years after the Golden Leopard in Locarno for the second feature film The Mirror, Panahi has not stopped fighting, 
using cinema as a language to reproduce and further compromise reality, calling the viewing world to account. 

 
 

Here he denies, as an intellectual, the state of arrest in which the regime wants to sacrifice him, here he testifies, freeing 
himself from "how our fear gives enormous power to others", here he poses the political meaning of his story, through 
images and sounds, to power. He, Mohammad Rasoulof and Mostafa Aleahmad will also be behind bars, but they are 
not, not there, as the title bears promise. 

 
What Panahi really does not shy away from is the reflection that, although he is relegated to his captivity, his own films 
are not: far from being the protagonist, his own exit to the field is rather the answer to the call in the runner. 

 
 

If the inhabitants of the town dare to support him, we can and must welcome him: power is not taken away from chance 
either. 

 
 
 

As a reward: against authority, with authority; behind the camera, inside reality.  
 



 

 

Sight & Sound, UK 
''No Bears: a reflexive, tragicomic study of boundaries blurred'' 
John Bleasdale, 
September 13th, 2022 
https://www.bfi.org.uk/sight-and-sound/reviews/no-bears-reflexive-tragicomic-study-boundaries-blurred 

 
 
 
 

No Bears: a re e ive, tragicomic study 
of boundaries blurred 

Jafar Panahi  latest lm about lines both blurred (between 

truth and ction, between spying and lmmaking) and xed 

(between countries) travelled to Venice in the early weeks 

of the di ec  six-year jail sentence for dissidence. 

 

https://www.bfi.org.uk/sight-and-sound/reviews/no-bears-reflexive-tragicomic-study-boundaries-blurred


 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Reviewed from the 2022 Venice International Film Festival. 
 

There is a moment in Jafar Panahi s new film when the filmmaker, playing a 
version of himself, stands on a hill at night, staring at the lights of a town 
across the border. He s not sure here e actl  the border is, and asks his 
companion, who points at the ground right in front of him; Panahi takes an 
involuntar  step back as if hat as pointed out asn t a line on a map, but 
a land mine, a viper. In No Bears, borders aren t simpl  legal, geographical 
and political constructs, but psychologically internalised fears and limits. 

These limits are imposed on the individual (Panahi would know, having 
endured twelve years of travel bans and house arrests) and on a society as a 
whole. No Bears sees Panahi s filmmaker directing his new film remotely as 
he lives in self-imposed exile in a small Iranian village near the border with 
Turkey. 
The film-within-a-film traces the story of two lovers, Bakhtiar (Bakhtiar 
Panjeei) and Zara (Mina Kavani), who want to escape to Europe together. 
The problem is that they only have one passport, and Zara refuses to leave 
Bakhtiar on his own. The filming progresses by fits and starts as Panahi 
communicates with his assistant Reza (Reza Heyadari) by phone, watching 
the live shots coming through his laptop. As in Abbas Kiarostami s The Wind 
Will Carry Us (1999), the fluctuating strength of the internet signal becomes 
vitall  important, underlining Panahi s isolation as ell as the isolation of the 
village he finds himself in. 

Another problem emerges when Panahi finds himself embroiled in a dispute 
about another pair of lovers who are apparently defying tradition. It appears 
that Panahi  who has been casually filming the villagers, and even 
recruiting his simple-minded landlord Ghanbar (Vahid Mobaseri) to film some 
local marriage ceremony  might also have taken a photograph of the couple 
whose forbidden relationship is upsetting the oman s betrothed and the 



 

 

rest of the village. This e acerbates Panahi s ambiguous position: a stranger 
from Tehran who has the support of the local sheriff but who is also in trouble 
with the regime. Is he a spy or a filmmaker? In the end, is there actually 
a difference? 

 
On one level this is a fish-out-of-water story. The amiable Tehran urbanite, 
Panahi enjoys some of the aspects of village life. He is prepared food and 
herbal teas by the matriarch and in turn offers her magnesium supplements 
for her aches and pains. There s a mutual interaction and respect and 

initially Panahi is a casually curious anthropologist, amused by the goings-on 
of the village but not interested enough to pay them much attention  unlike 
Ghanbar, who puts on a servile front but accidentally films himself 
badmouthing his guest. 

But as the story weaves a web of misunderstanding and distrust, the tone 
becomes darker and the consequences more serious. Panahi s position in 
the village is compromised as he is requested to formally swear, in a special 
s earing room , that he did not take the picture. One villager advises him to 
simply lie if that will keep the peace, and Panahi is aware that others are 
promising violent consequences: There ill be blood.  Mean hile, his film is 
coming unstuck: it appears now to be a documentary, and the falsehoods of 
fiction are simply becoming lies. 

Over all of this Panahi is presented with a possible solution: the temptation 
of escape, of crossing the border, extricating himself from danger and giving 
up on his own country in the process. But emigration means different things 
for different people. In the case of Zara and Bakhtiar, it means separation; 
for the young couple in the village, it means being together. For Panahi, it 
affords the possibility of freedom, but also the renouncement of the culture 
that lies at the root of his art. 

The film is not a simple cry for artistic freedom. As in his other films, Panahi 
portrays himself as a stumbling avuncular figure who inadvertently causes 
harm. His artistic mission has consequences that ripple outwards, disrupting 



 

 

the lives of others as ell as his o n. Given Panahi s o n real-life suffering 
and repression, it is a testament to his integrity as an artist that he looks so 
critically at himself and so empathetically at those who are indifferent to, or 
might even support, his imprisonment. The final shot is a heroic acceptance 
of responsibility and a refusal to flee, made all the more poignant by the 
director s subsequent real-life incarceration with a sentence of six years. 



 

 

 
Loud & Clear, 
''No bears ( Khers Nist) Review: Great Guerilla Storytelling'' 
Claire Fulton, 
September 14th, 2022 
https://loudandclearreviews.com/no-bears-khers-nist-jafar-panahi-venice-review-2022-film/ 
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Winning the ‘Special Jury Prizeʼ at the Venice Film Festival is quite something, and the recipient of that honour this year was 
Jafar Panahi s No Bears (Khers Nist). It s a considerable achievement, especially from the currently imprisoned director who, in 
2010, was banned from filmmaking for 20 years by the Iranian government. 

With its film-within-a-film premise, No Bears is telling three stories concurrently, two of which are tangibly linked, and the other 
linked thematically. It s a film that blurs the lines between fact and fiction, with Panahi himself taking the role of ‘filmmaker , the 
maestro overseeing the filming of Zara (Mina Kavani) and Bakhtiyar s (Bakhtiyar Panjeei) attempts to flee Iran. He himself has 
fled to a remote village near the Turkish border – despite explicit instructions not to consider crossing it – and delivers his 
direction through a spotty skype connection. Almost against his will, he s drawn into the idiosyncrasies of village life around him 
as he works. In particular, that of Gozbal (Darya Alei) and Soldooz s burgeoning romance (Amid Davari), which is causing a stir as 
he is decidedly not the man she is being pressured into marrying. 

There s an urgency to Pahaniʼs filmmaking, with the camera ducking around people and often lingering back from what is most 
exciting within the shot. Stemming from the fact that No Bears was completed in secret, smuggled out of the country and 
showcased at Venice 79 with brave defiance, it also feels like a natural choice within the film itself. As an outsider to the village, it 
makes sense that Panahi s filmmaker would be at a remove from the action, and the most we see of the cultural goings-on is 
when the camera is borrowed by his host Ghanbar (Vahid Mobaseri), or when a group of village elders come by to question 
Pahani about a photograph. 

 

 
 

It s a set-up that feels somehow between worlds; a step away from the (albeit staged) bustle of the city, rural but still busy and 
full of life. But the village is also a place of fear, where young couples face severe consequences for daring to connect, and the 
eyes of those smuggling things over the border are always watching. And that sense of dread doesn t particularly ease in the city 
either. Zara has suffered tremendously at the behest of the state, and her grief over the unlikeliness of a successful escape 
attempt feels raw and real. Kavani s performance is perhaps the best in the film, and it s a poignant encapsulation of the struggle 
women in her position feel daily, as they deal with their trauma and desperately wish for the chance at a new, safer, freer life. 

The blurring of fact and fiction gives the film a documentary-like nature, and Panahi s fear as he finds himself standing directly 
on the border to Turkey feels like an unscripted moment captured by the camera. It gives the film urgency and agency, and 
Panahi s real life jail sentence feels like a consequence that could be shown within the film and not feel out of place. It s a 
powerful, brave piece of filmmaking from a director who is willing to push boundaries to produce impactful, important art. 

 
 

No Bears is a film that, much like its director, is committed to amplifying the voices of the silenced and telling stories of 
truth. It shows how life is in Iran for those who don t conform to the system, traditions or expectations. And while there are no 
bears in Khers Nist, there s still plenty to fear. Panahi s film doesn t shy away from that fact, but doesn t cower to it either. Much 
like the man himself. 

https://loudandclearreviews.com/tag/mina-kavani/
https://loudandclearreviews.com/tag/bakhtiyar-panjeei/
https://loudandclearreviews.com/tag/darya-alei/
https://loudandclearreviews.com/tag/amid-davari/


 

 

 

 
 



TIFF  Re ie  No Bea  S ecial P e en a ion  
SEPTEMBER 19, 2022 

tags: #TIFF22, Film Festivals, Movie Review, TIFF, Toronto 
International Film Festival 

By John Corrado 

★★★ (out of 4) 

The 2022 Toronto International Film Festival ran from 
September 8th to 18th. 

The latest film from the currently imprisoned Iranian director 
Jafar Panahi, No Bears is a work of meta filmmaking that weaves 
together two narratives. Panahi casts himself as a filmmaker who 
is directing his latest work remotely from a small village just over 
the Turkish border, with his assistant director Reza (Reza 
Heydari) clandestinely delivering him hard drives containing the 
footage in the dead of night. 

In the film-within-a-film that Panahi is directing over video calls 
through a spotty internet connection, a couple (played by Mina 
Kavani and Bakhtiyar Panjeei) are trying to secure fake passports 
to escape to France. The film takes on yet another level and 
bec me  e en m e f an e e ci e in me a elling, a  Panahi  
character gets bombarded by the local villagers for a photo of a 
young couple that they believe he has taken. 

The film takes on a farcical quality at this point as the various 
locals confront him, with Panahi  as both filmmaker and 
character  la f ll  challenging he illage  adhe ence  
traditional religious customs that subjugate women. If No 
Bears takes a little while to reveal itself, the film works as an 
entertaining and at times powerful semi-autobiographical work 
from Panahi. It constantly blurs the line between fact and fiction, 
in its own way becoming a statement on his arrest and how he has 
been judged for his boundary-pushing art. 

In its best moments, such as a powerful nighttime meeting 
between Panahi and his AD at the amorphous land border where 
human smugglers carry people across, and an equally memorable 
scene later on that gives the film its amusing yet haunting title, No 
Bears subtly presents itself as a statement on how superstition 

https://thejoyofmovies.ca/tag/tiff22/
https://thejoyofmovies.ca/tag/film-festivals/
https://thejoyofmovies.ca/tag/movie-review/
https://thejoyofmovies.ca/tag/tiff/
https://thejoyofmovies.ca/tag/toronto-international-film-festival/
https://thejoyofmovies.ca/tag/toronto-international-film-festival/


and stories are used to keep us in fear. What a message from a 
filmmake  h  ha  been nfai l  l cked  b  hi  c n  
government for his art. 

 
 

https://onemoviefiveviews.files.wordpress.com/2022/09/nobears_01.jpg


 

 

CNN 
 

One to bookmark for later: “No Bears  
Thomas Page 
September 23 2022, 

 
https://edition.cnn.com/2022/09/23/entertainment/athena-saloum-no-bears-anywhere-but-hollywood-september-2022/index.html 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Every new Jafar Panahi movie feels like a small miracle. The Iranian director has been banned from leaving the country and from making lms 
for more than a decade, yet he s continued to nd a way. In “No Bears,” Panahi plays a version of himself who s travelled to a border village to 
remotely direct a movie in neighboring Turkey. He becomes trapped in a local dispute, accused of photographing a couple s illicit encounter, the 
woman having been promised to another. Meanwhile, the real-life couple in his lm plots an exodus. Borders of all kinds loom large. Harried by 
villagers who treat him and his camera with suspicion, and with authorities asking questions, the director weighs what place might be best for 
him. 

 
 

Mulling the perils of observation and the unforeseen consequences of making art, “No Bears” is a richly layered meta ction, typically self- 
re exive and inseparable from its context. Circumstances have transformed Panahi s lmmaking into an act of dissent. This may be his best and 
most de ant work from this period. It s also the most poignant. Panahi was arrested and imprisoned in July to serve a previously unenforced six- 
year sentence for “propaganda against the system,” per Reuters. 

 
At the Venice Film Festival in September, where the movie won a Special Jury Prize, an empty seat was reserved for the director after its 
premiere. “Our fear empowers others,” a character tells the director in “No Bears.” Panahi has demonstrated his bravery once again. 

 
 

“No Bears” has its US premiere at the New York Film Festival in October. 
 

https://variety.com/2022/film/reviews/no-bears-review-1235365895/
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As the Venice Film Festival celebrates Iranian cinema  there are four Iranian 
films screening at the 79th Biennale  back home in Tehran, Iranian filmmakers and 
artists are facing the harshest crackdown in decades. 

 
The hardline government of Iranian President Ebrahim Raisi has stepped up pressure 
on dissident artists and all critics of the regime to toe the line. In July, authorities 
arrested three prominent directors: Mostafa Al-ea ad (2009  Poosteh), 2020 
Be  G de  Bea  e  M a ad Ra f (There Is No Evil) and Jafar 

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-news/venice-2022-iran-protests-jafar-panahi-mohammad-rasoulof-1235207288/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-news/venice-2022-iran-protests-jafar-panahi-mohammad-rasoulof-1235207288/
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https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-news/venice-2022-iranian-filmmakers-focus-1235186179/%23!
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/t/jafar-panahi/


 

 

Panahi, winner of Ve ce  Golden Lion for Dayereh (2000) and of Be  Golden 
Bear for Taxi (2015). 

 
 

Al-eahmad and Rasoulof were among some 170 prominent Iranian filmmakers, 
artists and actors who signed an open letter on May 29 calling for security forces in 
the country to a  down their a  and side with the people over a government 
described in the letter as rife with c , theft, inefficiency, and e e .  
The letter was in response to the brutal suppression of protests that followed the 
collapse of a 10-story building in the city of Abadan which killed dozens. 

 
On Aug. 16, the Cinema Organization of Iran, a government body associated with 
I a  Culture Ministry, took the unusual step of announcing it would soon release a 
b ac  of filmmakers who would be banned from working unless they recanted 

their opposition to the regime. 
 

T e blacklist is a ploy to put the filmmakers who signed the open letter to publicly 
d a ce e e e  f  ,  c a  e  d d   a  e  e e g g,  a 
prominent Iranian producer told The Hollywood Reporter, speaking on condition of 
anonymity. 

 
Pa a , e f I a   fa  a d acc a ed d ec , a  a e ed e  e 
went to the ec  office to inquire about Ra f  arrest. In 2011, Panahi and 
Rasoulof were hit with 20-year bans on filmmaking and multi-year prison sentences 
for alleged anti-regime propaganda, though both have continued to work in secret 
and, until now, neither was imprisoned. 

 
Human Rights Watch says the recent arrests are part of a broader crackdown on 
d e , d e  b  Te a  de e  d ac  f  e de e a  f ec c 
c d  within the country, which is in the middle of a severe recession, and an 
apparent deadlock in the g e e  attempt to revive its nuclear deal with 
the international community. Iranian authorities have also stepped up the repression 
of women, introducing new restric   e  d e  a d g e g e 
enforcement of the c  compulsory hijab rules. 

 
 
 

I  a  g e  ge e , e eg e a  a a  bee  a  e e  f f , f a  a d f 
e , beca e e  a e a  g  f de ,  a  S a Ra ba a , a L d - 

based Iranian writer and author of Iranian Cinema Uncensored. Government 
censorship and repression, she says, is a g d g day e e  in Iran, with 

e Te a  eg e pening up a bit, creating a little gap, breathing space and then 
cracking down again as soon as the often critical films and their makers became too 
popular amongst the e e.  

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/t/jafar-panahi/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/t/iran/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/t/international/


 

 

 
But the current crackdown, she says, is a step above what has come before. Rahbaran 

  a e e  b  I a  e e eade , A  K a e e , f a g  a e e 
c  bac   e 1980 ,  af e  e I a c e , e  I a c de g  
was strong and the revolution had a very large and wide base amongst the e e.  
The problem, Rahbaran says, is that Iranian society has moved on. Instead of 
supporting the religious hardliners, the majority in the country back the dissident 
filmmakers. 

 
T e f a e  a e e e e  a  a g e e e, a d he more the 

government represses them, the more popular they bec e,  she notes. A filmmaker 
like [two-time Oscar winner] Asghar Farhadi, who has never used his platform to 
c c e e b a  eg e,  e  a   I a , e d e  a e e same 
standing among the e e.  

 
In addition to picking four Iranian films this year  Pa a  a e , No Bears, and 
Vahid Ja a d  Beyond the Wall will premiere in competition on the Lido, Houman 
Se ed  World War III and Arian Va daf a  Without Her  Ve ce  H  
sidebar  Ve ce   a   ca  a  da   I a a  
directors with a series of public events, c d g a f a  b   e ed ca e  
on Sept. 9 just ahead of the No Bears premiere. Directors, actors and other VIPs will 
be invited to hold up the names of imprisoned artists, including Rasoulof and Panahi. 
A panel in Venice on Sept. 3 will discuss the situation of persecuted directors 
worldwide and debate what the rest of the film world can do to help. 

 
 
 

These sorts of film festival protests are nothing new. The Cannes Film Festival took a 
swipe at Tehran during its opening ceremony in 2010, leaving one chair symbolically 
empty for Panahi, who had been invited to join the competition jury despite being 

de  e a e  a d ab e  ea e I a . Be  ade a a  Pa a  e  
c a  gesture in 2011. Like Cannes, Berlin had made Panahi a member of the jury. 
Several major festivals, including Cannes, Venice and Berlin, have publicly called for 
the release of all dissident filmmakers imprisoned in Iran. 

 
The hope is that public pressure generated by such statements and protests will force 
change and better the situation of filmmakers on the ground. But some warn they 
could have the opposite effect. 

 
T e e  g e e  a e a d e , a d e  a  g f  e    

show their hardline anti-Western, anti-A e ca  c ede a ,  e  e I a a  
producer with decades of experience negotiating government censorship rules. 
W e  international festivals put on a show, putting out an empty chair for Panahi in 

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-news/venice-film-festival-iran-flash-mob-1235205768/


 

 

Berlin or whatever, it leads the regime to crack down harder on f a e .  
 

T e cce  f A  Abba  Holy Spider in Cannes this year  the Iranian serial 
killer drama won the best actress honor for Zar Amir-Ebrahimi  led to an 
immediate backlash. Iranian Culture Minister Mehdi Esmaili warned that those 
who had worked on Holy Spider would be ed,  raising fears about the fate 
of the f  I a -ba ed ed  Ha ede  Saf a . (Abba  a d  f e f  
cast and crew, including Amir-Ebrahimi, live outside Iran.) 

 
I d prefer to see the festivals just show and praise Iranian films without attacking the 
eg e,  e d ce  a . T  c  a e   a e  a de   ge  e e 

directors out of prison because the government wants to show they a e  listening to 
western voices and western de a d .  

 
Many, however, see the recent Iranian crackdown as the last flailing of a dying 
regime. 

 
 
 

I   def e  a g  f fea  a d ea e , f a ac  f popularity, of being a 
government with very little public ,  says Rahbaran. I  will make things 
more difficult for artists and the population. But just how many filmmakers, how 
many women can they put in jail? How many people can they ?  
 

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-reviews/holy-spider-review-cannes-2022-1235152019/
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''Imprisoned Iranian Filmmakers Jafar Panahi, Mohammad Rasoulof Say 'Hope of Creating Again' Has Become a 'Reason for Existence'' 
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In a new statement shared with the Venice Film Festival, imprisoned Iranian filmmakers Jafar Panahi and Mohammad Rosoulof have said the h e 
of creating again  is a ea n for e i ence.   

 
 

https://variety.com/2022/film/global/jafar-panahi-mohammad-rasoulof-prison-venice-1235359157/
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Venice showed solidarity with persecuted filmmakers in Iran and Turkey as part of a session co-organized with the International Coalition for 
Filmmakers at Risk (ICFR) that highlighted the plight of creatives in these countries, and the remaining work required to raise awareness of their 
immense struggle. 

 
Iran, in particular, is seeing a major crackdown on the filmmaking community. In early July, Mohammad Rasoulof, winner of the 2020 Berlin Golden Bear 
for The e Is No E il,  and fellow filmmaker Mostafa Al-Ahmad were arrested for posting a statement on social media in the wake of a violent 
government crackdown. Just days later, dissident Iranian auteur Jafar Panahi, known globally for prizewinning works such as Off ide  and Ta i,  was 
also arrested after inquiring about his imprisoned peers. 

 
 
 

In the joint statement, distributed to journalists at a Saturday press conference on the Lido, the directors said: We are filmmakers. We are part of 
Iranian independent cinema. For us, to live is to create. We create works that are not commissioned. Therefore, those in power see us as criminals. 
Independent cinema reflects its own times. It draws inspiration from society. And cannot be indifferent to it. 

 
The history of Iranian cinema witnesses the constant and active presence of independent directors who have struggled to push back censorship and to 

ensure the survival of this art. While on this path, some were banned from making films, others were forced into exile or reduced to isolation. And yet, 
the hope of creating again is a reason for existence. No matter where, when, or under what circumstances, an independent filmmaker is either creating 
or thinking about creation. We are filmmakers, independent ne.  

 
More to come 

 
 
 
 

https://variety.com/t/mohammad-rasoulof/
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A panel of international figures joined forces today at the Venice Festival to pledge their support for filmmakers suffering oppression, 
harassment and imprisonment around the world. 

Participants in the panel included the Director of the Venice Film Festival Alberto Barbera, Vanja Kalurdjercic (Croatia, Director of the 
Rotterdam International Film Festival), Sinem Sakaoglu (Turkey, director), Orwa Nyrabia (Director of the Amsterdam Documentary Film 
Festival), Mike Downey (President of the European Film Academy) and Kaveh Farnam (Iran, producer). 

Vania Kaludjercic gave the context for the founding two years ago of the International Coalition Filmmakers at Risk (ICFR), arising out of a 
shared concern for independent storytellers whose lives and livelihoods at risk. In those two years, the ICFR has helped filmmakers from 
Afghanistan to Egypt, Myanmar to Iran, and most recently, in Ukraine. 

 
 

She described how ICFR had mobilised the international film community to raise 420,000 euros, enough to help with emergency relocation, 
visas, shelter and other expenses for 400 filmmakers in Ukraine. 

 
She aid: The a  i  Uk ai e h ed he e  f he fi  c i , de a e  to the whole world that we can stand up for ourselves 
a d ge he  he   c eag e  de  h ea .  

 
O a N abia ci ed he ICFR  cce  i  he i g fi ake  i  Afgha i a   of 800 individual filmmakers and their families, 60% had been 
relocated to safe c ie . He added, h e e , Thi  i   ge  a e  , b  hi  d e  ea  e f ge .  A d he ci ed he agic case of 
Mantas K eda a i i , a Lithunian filmmaker murdered in Ukraine. The fact that he was murdered so brutally makes us remember why we 
d  a  f hi . I  ca  be e i e   a e.  

The challenge is getting bigger, said Kalurdjercic: “The world and society at large is more aggravated than two years ago. Our concerns are 
dee e . T da  e ha e a  e  a k ab .  

 
E e b d   he a e  ed i di id a  ca e   de a e he ge c  f he ICFR  k: 

 
Jafar Panahi – The dissident Iranian filmmaker, who has already been arrested and condemned in the past, will naturally be unable to 
attend the Venice Film Festival because he was again deprived of his personal freedom last July for having protested together with 
many of his colleagues against the arrest of two other directors, Mohammad Rasoulof and Mostafa Aleahmad which occurred following 
the protests against the violence against civilians in Iran. 
Motaz Atowab  detained in Egypt, and only freed after a year and a half 

i de  Mater  Turkish female filmmaker sentenced to 18 years, after being raided on the set of her film 
 

We eed e e  a d  if e e  be effec i e a d g. We eed  e a d  e a i  f  bei g eac ive to proactive 

https://deadline.com/tag/icfr/
https://deadline.com/tag/jafar-panahi/
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and to become a i i g i a i   ake  e effec i e,  aid Mike D e . 
 

Saka g  fi i hed i h a ha d i e  e b  i de  Ma e : 
 

Dea  fi aki g c i   tThough i  did  ee  ha  a , e ha e e ba ked  a diffic  a k i  diffic  i e . The ida i  a d 
global support continually reassures me that we are on the right path and doing what is right. With the hopes of freedom and of meeting at 
festivals soon.  

 
And Downey finished with a note from Jafar, made an ambassador for ICFR when it was founded two years ago and now in prison himself: 

The c di i a   f fi ake  i  he be   a fi ake  a  i k ca  ge .  

D e  added, N  Jafa  eed   he .  
 

In support of Jafar Panahi will be a flash-mob event on Friday September 9 at 4.30pm, scheduled to take place on the red carpet ahead of a 
screening of Pa ahi  fi  i  c e i i  a  he Fe i a , Kehrs nist (No Bears). 
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De todas las artes, el cine quizá sea la que mejor engaña. Tan cerca está de los mecanismos con los que la 
conciencia se acerca a la realidad que se diría una copia de ella, un burdo truco de magia cuyo mayor o único mérito 
no sea otro que el de imaginar vidas ajenas para escapar ilusoriamente de la propia. Pero también quizá, y por la misma 
razón, el cine es el más logrado y depurado de los artefactos con el que construir alternativas, espacios de liberación 
y, sobre todo, de resistencia. El cine configura desde la más evidente e impúdica evidencia la propia conciencia. Somos 
lo que vemos y, más radical aún, lo que desde la pantalla nos ve a nosotros. 

Jafar Panahi, director de cine iraní, lleva años dándole vueltas al asunto un poco por la exigencia misma de su 
profesión y el resto por simple necesidad. En 2010 se le prohibió trabajar, es decir, rodar, y en julio pasado 
entró en prisión. Después de ser defenestrado por participar en una manifestación contra el gobierno de su país, ha 
completado cuatro películas desde la clandestinidad y a riesgo de casi todo. Todas ellas discuten el criterio mismo 
de lo real. Todas fabulan la posibilidad de un cine entendido como un lugar problemático, político en su sentido 
más noble y, sobre todo, libre. 'Esto no es una película' (2011), 'Closed Curtain' (2013),'Taxi Teherán' (2015) 

y 'Tres caras' (2018) se mueven entre el documental y la ficción, y desde esa frontera tenue y vibrante a la vez, se 
antojan sencillamente revolucionarias. Son auténticos cataclismos que nos miran directamente a los ojos. 'No 
bears', la película que de la mejor de las maneras cerró el viernes la competición oficial en la Mostra de Venecia, 

https://www.elmundo.es/cultura/cine/2022/09/09/631b48adfdddff40068b45ac.html
https://www.elmundo.es/cultura/cine/2022/07/11/62cc3566fc6c83ef608b45dd.html


 

 

sigue moviéndose en este mismo campo magnético, digámoslo así, pero su textura es más carnal, 
existencial, menos intelectualizada si se quiere. También, y para completar la descripción, se trata de una obra 
maestra tan triste, tan bella y tan clara que asusta. Se cuentan dos historias de amor, las dos imposibles. La 
primera de ellas discurre en la película documental que un director de cine encarnado por el propio Panahi rueda 
desde la distancia. Éste se encuentra en un pueblo de la frontera entre Irán y Turquía y vía internet da las órdenes a 
su equipo de Estambul sobre cuestiones tales como el ritmo, la forma y hasta el sentido del argumento. Recuérdese 
se trata de un documento, que no ficción, de una pareja que pretende desde Turquía escapar hacia la Europa. El 
otro relato se sitúa en el mismo pueblo en el que el personaje de Panahi se ve recluido. La ruptura de una boda 
pactada enfrenta a los enamorados con las tradiciones de la comunidad. Y una posible foto accidental del director 
es el centro de todas las disputas. 

El único punto de contacto de las dos historias es el propio cineasta a la vez testigo de lo que ocurre muy lejos y de 
lo que sucede muy cerca. Él reconfigura con sus órdenes la película que se rueda al otro lado de la frontera y él 
puede sellar el destino de dos amantes si enseña la foto que demuestra su amor. Toda 'No bears' (No hay osos, sería 
la traducción como referencia de los miedos inventados que surgen en la oscuridad) discurre a la vez en la pantalla 
y fuera de ella. La película, como en sus trabajos anteriores, está ahí para discutir el sentido y profundidad de la 
imagen, del cine, de la propia conciencia transformada por lo que ve. Pero esta vez, la tragedia aparece como algo 
más que una posibilidad. Ahora todo es más oscuro, más duro, infinitamente más triste. 

El resultado es, por una parte, la culminación de todo el cine que Panahi lleva a cabo desde que fue condenado a, 
precisamente, no hacer cine. Pero, por la otra parte (la más importante), toda la reflexión digamos metatextual es 
depositada en la superficie de la misma carne, en el dolor de unas vidas condenadas una y otra vez a estrellarse 

contra la arrogancia de las reglas impuestas, contra la brutalidad de lo dado, contra la irreflexión tozuda de un 
mundo tozudo. E irreflexivo. Lo que queda es una película como poco tremenda, por lo épico, pero también 
desconsoladamente triste. Admirable. Y libre. Sobre todo, empeñada hasta la angustia en ser libre. 

La película se completó poco antes de que fuera Jafar Panahi fuera encarcelado con una condena de seis años. Es 
premonición y es, ya se ha dicho, obra maestra. 
 

 

 



 

 

 
 
 

PLEASE FIND THE FOLLOWING ENGLISH GOOGLE TRANSLATION: 
 
 

 
Of all the arts, the cinema is perhaps the one that best deceives. It is so close to the mechanisms with which 
consciousness approaches reality that it could be said to be a copy of it, a crude magic trick whose greatest or only 
merit is none other than that of imagining other people's lives in order to illusoryly escape from one's own. But also 
perhaps, and for the same reason, the cinema is the most successful and refined of the artifacts with which to 
build alternatives, spaces of liberation and, above all, of resistance. The cinema configures from the most obvious 
and shameless evidence the conscience itself. We are what we see and, even more radical, what sees us from the 
screen. 

Jafar Panahi, Iranian film director, has been thinking about the matter for years, a little due to the very demands 
of his profession and the rest out of simple necessity. In 2010 he was banned from working, that is, shooting, 
and last July he went to prison. After being sacked for participating in a demonstration against the government of 
his country, he has completed four films from hiding and at the risk of almost everything. All of them discuss the 

https://www.elmundo.es/cultura/cine/2022/07/11/62cc3566fc6c83ef608b45dd.html


 

 

very criterion of the real.They all fable the possibility of a cinema understood as a problematic place, political in its 
noblest sense and, above all, free. 'This is not a movie' (2011), 'Closed Curtain' (2013), 'Taxi Teheran' (2015) 
and 'Three Faces' (2018) move between documentary and fiction, and from that tenuous and vibrant border at the 
same time, they seem simply revolutionary.They are authentic cataclysms that look us straight in the eye. 

'No bears', the film that in the best of ways closed the official competition at the Venice Film Festival on Friday, 
continues to move in this same magnetic field, let's put it that way, but its texture is more carnal, existential, less 
intellectualized if wants. Also, and to complete the description, it is a masterpiece so sad, so beautiful and so 
clear that it scares. Two love stories are told, both impossible. The first of them takes place in the documentary 
film that a film director embodied by Panahi himself shoots from a distance. He is in a town on the border between 
Iran and Turkey and via the internet he gives orders to his team in Istanbul on issues such as the rhythm, the form 
and even the meaning of the plot.Remember this is a document, not fiction, of a couple who intends to escape from 
Turkey to Europe. The other story takes place in the same town where Panahi's character is confined. The breakup 
of an agreed wedding confronts the lovers with the traditions of the community. And a possible accidental photo of 
the director is the center of all disputes. 

 
The only point of contact between the two stories is the filmmaker himself, both a witness to what 
happens far away and what happens very close. He reconfigures with his orders the film that is shot 
across the border and he can seal the fate of two lovers if he shows the photo that proves their 
love. All'No bears' (There are no bears, would be the translation as a reference of the invented fears that 
arise in the dark) runs both on the screen and off it. The film, as in his previous works, is there to discuss 
the meaning and depth of the image, of cinema, of his own consciousness transformed by what he 
sees. But this time, tragedy appears as more than just a possibility. Now everything is darker, harder, 
infinitely sadder. 

The result is, on the one hand, the culmination of all the films that Panahi has made since he was 
sentenced, precisely, not to make films. But, on the other hand (the most important), all let's say 
metatextual reflection is deposited on the surface of the same flesh, in the pain of lives condemned 
again and again to crash against the arrogance of the imposed rules, against the brutality of the given, 
against the stubborn thoughtlessness of a stubborn world. And thoughtless. What remains is a film that 
is not tremendous, because it is epic, but also disconsolately sad. Admirable. And free. Above all, 
determined to the anguish to be free. 

The film was completed shortly before Jafar Panahi was jailed for six years. It is a premonition and it 
is, it has already been said, a masterpiece. 

 
 



 

 

 
 

The Hollywood Reporter, 
''Venice: Festivals Reads Statement from Imprisoned Iranian Director Jafar Panahi'' 
Scott Roxborough, 
September 3, 2022 
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-news/jafar-panahi-message-to-venice-festival-1235211676/ 

 
 

 
 
 

Imprisoned Iranian filmmaker Jafar Panahi has sent a message of defiance to the 
Tehran regime. 

 
Panahi, one of Iran  most acclaimed directors, whose latest film No Bears screens in 
competition at the Venice Film Festival next week, was arrested in Tehran last 
month and is currently serving a six-year prison sentence. But from his prison cell, 
Panahi sent a letter to Venice, which festival director Alberto Barbara read out on 
Sa rda  a  he ar  of a panel i led Filmmaker  Under A ack: Taking S ock, 
Taking Ac ion.  

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-news/jafar-panahi-message-to-venice-festival-1235211676/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/t/iran/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-news/iran-filmmaker-jafar-panahi-serve-six-year-sentence-1235182648/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-news/iran-filmmaker-jafar-panahi-serve-six-year-sentence-1235182648/


 

 

 

 
 

We are filmmakers, for us to live is to crea e,  Panahi wrote in part. The work we 
crea e i  no  commi ioned [ o] ome of o r go ernmen  ee  a  criminal   
some have been imprisoned, others were forced into e ile.  

 
Panahi was the third Iranian filmmaker to be arrested in the country in less than a 
week, as authorities also locked up Mohammad Rasoulof, director of Berlin Golden 
Bear winner There Is No Evil (2020), and Mostafa Aleahmad (Poosteh), amid a 
broader crackdown on artists across the country. Panahi was arrested after protesting 
the arrests of Rasoulof and Aleahmad. 

 
There is No Evil producer Kaveh Farnam, speaking on the Venice panel, went over 
details of the arrests in harrowing detail, calling the go ernmen  latest crackdown a 
big attack on independent Iranian cinema, on filmmakers and everything that is not 
100 percent in the same direction and same ideology of the go ernmen .  

 

Filmmaking in Iran, Farnam aid, i  no  a righ , i  i  a pri ilege. The go ernmen  
gives the privilege to those who make propaganda or present another [positive] image 
of the co n r .  

 
He thanked the international community for making noi e  in support of Iranian 
filmmakers but warned the government crackdown i n  finished e .  

 
In addition to the situation in Iran, the panel discussed the persecution of filmmakers 
in several countries, including Turkey, Egypt and Myanmar. In one of the most 
absurd cases of censorship, Turkish filmmaker Cidgem Mater was thrown in jail not 
for making a film but for thinking abo  making one on a banned subject. 

 
Mater also sent a letter to Venice, written from her prison cell, thanking the 
international film community for their support. 

 
Vanja Kalurdjercic, director of the Rotterdam International Film Festival and one of 
the founders of the International Commissioner of Filmmakers at Risk (ICFR), said it 

a  nece ar  for he global film comm ni  o o nd a er  lo d alarm  abo  he 
drama ic increa e  in censorship, imprisonment and abuse of filmmakers worldwide. 

 
On Sep . 9, hor l  before he orld premiere of Panahi  No Bears in Venice, the 
fe i al ill hold a fla h mob  on he red carpe  o demon ra e i  ppor  for 
filmmakers who have been arrested or imprisoned over the past year. Directors, 
actors and other VIPs attending the 79th Venice festival will gather and hold up the 
names of imprisoned artists. 

 

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/t/international/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/t/turkey/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/t/censorship/


 

 

 
France 24, 
''Jailed in Iran Filmmaker Jafar Panahi competes in Venice'' 
Source: AFP, 
September 9th, 2022 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220909-jailed-iranian-filmmaker-jafar-panahi-competes-in-venice 

 

Jailed Iranian filmmaker 
Jafar Panahi competes in 
Venice 

 

Venice (AFP) – The Venice Film Festival left a symbolic empty place for Iranian filmmaker Jafar Panahi on 
Friday as his latest movie got its world premiere while he languishes behind bars in Tehran. 

The director, who has won multiple international awards, was imprisoned along with 
two other filmmakers in July in the latest crackdown on civil society. 

 
But his new film, "No Bears", competing for the top prize Golden Lion in Venice, 
shows that the many years of trying to silence Panahi have done nothing to curb his 
searing political critique and wry sense of humour. 

 

The film is partly focused on Iranians in Turkey, trying desperately to emigrate to 
Europe. 

https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220909-jailed-iranian-filmmaker-jafar-panahi-competes-in-venice


 

 

 
But it also follows Panahi himself in a fictionalised version of his real life, as he 
struggles to make the film from across the border in Iran, which he was already 
banned from leaving. 

 
One of the film's stars, Mina Kavani, told reporters in Venice that she was inspired 
by his focus, despite having to direct by phone and internet. 

 
"He was in such concentration, he had such perfectionism -- as an actress, I 
couldn't let myself get sentimental," said Kavani, who lives in exile in France. 

#photo1 

"All that counted for him was cinema. He just wanted to make his movie. I thought: 'I 
know now why he's Mr Panahi.'" 

 
'Survival' 

 
In 2010, Panahi was sentenced to six years in prison for "propaganda against the 
system" following his support for anti-government protests. 

 
As can often happen in Iran, the sentence was never carried out but hung over him 
-- and was only enacted in July when he went to enquire about two other 
filmmakers, Mohammad Rasoulof and Mostafa Aleahmad, who had just been 
arrested. 

 
Panahi and Rasoulof issued a defiant statement via the Venice organisers last 
week, vowing to continue making art. 

 
"The history of Iranian cinema witnesses the constant and active presence of 
independent directors who have struggled to push back censorship and to ensure 
the survival of this art," they wrote. 

 
Panahi won the top prize at the 2015 Berlin Film Festival for "Taxi", and best 
screenplay at Cannes for "Three Faces" in 2018 -- but was unable to accept either 
prize in person. 

 
The crackdown on civil society has worsened even further under President Ebrahim 
Raisi, an ultra-conservative former judiciary chief who came to power last year. 



 

 

Yet Iran's independent filmmakers continue to punch above their weight, in spite of 
the pressure. 

 
A second Iranian film is competing for the Golden Lion this week -- "Beyond the 
Walls" by Vahid Jalivand -- a grim look at Iran's security state and those trapped 
within it. 

#photo2 

Jalivand was cautious in his words at a press conference on Thursday, saying "a 
balance between the two sides" was needed in Iran today. 

 
"In this movie the hero of the movie is a security official himself. We have 
unfortunately reached a perspective where it is totally bipolar," he told reporters. 

 
"If we can create the sense of brotherhood, dialogue will become much easier, there 
will be less violence. This is my true belief and I would still believe this even if I were 
living in Europe or the United States." 
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Swissinfo, 
Source: EFE 
''Panahi y Rasoulof: la esperenza de voler a crear es una razon para existir'' 
https://www.swissinfo.ch/spa/festival-venecia_panahi-y-rasoulof---la-esperanza-de-volver-a-crear-es-una-raz%C3%B3n-para-existir-/47873918 

 

Panahi y Rasoulof: "la esperanza de volver a crear es una razón 
para existir" 

 

Venecia (Italia), 3 sep (EFE).- Los cineastas iraníes Jafar Panahi y Mohammad Rasoulof, en prisión por sus 
protestas contra la represión gubernamental en su país, aseguraron en un comunicado hecho público este 
sábado en la Mostra de Venecia que "la esperanza de volver a crear es una razón para existir". 

 
Un texto leído por el director del festival, Alberto Barberá, durante un panel celebrado en Venecia titulado 
"Cineastas bajo ataque: hacer balance, actuar". 

"Somos cineastas. Somos parte del cine independiente iraní. Para nosotros, vivir es crear", comienza el 
mensaje, redactado conjuntamente por Panahi -Oso de Oro en Berlín por "Taxi" (2015) y León de Oro en 
Venecia por "El círculo" (2000)- y Rasoulof -Oso de Oro por "La vida de los otros" (2020)-. 

Al crear obras que no son por encargo, "los que están en el poder nos ven como criminales", aseguran los 
realizadores, cuyo cine "se inspira en la sociedad y no puede ser indiferente a ello". 

"La historia del cine iraní es testigo de la presencia constante y activa de directores independientes que han 
luchado para hacer retroceder la censura y asegurar la supervivencia de este arte. En este camino, a algunos se 
les prohibió hacer películas, a otros se les forzó a exiliarse y otros fueron reducidos al aislamiento". 

Pero, agregan, "la esperanza de volver a crear es una razón para existir". "No importa dónde, cuándo o bajo 
qué circunstancias, un independiente cineasta está creando o pensando en la creación. Somos cineastas, 

cineastas independientes".  

Una situación denunciada por el Festival de Venecia en un panel en el que también expresó su preocupación 
por el resto de cineastas perseguidos en Irán, así como en Turquía y Ucrania. 

El panel fue organizado junto a la Coalición Internacional por Cineastas en Peligro (ICFR, por sus siglas en 
inglés), que se creó en 2020 en el marco de la Mostra con el objetivo de activar la respuesta colectiva de la 
comunidad del cine para hacer frente a los ataques al trabajo de sus colegas en todo el mundo. 
 

 
 

https://www.swissinfo.ch/spa/festival-venecia_panahi-y-rasoulof---la-esperanza-de-volver-a-crear-es-una-raz%C3%B3n-para-existir-/47873918
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Barbera destacó el recrudecimiento de la censura y de los ataques a la libertad de expresión de los cineastas de 
todo el mundo e insistió en el riesgo que corre en estos momentos Panahi, cuya última película participa en la 
competición oficial de Venecia. 

"No Bears" es "una obra absolutamente extraordinaria, la más fuerte y relevante políticamente en estos cuatro 
años de semiclandestinidad y semilibertad" de Panahi, precisó el director del la Mostra. EFE 

 
PLEASE FIND THE FOLLOWING ENGLISH GOOGLE TRANSLATION: 

 

Panahi and Rasoulof: "the hope of recreating is a reason to exist" 
 

Venice (Italy), Sep 3 (EFE).- Iranian filmmakers Jafar Panahi and Mohammad Rasoulof, in prison for their 
protests against government repression in their country, assured in a statement made public this Saturday at 
the Venice Film Festival that "the hope to recreate is a reason to exist". 

A text read by the director of the festival, Alberto Barberá, during a panel held in Venice entitled "Filmmakers 
under attack: take stock, act". 

"We are filmmakers. We are part of Iranian independent cinema. For us, to live is to create," begins the 
message, written jointly by Panahi - Golden Bear in Berlin for "Taxi" (2015) and Golden Lion in Venice for 
"The Circle " (2000)- and Rasoulof -Golden Bear for "The Lives of Others" (2020)-. 

By creating works that are not commissioned, "those in power see us as criminals," say the filmmakers, whose 
cinema "is inspired by society and cannot be indifferent to it." 

"The history of Iranian cinema bears witness to the constant and active presence of independent directors who 
have fought to roll back censorship and ensure the survival of this art. Along this path, some were banned 
from making films, others were forced into exile and others were reduced to isolation. 
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But, they add, "the hope of recreating is a reason to exist." "No matter where, when or under what 
circumstances, an independent filmmaker is creating or thinking about creating. We are filmmakers, 
independent filmmakers." 

A situation denounced by the Venice Film Festival in a panel in which it also expressed its concern for the rest 
of the persecuted filmmakers in Iran, as well as in Turkey and Ukraine. 

The panel was organized together with the International Coalition for Endangered Filmmakers (ICFR), which 
was created in 2020 within the framework of the Mostra with the aim of activating the collective response of 
the film community to face to attacks on the work of his colleagues around the world. 

 
 

Barbera highlighted the intensification of censorship and attacks on the freedom of expression of filmmakers 
around the world and insisted on the risk that Panahi is currently running, whose latest film is participating in 
the official competition in Venice. 

"No Bears" is "an absolutely extraordinary work, the strongest and most politically relevant in these four 
years of semi-secrecy and semi-freedom" by Panahi, the director of the Mostra specified. EFE 

 
 
 
 
 

 



Taxidrivers, italy 
''Jafar Panahi: il cinema che resiste'' 
Maria Cera, 
September 8th, 2022 
https://www.taxidrivers.it/250934/latest-news/biennale-del-cinema-di-venezia/jafar-panahi-il-cinema-che-resiste.html 

 
 

 

 
 

Sono un cineasta. Il 
cinema è il mio modo di 
esprimermi ed è ciò che dà 
un senso alla mia vita. 
Niente può impedirmi di 
fare film. Per questo devo 

https://www.taxidrivers.it/250934/latest-news/biennale-del-cinema-di-venezia/jafar-panahi-il-cinema-che-resiste.html


continuare a filmare, a 
prescindere dalle 
circostanze: per rispettare 
quello in cui credo e per 
sentirmi vivo. 

 
 

Queste parole risuonano in modo ancora pi  urgente di fronte all ennesima noti ia che getta il mondo  
del cinema e della cultura nello sgomento: Jafar Panahi è stato tratto in arresto l 11 luglio a Teheran. Si 
era recato in procura per verificare la situazione di due suoi colleghi detenuti in prigione la settimana  
precedente. Mohamad Rasoulof e Mostafa al-Ahmad erano stati accusati di aver minato la sicurezza 

 
 

dell Iran semplicemente perché avevano denunciato attraverso i social network la violenta repressione 
attuata dal governo in risposta ai disordini dopo il crollo del complesso Metropol ad Abadan il 23 
maggio, in cui sono morte almeno 41 persone. 

 
Il regista iraniano dovrà scontare sei anni di detenzione per una condanna (produzione di propaganda 
antigovernativa) che risale al 2011, finora mai di fatto applicata. Panahi era stato isolato fisicamente col 
divieto di uscire dal suo Paese. Nonostante tutto, aveva continuato a realizzare film che hanno viaggiato 
per lui in tutto il mondo e nei Festival più prestigiosi, fino a No Bears (Gli orsi non esistono, 2022), 

presente nel concorso di Venezia 79. 
 

In Iran arresti per i cineasti iraniani Jafar Panahi, Mohammad Rasoulof, Mostafa Aleahmad 
 

Il cinema, n  estensione 
di se stesso 
Aiuto regista di Abbas Kiarostami per il meraviglioso Sotto gli ulivi (1994), Jafar  Panahi ha debuttato 
da solo dietro la macchina da presa nel lungometraggio Il palloncino bianco (1995), film rivelazione 
e Came a d O come migliore opera prima a Cannes nel 1997: una bambina deve comprare un 

pesciolino rosso ad ogni costo. Pervaso dall aura di Kiarostami (autore della sceneggiatura), in presa 
diretta, zeppo di personaggi della strada, per guardare anche ciò che non è bello da vedere. 

 
Lo specchio (1997, Pa do d O o a Locarno): a Teheran, all uscita della scuola, una bambina non trova 

sua madre e decide di tornare a casa. Ma nel bus, la piccola (Aida Mohammadkhani, la stessa 
folgorante interprete de Il palloncino bianco) all impro iso si stufa di recitare, si toglie il velo e il finto 
gesso al braccio e molla tutti, dimenticandosi il microfono. Panahidecide di continuare a girare e di 
seguirla. 

 
Il cerchio (2000, Leone d o o alla 57^ Mostra del Cinema di Venezia): un collage tutto femminile nella 
colpa di esistere ed essere donna in un Iran maschilista e oppressivo. 

 
Offside (2006): Iran e Bahrein giocano per la qualifica ai Mondiali 2006 e alle donne è proibito entrare  

negli stadi. Sei giovani tifose tentano inutilmente di forzare il blocco, finché la gente invade le strade 
per festeggiare la vittoria, in un entusiasmo collettivo maschile e femminile, un abbraccio visivo  

https://www.taxidrivers.it/249085/festival/cineasti-sotto-attacco.html
https://www.labiennale.org/it
https://www.taxidrivers.it/244816/magazine-2/in-iran-arresti-per-i-cineasti-iraniani-jafar-panahi-mohammad-rasoulof-mostafa-aleahmad.html


incontrollabile, di sicuro irritante per il regime islamico. 

 
 

Clandestinità diventa la 
a ola d o dine del suo 

fare cinema 
Il 2010 sarà infatti l anno più duro per il regista: accusato di propaganda contro la Repubblica islamica 

(Panahi aveva partecipato ai movimenti di protesta contro Ahmadinejad del marzo 2010 a Teheran),  
viene condannato a sei anni di reclusione, riuscendo però a ottenere la libertà vigilata, pagando una 
cauzione salatissima. Privato del passaporto, scatta l interdi ione dalla professione per ent  anni: ent  
anni senza dirigere film, scrivere sceneggiature, rilasciare interviste a media stranieri  Un verdetto 
agghiacciante. Il regista, a questo punto, sceglie di non abbandonare l Iran ma di continuare a  
raccontarlo da dentro, senza arretrare nelle lotte da sempre portate avanti con il suo cinema. 

This is not a film (2012): un diario della sua reclusione domestica, in attesa del verdetto della Corte 
d Appello a cui si era rivolto contro la condanna inflittagli. Panahi chiama Mojtaba Mirtahmasb, un suo 
collaboratore, che arriva e inizia a filmare, donandoci un visivo prospettico da balcone, da televisione e 
da androne, sempre critico e denso di esistenza. 

 
Closed Curtain (2013), girato anche grazie al rischioso aiuto del regista Kamboziya Partovi. Un uomo ed 
il suo cane arrivano clandestinamente con un taxi in una villa. È uno sceneggiatore, continuamente 
interrotto nella sua ispirazione da un elemento esterno (una giovane donna). Panahi entra lui stesso in 
scena ad un certo punto, manifestando la presenza di una troupe impegnata nelle riprese. Capiamo che 
quella villa è sua  La creatività è continuamente spezzata, alla ricerca di uno spazio libero che non può 
manifestarsi.  



La maturità espressiva da 
reclusione 
Taxi Teheran (2015), Orso d O o al Festival di Berlino: Jafar Panahi fa entrare Teheran dentro un taxi, 
nel quale si mimetizza come autista, nascondendo una videocamera e caricando i passeggeri. Dal suo 
abitacolo, il regista ascolta, interagisce, osserva, realizzando un miracolo di meta-cinema, fondendo 



 

 

realtà e finzione in un novus filmico e visivo carico di libertà creativa, verità e amore immenso per  
l essen a che il cinema incarna. Un respiro di rappresentazione, un dolce inganno , denuncia e atto di 
forza contro ogni costrizione, limitazione, repressione dei diritti fondamentali. 

Three Faces (2018, Migliore Sceneggiatura al Festival di Cannes), una nuova variazione del concetto 

di confine: al taxi, Panahi sostituisce un fuoristrada, lasciando naturalmente senza permesso Teheran e 
spingendosi sulle montagne del Nord-Ovest. Una famosa attrice iraniana riceve il video di una ragazza 
che implora il suo aiuto per sottrarsi a un destino inevitabile. L attrice e Panahi partono verso il villaggio 
per scoprire la verità sul video ricevuto. Col suo set itinerante su 4 ruote, il regista percorre un viaggio 
nel cuore dell Iran, tra incontri comici, poetici, destabili anti, legati idealmente dalle tre donne 
protagoniste del film: l a ice emergente (la ragazza); l attrice famosa Behnaz Jafari che impersona se 
stessa e si confronta con l inferiorit  giuridica della donna nel diritto iraniano e la superstizione di un 
monoteismo intransigente; l attrice isolata(che non vedremo mai), una donna che face a film  prima 
della Rivoluzione del 79 e ora vive come una reclusa nella casetta al di fuori del villaggio. 

Jafar Phanai è riuscito e riesce in condizione estreme, dentro limiti fisici, materiali, geografici, a 

vincere la libertà di autodeterminazione e di consapevolezza, realizzando quel cinema indispensabile  
anche nella sperimentazione dei canali dentro i quali far viaggiare pensieri, valutazioni, testimonianze, 
bellezza, disincanto e tanta, tanta poesia. 

 

PLEASE FIND THE FOLLOWING ENGLISH GOOGLE TRANSLATION: 
 

Jafar Panahi: the cinema that resists 
 
 

I am a filmmaker. Cinema is my way of expressing myself and it is what gives my life meaning. Nothing can stop me 
from making films. This is why I have to keep filming, regardless of the circumstances: to respect what I believe in and 
to feel alive. 

 
These words resound even more urgently in the face of yet another news that throws the world of cinema and culture into 
dismay: Jafar Panahi was arrested on 11 July in Tehran. He went to the prosecutor's office to check the situation of two of his 
colleagues held in prison the previous week. Mohamad Rasoulof and Mostafa al-Ahmad had been accused of undermining the 
security of Iran simply because they had denounced through social networks the violent repression carried out by the 
government in response to the riots after the collapse of the Metropol complex in Abadan on 23 May, in which at least 41 people 
died. 

 
The Iranian director will have to serve six years in prison for a sentence (production of anti-government propaganda) that dates 
back to 2011, so far never actually applied. Panahi had been physically isolated with a ban on leaving his country. In spite of 
everything, he had continued to make films that have traveled for him all over the world and in the most prestigious festivals, up 
to No Bears (The bears do not exist, 2022), present in the Venice 79 competition. 

In Iran arrests of Iranian filmmakers Jafar Panahi, Mohammad Rasoulof, Mostafa Aleahmad 

Cinema, an extension of itself 
Assistant director to Abbas Kiarostami for the marvelous Under the Olives (1994), Jafar Panahi made his solo debut behind the 
camera in the feature film The White Balloon (1995), a revelation film and Camera d'Or as best first film at Cannes in 1997: a 
little girl has to buy a goldfish at any cost. Pervaded by the aura of Kiarostami (author of the screenplay), live, full of characters 
from the street, to see even what is not nice to see. 

 
The mirror (1997, Pardo d Oro in Locarno): in Tehran, upon leaving the school, a little girl does not find her mother and decides to 
go home. But in her bus, her little girl (Aida Mohammadkhani, the same dazzling interpreter of The White Balloon) suddenly gets 
tired of acting, she takes off her veil and the fake plaster from her arm and drops everyone, forgetting the microphone. 
Panahidecides to keep turning and to follow her. 

 
The circle (2000, Golden Lion at the 57th Venice Film Festival): an all-female collage in the guilt of existing and being a woman in 
a macho and oppressive Iran. 
 
Offside (2006): Iran and Bahrain play for qualification at the 2006 World Cup and women are prohibited from entering stadiums. 
Six young fans try in vain to force the blockade, until people invade the streets to celebrate the victory, in a collective male and 



 

 

female enthusiasm, an uncontrollable visual embrace, certainly irritating to the Islamic regime.  

Clandestinity becomes the watchword of his making films 
 

In fact, 2010 will be the hardest year for the director: accused of propaganda against the Islamic Republic (Panahi had 
participated in the protest movements against Ahmadinejad in March 2010 in Tehran), he was sentenced to six years in prison, 
but managed to obtain the probation, paying a very high bail. Deprived of his passport, he was banned from the profession for 
twenty years: twenty years without directing films, writing scripts, giving interviews to foreign media ... A chilling verdict. At this 
point, the director chooses not to abandon Iran but to continue to tell it from within, without retreating from the struggles that have 
always been carried out with his cinema. 

 
This is not a film (2012): a diary of his domestic imprisonment, awaiting the verdict of the Court of Appeal to which he had turned 
against the sentence imposed on him. Panahi calls Mojtaba Mirtahmasb, one of his collaborators, who arrives and starts filming, 
giving us a perspective view from the balcony, from the television and from the hall, always critical and full of existence. 

 
Closed Curtain (2013), also shot thanks to the risky help of director Kamboziya Partovi. A man and his dog arrive clandestinely 
by taxi to a villa. He is a screenwriter, continually interrupted in his inspiration by an external element (a young woman). Panahi 
himself enters the scene at one point, manifesting the presence of a crew engaged in filming. We understand that that villa 
belongs to him ... Creativity is continually broken, in search of a free space that cannot manifest itself. 

 
 

The expressive maturity of imprisonment 
 

Taxi Tehran (2015), Golden Bear at the Berlin Film Festival: Jafar Panahi lets Tehran enter a taxi, in which he camouflages 
himself as a driver, hiding a video camera and loading passengers. From his cockpit, the director listens, interacts, observes, 
creating a miracle of meta-cinema, blending reality and fiction in a filmic and visual novus full of creative freedom, truth and 
immense love for the essence that cinema embodies. A breath of representation, a 'sweet deception', denunciation and an act of 
force against any constraint, limitation, repression of fundamental rights. 

 
Three Faces (2018, Best Screenplay at the Cannes Film Festival), a new variation of the concept of the border: Panahi replaces 
the taxi with an off-road vehicle, naturally leaving Tehran without a permit and driving into the mountains of the North-West. A 
famous Iranian actress receives a video of a girl who begs for her help to escape an inevitable fate. The actress and Panahi 
leave for the village to find out the truth about the video received. With his traveling set on 4 wheels, the director takes a journey 
into the heart of Iran, between comic, poetic, destabilizing encounters, ideally linked by the three women protagonists of the film: 
the emerging actress (the girl); the famous actress Behnaz Jafari who impersonates herself and confronts the juridical inferiority 
of women in Iranian law and the superstition of an uncompromising monotheism; the isolated actress (whom we will never see), a 
woman who "made films" before the Revolution of '79 and now lives as a recluse in a small house outside the village. 

 
Jafar Phanai has managed and is able in extreme conditions, within physical, material, geographical limits, to overcome the 
freedom of self-determination and awareness, creating that cinema which is also indispensable in experimenting with the 
channels through which thoughts, evaluations, testimonies, beauty can travel. disenchantment and lots and lots of poetry.  



 
 

Frankfurter Rundschau, Germany 
''Jafar Panahi,, No Bears'' : Von Löwen und Bären'' 
Daniel Kothenschulte, 
September 9th, 2022 
https://www.fr.de/kultur/tv-kino/jafar-panahi-no-bears-von-loewen-und-baeren-91778278.html 

 

 
 
 

Mit No Bears , dem heimlich realisierten Spielfilm des inhaftierten Jafar Panahi, hat das Venedig-Festival 

einen weiteren Favoriten. 

 

Im Jahr 1932, vor neunzig Jahren, wurde in Venedig das erste Filmfestival der Welt gefeiert. Dr. Jekyll und 
Mr. H de  ar der Eröffnungsfilm. Preise wurden noch nicht vergeben, aber das Publikum wählte in einer 
kleinen Demokratie-Übung im faschistischen Italien seine Lieblingsfilme. 

 
 
 
 
 

Nicht alle Festivalausgaben lässt man heute noch gelten. Während des Zweiten Weltkriegs wurde erst ein 

de tsch-italienisches Filmfesti al  daraus, dann wurde es vorübergehend eingestellt. Nichts deutet freilich 

https://www.fr.de/kultur/tv-kino/jafar-panahi-no-bears-von-loewen-und-baeren-91778278.html


im Jubiläumsjahr darauf hin, dass seine Tage gezählt sein könnten. Die Vorstellungen sind prall gefüllt, 

Hotelzimmer am Lido nicht zu finden. 
 
 

Schaulustige und Paparazzi kommen durch eine ungewöhnliche Dichte an Hollywoodfilmen auf ihre Kosten,  

und wann hat man es zuletzt erlebt, dass ein Star vom Kaliber eines Brad Pitt sogar unangekündigt auftaucht? 



Am Freitagabend stand er in seiner Eigenschaft als Produzent des Marilyn-Monroe-Biopics Blonde  plötzlich 

auf dem roten Teppich  mit schwarzer Maske eigens fürs Autogramme-Schreiben. Sogar die Standing 
Ovations brachen an diesem Abend Rekorde: Nach 14 Minuten rollten Hauptdarstellerin Ana de Armas die 

Tränen über das Gesicht. 
 
 
 
 
 

Ihrer Marilyn bleiben solche Ehren in dieser melodramatisch aufbereiteten Lebensgeschichte verwehrt, auch 
wenn immer wieder große Filmpaläste darin vorkommen  digital generiert samt Publikum wie in einem 

Historien-Blockbuster. An diesen Anblick wird man sich wohl gewöhnen müssen: Volle Riesenkinos kann  
man sich dann als VR-Simulation zu einem Streamingfilm dazuschalten. Echte  Kinos gibt es  abgesehen 

vom Filmpalast von 1937  auch am Lido nicht mehr, wo die meisten Kinosäle aus Holz und Zeltstoff nur für 
die Festivaldauer hochgezogen werden. Auch das könnte ein Zukunftsmodell sein: Wenn Filmfestivals bald  
keine Kino- sondern Streamingfeste sein werden, braucht man Filmtheater nur noch als temporäre Hülle. 

 
 

Die Filmkunst selbst wird trotzdem überleben  jedenfalls in der freien Welt. Jafar Panahi, der inhaftierte 

iranische Meister, hat es noch einmal geschafft: Trotz seines seit langem verhängten Arbeitsverbots hat er 
einen abendfüllenden Spielfilm realisieren und außer Landes schmuggeln können. Und wieder gelingt es ihm, 

gleichzeitig den Blick auf die Fesseln der Diktatur zu lenken und dem für ihn so typischen humanistischen 
Optimismus treu zu bleiben. 

 
 

 
 

In der komplexen, aber leichthändig arrangierten Filmerzählung übernimmt er selbst die Rolle des Regisseurs 
Jafar Panahi, der sich in einem Dorf an der Grenze zur Türkei eingemietet hat. Über eine wacklige 
Internetverbindung leitet er eine Filmcrew, die auf der anderen Seite ein Flüchtlingsdrama dreht. Doch die 
Wirklichkeit will sich aus dem Film nicht aussperren lassen: Die Hauptdarstellerin, ein Folteropfer, rechnet fest 
damit, wie im Film dargestellt tatsächlich mit ihrem Lebenspartner nach Paris fliehen zu müssen. Doch wenn 
auch der Regisseur gehofft haben sollte, die Fäden des wirklichen Lebens zum Besseren hin zu ziehen, stößt 
er an die Grenzen seiner Utopie. 



Im Dorf macht eine verschworene Gemeinschaft das Leben schwer. Man verdächtigt ihn, beim Fotografieren 
im Ort auch ein heimliches Liebespaar abgelichtet zu haben. Als er das gewünschte Beweismaterial schuldig 
bleibt, erweisen sich die urigen Dörfler und ihre angeblichen Traditionen als nicht weniger bedrohlich als die 
Diktatur, die sie umgibt. 

 
 

No Bears  hei t Jafar Panahis erster gro er Spielfilm seit f nf Jahren, der Titel er eist a f eine  

Beschwichtigungsfloskel gegenüber unsichtbaren Gefahren. Welche Angst muss die iranische Regierung vor 
seinem freien Geist haben und sicher auch vor einem Löwen, den er nun in Abwesenheit gewinnen könnte. Es 

wäre sein zweiter seit Der Kreis  im Jahr 2000. 
 
 

Nach einem attraktiven, aber an Meisterwerken armen Wettbewerb gibt es nicht viel Konkurrenz für Jafar 
Panahi. Der vollkommenste Film des Festivals kam aus Japan: Koji Fukadas Lo e Life , diese entwaffnend 
unkonventionelle Dreiecksgeschichte um die Hinterbliebenen eines verstorbenen Kindes, stellte hier alles in 
den Schatten. Am Samstagabend wird die von der US-Schauspielerin Julianne Moore geleitete Jury ihre 
Preise vergeben. 

 
 

PLEASE FIND THE FOLLOWING ENGLISH GOOGLE TRANSLATION: 
 

''Jafar Panahi,, No Bears'' : Of lions and bears'' 
 

The Venice Festival has another favorite in No Bear , the secretly realized feature film by the imprisoned Jafar Panahi. 
 

In 1932, ninety years ago, the world's first film festival was celebrated in Venice. "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde was  the opening 
film. Prizes have not yet been awarded, but the audience voted for their favorite films in a small democracy exercise in fascist 
Italy. 

 
 
 

Not all festival editions are still valid today. During the Second World War it first became a "German-Italian Film Festival" and 
then was temporarily suspended. Of course, there is nothing to indicate in the anniversary year that its days could be  
numbered. The performances are packed, hotel rooms on the Lido are hard to find. 

 
Onlookers and paparazzi get their money's worth with an unusual concentration of Hollywood films, and when was the last 
time you saw a star of the caliber of Brad Pitt turn up unannounced? On Friday evening he suddenly found himself on the red 
carpet in his capacity as producer of the Marilyn Monroe biopic "Blonde" - with a black mask especially for writing 
autographs. Even the standing ovations broke records that evening: after 14 minutes, leading actress Ana de Armas had  
tears rolling down her face. 

 
 
 

Your Marilyn is denied such honors in this melodramatic life story, even if there are large film palaces in it again and again - 
digitally generated including an audience like in a historical blockbuster. You will probably have to get used to this sight: You 
can then switch to full giant cinemas as a VR simulation for a streaming film. Apart from the Filmpalast from 1937, there are 
no longer any real  cinemas on the Lido either, where most of the wooden and canvas auditoriums are only erected for the 
duration of the festival. That could also be a model for the future: if film festivals are not going to be cinema festivals b ut 
streaming festivals, you will only need film theaters as a temporary shell. 

 
Film art itself will still survive  at least in the free world. Jafar Panahi, the imprisoned Iranian master, has done it again: 
despite his long-standing ban on working, he was able to make a full-length feature film and smuggle it out of the country. 
And once again he manages to draw attention to the shackles of the dictatorship and to remain true to the humanistic 
optimism that is so typical of him. 

 
In the complex but lightly arranged film narrative, he himself takes on the role of director Jafar Panahi, who has rented a  
place in a village on the border with Turkey. Using a shaky internet connection, he directs a film crew that is shooting a  
refugee drama on the other side. But reality doesn't want to be locked out of the film: the leading actress, a victim of torture, 
firmly expects to actually have to flee to Paris with her partner, as portrayed in the film. But while the director may have 
hoped to pull the strings of real life for the better, he comes up against the limits of his utopia. 

 
In the village, a close-knit community makes life difficult. He is suspected of having photographed a secret lover while taking 
pictures in the village. When he fails to provide the evidence he wants, the quaint villagers and their supposed traditions  
prove no less menacing than the dictatorship that surrounds them. 

 
"No Bears" is the name of Jafar Panahi's first major feature film in five years. The title refers to an appeasement phrase  
about invisible dangers. How afraid the Iranian government must be of his free spirit and certainly of a lion he could now win 



 

 

in absentia. It would be his second since The Circle in 2000. 
 

After an attractive but masterpiece-poor competition, there isn't much competition for Jafar Panahi. The most accomplished 
film of the festival came from Japan: Koji Fukada's "Love Life", this disarmingly unconventional love triangle about the  
bereaved of a deceased child, eclipsed everything here. The jury, chaired by US actress Julianne Moore, will award their 
prizes on Saturday evening. 
 



Deadline, 
''Julianne Moore and Audrey Diwan Lead Red Carpet Protest In Support of Jafar Panahi'' 
Zac Ntim, 
September 9th, 2022 
https://deadline.com/2022/09/julianne-moore-leads-jafar-panahi-protest-venice-1235112789/ 

 

 
 
 

Venice jury head Julianne Moore joined activists from the International Coalition Filmmakers at Risk (ICFR) in a flash 
mob on the Venice red carpet Friday evening to call for the release of Jafar Panahi, the Iranian director who was  
detained in Tehran in July. 

 
Venice jury member Audrey Diwan joined Moore on the frontlines of the protest alongside filmmaker Sally Potter, 
Orizzonti Jury President Isabel Coixet, and Venice festival head Antonio Barbera. 

 
The participants held placards depicting Panahi s face alongside the message: Release Jafar Panahi!  

 
The protest took place on the Pala o Del Cinema red carpet prior to the screening of Pahani s latest film No Bears, which 
screens in competition. 
 
 
Panahi has been in custod  since Jul  12 after going to the prosecutor s office in Tehran to follo  up on the hereabouts of 
filmmakers Mohammad Rasoulof and Mostafa Al-Ahmad after they were arrested a few days prior. It later emerged that the 
Iranian authorities had decided to 
 

https://deadline.com/2022/09/julianne-moore-leads-jafar-panahi-protest-venice-1235112789/
https://deadline.com/tag/venice/
https://deadline.com/tag/julianne-moore/
https://deadline.com/tag/audrey-diwan/
https://deadline.com/tag/isabel-coixet/


 

 

reactivate a suspended six-year sentence originally handed out to Panahi in 2010 alongside a 20-year filmmaking and travel 
ban. 
 
 
His detention comes amid a clampdown on freedom of expression in Iran as the government reins in a wave of popular 
protests about a raft of issues, including the cost-of-li ing crisis, the go ernment s handling of a deadl  building collapse, and 
stricter dress codes for women. 
 
Panahi, who broke out internationally in 1995 with Cannes Caméra d Or winner The White Balloon, has spent much of his 
later filmmaking career caught up in the crosshairs of the Iranian authorities. 
 
He was first arrested in July 2009 after attending the funeral of Neda Agha-Soltan, a philosophy student who was shot dead 
in Tehran by government-backed militiamen, while participating in so-called Green Revolution protests. 
 
Panahi was arrested for a second time in March 2010 while shooting a feature set against the backdrop of the Green 
Revolution. In December of that year, he was handed a six-year suspended prison sentence, none of which he has 
served until now. 
 
 
Panahi has continued to make films clandestinely during this period, including 2011 s This Is Not A Film and the Golden 
Bear-winning docu-comedy-drama Taxi. 
 



 

 

 
France 24, 
''Jailed in Iran Filmmaker Jafar Panahi competes in Venice'' 
Source: AFP, 
September 9th, 2022 
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220909-jailed-iranian-filmmaker-jafar-panahi-competes-in-venice 

 

Jailed Iranian filmmaker 
Jafar Panahi competes in 
Venice 

 

Venice (AFP) – The Venice Film Festival left a symbolic empty place for Iranian filmmaker Jafar Panahi on 
Friday as his latest movie got its world premiere while he languishes behind bars in Tehran. 

The director, who has won multiple international awards, was imprisoned along with 
two other filmmakers in July in the latest crackdown on civil society. 

 
But his new film, "No Bears", competing for the top prize Golden Lion in Venice, 
shows that the many years of trying to silence Panahi have done nothing to curb his 
searing political critique and wry sense of humour. 

 

The film is partly focused on Iranians in Turkey, trying desperately to emigrate to 
Europe. 

https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20220909-jailed-iranian-filmmaker-jafar-panahi-competes-in-venice


 

 

 
But it also follows Panahi himself in a fictionalised version of his real life, as he 
struggles to make the film from across the border in Iran, which he was already 
banned from leaving. 

 
One of the film's stars, Mina Kavani, told reporters in Venice that she was inspired 
by his focus, despite having to direct by phone and internet. 

 
"He was in such concentration, he had such perfectionism -- as an actress, I 
couldn't let myself get sentimental," said Kavani, who lives in exile in France. 

#photo1 

"All that counted for him was cinema. He just wanted to make his movie. I thought: 'I 
know now why he's Mr Panahi.'" 

 
'Survival' 

 
In 2010, Panahi was sentenced to six years in prison for "propaganda against the 
system" following his support for anti-government protests. 

 
As can often happen in Iran, the sentence was never carried out but hung over him 
-- and was only enacted in July when he went to enquire about two other 
filmmakers, Mohammad Rasoulof and Mostafa Aleahmad, who had just been 
arrested. 

 
Panahi and Rasoulof issued a defiant statement via the Venice organisers last 
week, vowing to continue making art. 

 
"The history of Iranian cinema witnesses the constant and active presence of 
independent directors who have struggled to push back censorship and to ensure 
the survival of this art," they wrote. 

 
Panahi won the top prize at the 2015 Berlin Film Festival for "Taxi", and best 
screenplay at Cannes for "Three Faces" in 2018 -- but was unable to accept either 
prize in person. 

 
The crackdown on civil society has worsened even further under President Ebrahim 
Raisi, an ultra-conservative former judiciary chief who came to power last year. 



 

 

Yet Iran's independent filmmakers continue to punch above their weight, in spite of 
the pressure. 

 
A second Iranian film is competing for the Golden Lion this week -- "Beyond the 
Walls" by Vahid Jalivand -- a grim look at Iran's security state and those trapped 
within it. 

#photo2 

Jalivand was cautious in his words at a press conference on Thursday, saying "a 
balance between the two sides" was needed in Iran today. 

 
"In this movie the hero of the movie is a security official himself. We have 
unfortunately reached a perspective where it is totally bipolar," he told reporters. 

 
"If we can create the sense of brotherhood, dialogue will become much easier, there 
will be less violence. This is my true belief and I would still believe this even if I were 
living in Europe or the United States." 

 
 



 

 

Screendaily, 
''Flash Mob Hits Venice red carpet to protest arrest of iranian director Jafar Panahi'' 
Alina Trabattoni, 
September 9th, 2022 
https://www.screendaily.com/news/flash-mob-hits-venice-red-carpet-to-protest-arrest-of-iranian-director-jafar-panahi/5174323.article 

 

 

The group held light blue placards bearing photos of the director, with Relea e Jafar Pa ahi  written on them. 
 
 

The message is that we all are on the side of the l ake ,  Barbera toldScreen. The  are rst and foremost individuals 

that need to be permitted to express their ideas and to create their art, which is the reason why we love and support them. 

Attacks on freedom of speech around the world are increasing and this is a really i g.  

 

Panahi was sentenced to six years in prison in June after being arrested for criticising the government alongside fellow 

Iranian lmmaker Mohammad Rasoulof. His lm No Bears is screening in competition at Venice today. 

 

The protest took place on the red carpet at the Palazzo del Cinema, the iconic main venue of the festival where the 

opening and closing ceremonies are also held. 
 

We are here to be with Jafar Panahi who is in i ,  said Lise Clavier, a member of the Giornate degli Autori jury 

comprised of 27 young cinephiles from EU countries. We are here to support him. The Iranian regime is being really harsh 

and cutting the freedom of expression. We are here to say that directors are free to do their k.  

https://www.screendaily.com/news/flash-mob-hits-venice-red-carpet-to-protest-arrest-of-iranian-director-jafar-panahi/5174323.article
https://www.screendaily.com/news/golden-bear-winning-iranian-director-jafar-panahi-sentenced-to-six-years-in-prison/5172725.article
https://www.giornatedegliautori.com/


 

 

 
 

 
The panel speakers hosted at the festival urge the cinema industry to mobilise against repressive action and discuss 

concrete action that may be taken by the international community. On September 8, instead, the festival hosted a Ukrainian 

Day that was market by events and talks centred on the dif c l ie  faced by lmmakers in the c ic -torn country. 
 

 



Variety, 
''Julianne Moore and Venice Jury Stands in Quiet Solidarity, With Imprisoned 'No 
Bear' Director Jafar Panahi'' 
Ben Croll, 
September 9th, 2022 
 
https://variety.com/2022/film/news/julianne-moore-venice-jury-no-bears-jafar-panahi-
1235366317/ 
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https://variety.com/2022/film/news/julianne-moore-venice-jury-no-bears-jafar-panahi-1235366317/


 
 
 
Venice  ed ca pe  became a age fo  q ie  p o e  on F ida  a  fe i al di ec o  Albe o 
Barbera and jury president Julianne Moore, among many more, held a somber walk-out to 
stand in solidarity with imprisoned filmmaker Jafar Panahi. 
 
T affic on he ed ca pe  flo ed no mall  a  a endee  made hei  a  in o Venice  Pala o 
del Cinema for the world p emie e of Panahi  la e  film  No Bea  And hen  a   pm 
sharp, the doors to the theater swung open and a sea of people filed out. Moore stood with 
a delegation that also included fellow juror Audrey Diwan, Horizons jury president Isabel 
Coixet, and filmmakers Laura Bispuri and Sally Potter. 
 
 
 
In a steely show of resolve, many held posters calling for the release of Panahi, Mohammad 
Rasoulof, and Mostafa Al-Ahmad, the three Iranian filmmakers imprisoned earlier this year. 
Others stood for Myanma  Ma Aein  and T ke  Çiğdem Ma e  o p od ce  al o facing 
government attacks. 
 

 
 
Giving no remarks, the delegation stood before the theater for ten minutes before returning 
inside to watch the Panahi film.  
 



The somber demonstration was organized by the International Coalition for Filmmakers at 
Risk (ICFR), an advocacy group co-founded by IDFA, Rotterdam, and the European Film 
Academ  and la nched o  of Venice in  Ea lie  a  hi  ea  fe i al  he coali ion 
o gani ed a panel called Filmmake  Unde  A ack  Taking S ock  Taking Ac ion  The e  
attendees received a joint statement from Panahi and Rasoulof. 
 
We a e filmmake  he  aid  We a e pa  of I anian independen  cinema  Fo   o li e 

is to create. We create works that are not commissioned. Therefore, those in power see us 
as criminals. Independent cinema reflects its own times. It draws inspiration from society. 
And canno  be indiffe en  o i  
 
The hi o  of I anian cinema i ne e  he con an  and ac i e p e ence of independent 

directors who have struggled to push back censorship and to ensure the survival of this art. 
While on this path, some were banned from making films, others were forced into exile or 
reduced to isolation. And yet, the hope of creating again is a reason for existence. No matter 
where, when, or under what circumstances, an independent filmmaker is either creating or 
thinking about creation. We a e filmmake  independen  one  
 



 

 

 

DW, Germany 
''Filmfest Venedig: Iranisches Kino auf dem Vormarsch'' 
September 9th, 2022 
https://www.dw.com/de/venedig-filmfestival-kino-iran-jafar-panahi/a-63032072 

 

 

Filmfest Venedig: Iranisches Kino auf dem 
Vormarsch 
Vier Beiträge aus dem Iran sind auf dem Filmfest Venedig zu sehen, darunter "No Bears" 
von Jafar Panahi. Das iranische Kino stehe Seite an Seite mit den Großen des Weltkinos, 
meint Filmemacher Vahid Jalilvand. 

 

 

Die iranische Regierung geht immer härter gegen Filmemacherinnen und Filmemacher vor. Jüngst 

wurden mehrere prominente regierungskritische Regisseure im Iran festgenommen - darunter 

https://www.dw.com/de/venedig-filmfestival-kino-iran-jafar-panahi/a-63032072


 

 

auchJafar Panahi, dessen neuester Film "No Bears" ohne sein Beisein bei der 79. Filmbiennale in 

VenedigPremiere feiert. 

Ihm wurde seine Solidarität mit anderen Filmemachern zum Verhängnis: Anfang Juli hatte er sich bei 

der Staatsanwaltschaft nach dem Schicksal zweier kurz zuvor verhafteter Kollegen erkundigt. 

Daraufhin wurde auch er umgehend verhaftet. Zahlreiche Akteurinnen und Akteure der 

Filmbranche forderten daraufhin seine Freilassung. 

 
Der "Taxi Teheran"-Regisseur Jafar Panahi wurde im Juli 2022 von den iranischen Behörden verhaftet 

 
Dass Panahis Film dieses Jahr im Wettbewerb um den Goldenen Löwen läuft, wurde kurz nach seiner 

Verhaftung bekanntgegeben. Eine Entscheidung, die einige als politische Message interpretierten. Der 

Film wurde, wie alle jüngeren Arbeiten Panahis, im Geheimen gedreht, da der Regisseur in seinem 

Heimatland mit einem Arbeitsverbot belegt ist. 
 

Vahid Jalilvand: "Politische Mauern immer höher geworden" 
 

Neben Panahis "No Bears" werden drei weitere iranische Beiträge in Venedig gezeigt: "Beyond the 

Wall" (Original: "Shab, Dakheli, Divar") von Vahid Jalilvand, "Without her" (Original: "Bi Roya") von 

Arian Vazirdaftari und "World War III" (Original: "Jang-e jahani sevom") von Houman Seyedi. 

Jalilvands "Beyond the Wall" feierte im Wettbewerb um den Goldenen Löwen seine Premiere und 

steht damit in direkter Konkurrenz zu Panahis Film. Bereits 2017 wurde er für seinen Film "No Date, 

No Signature" in der Horizons-Kategorie als bester Regisseur geehrt und der Hauptdarsteller des 

Films, Navid Mohammadzadeh, als bester Schauspieler ausgezeichnet. Sein neuer Film "Beyond the 

Wall" handelt von einem blinden Mann, dessen Leben aus den Fugen gerät, als eine flüchtige Frau in 

seine Welt eintritt. 

https://www.dw.com/de/die-filmfestspiele-von-venedig-sind-er%C3%B6ffnet/a-62963418
https://www.dw.com/de/die-filmfestspiele-von-venedig-sind-er%C3%B6ffnet/a-62963418
https://www.dw.com/de/heimlich-mit-jafar-panahis-taxi-durch-teheran/a-18595578
https://www.dw.com/de/heimlich-mit-jafar-panahis-taxi-durch-teheran/a-18595578
https://www.dw.com/de/filmfestspiele-von-venedig-das-sind-die-programmh%C3%B6hepunkte/a-62600508


 

 

 

 
 

Es sei schwierig, seinen Film in ein paar Sätzen zusammenzufassen, aber politisch sei er nicht, 

meint Jalilvand. Für ihn sei "Beyond the Wall" vielmehr eine Liebesgeschichte. Der Westen 

interpretiere gerne Politik in iranische Filme. Das habe damit zu tun, dass "die politischen Mauern in den 

letzten Jahren immer höher geworden sind und es immer weniger möglich ist, sich von Angesicht zu 

Angesicht auszutauschen und miteinander zu reden. Auch über Kino". Deshalb entstehen diese 

Missverständnisse, so Jalilvand. "Ich hoffe, dass die Mauern eines Tages fallen und es eine direkte 

Interaktion zwischen dem Iran und anderen Ländern über das Kino geben kann", so der Filmemacher 

weiter. 

 

 
Vahid Jalilvand kennt sich schon aus am Lido: 2017 wurde er in der Horizons-Kategorie als bester Regisseur ausgezeichnet 



 

 

Venedig als Plattform für verschiedene Generationen des Kinos 
 

"Without her" und "World War III" konkurrieren in der Horizons-Kategorie. "Without Her" ("Bi 

Roya") von Arian Vazirdaftari ist ein packendes Drama. Es handelt von Roya, einer Frau, die aus dem 

Iran auswandern will und kurz davor auf ein junges Mädchen trifft, das seine Erinnerungen verloren 

zu haben scheint. Roya nimmt sie bei sich auf und stellt sie Freunden und Familie vor, ohne zu ahnen, 

dass das Mädchen gekommen ist, um ihre Identität zu übernehmen. 

Arian Vazirdaftari freut sich sehr darüber, dass das Festival dem iranischen Kino eine Plattform bietet. 

Die Filme, die gezeigt werden, seien stilistisch alle sehr unterschiedlich. "Ich selbst gehöre zu der 

jüngeren Generation, die mit Kurzfilmen angefangen hat. Es ist schön, wenn verschiedene 

Generationen des iranischen Kinos mit ihren Filmen auf einem Festival vertreten sind." 
 

 
Im Film "Bi Roya" von Arian Vazirdaftari verliert die Protagonistin langsam ihre eigene Identität. Am Ende wird sie nicht 
einmal mehr von Freunden und Familie wiedererkannt. 

 
Eine große Rolle in Vazirdaftaris Film spielt die geplante Auswanderung seiner Protagonistin Roya. 

Eine Gesellschaftskritik? Nein. Für Vazirdaftari gehört das zur iranischen Gesellschaft einfach 

dazu. "In den letzten Jahrzehnten ist es typisch für die bürgerliche Gesellschaft im Iran geworden, 

auszuwandern. Die Menschen verlassen den Iran aus vielen Gründen, auch, um sich weiterzubilden - 

sie gehen ins Ausland und kommen zurück, aber manchmal kommen sie auch nicht zurück." Es 

gebe also verschiedene Arten der Auswanderung, die nicht politischer Natur sein müssen. 
 

"Iranisches Kino Seite an Seite mit Großen des Weltkinos" 
 

Die starke Präsenz von iranischen Beiträgen bei der Biennale di Venezia hat im Iran bereits heiße 

Debatten über die Zensur und Unterdrückung von Filmschaffenden ausgelöst. Die iranischen 

Regisseure in Venedig distanzieren sich jedoch von der reinen Politisierung ihrer Beiträge. Sie selbst 

sehen sich als Vorreiter eines modernen iranischen Kinos. "Wenn sozialpolitisches Denken der Grund 



 

 

für die Auswahl dieser Filme ist, wäre das äußerst traurig und enttäuschend", merkt Vahid Jalilvand 

an. 

"Hätte ich das Gefühl gehabt, mein Film wäre aus sozialen oder politischen Gründen ausgewählt 

worden, dann hätte ich nicht am Festival teilgenommen. (...) Der wahre Grund, dass es mehr iranische 

Filme beim Festival gibt, ist, dass das iranische Kino gewachsen ist und nun in Venedig Seite an Seite 

mit den Großen des Weltkinos steht", so der Filmemacher weiter. International kenne man vor allem 

die iranischen Sozialdramen der letzten Jahre, so Arian Vazirdaftari. "Aber ich glaube, das wird sich  

ändern." 

 
 

 
 

Jalilvand: "Kein Denker, kein Künstler gehört ins Gefängnis" 
 

Jafar Panahis Verhaftung warf erneut die Frage auf, inwieweit Filmemacherinnen 

und Filmemacher im Iran überhaupt frei arbeiten können. Arian Vazirdaftari und Vahid Jalilvand sind 

zwei Beispiele iranischer Regisseure, die sich nicht abschrecken lassen. Sie können sich in ihren  

Filmgenres frei entfalten. 



 

 

 

 
 

Regisseur Arian Vazirdaftari mit den beiden "Bi Roya"-Schauspielerinnen Shadi Karamroudi (Mitte) und Tannaz Tabatabaei 
(links) 

 
Jalilvand sieht nicht, dass der iranische Film per se bedroht ist. Es gebe viele Filmemacher, die  

regelmäßig an Festivals außerhalb des Irans teilnehmen. Und als sie ihre Filme machten und auf 

Festivals präsent waren, war das für sie keine Gefährdung. "Die Realität ist, dass Herr Panahi, bei 

allem Respekt, nicht wegen seiner Filme im Gefängnis sitzt. Er sitzt wegen seinem sozialen 

Aktivismus im Gefängnis," betont Jalilvand. Er hoffe natürlich, dass sein Kollege so schnell wie 

möglich freigelassen wird. "Kein Denker, kein Künstler gehört ins Gefängnis", fügt er hinzu. 

 
 

PLEASE FIND THE FOLLOWING ENGLISH GOOGLE TRANSLATION: 
 
 

 

Venice Film Festival: Iranian cinema on the 
rise 
Four contributions from Iran can be seen at the Venice Film Festival, including "No Bears" 
by Jafar Panahi. Iranian cinema stands side by side with the greats of world cinema, says 
filmmaker Vahid Jalilvand. 

 
The Iranian government is cracking down on filmmakers. Several prominent directors critical of the 

government were recently arrested in Iran - including Jafar Panahi , whose latest film "No Bears" 

celebrates its premiere without his presence at the 79th Venice Film Biennale . 

His solidarity with other filmmakers was his undoing: at the beginning of July he asked the public 

prosecutor about the fate of two colleagues who had just been arrested. He was immediately arrested 

https://www.dw.com/de/jafar-panahi-mohammad-rasoulof-mostafa-al-ahmad-verhaftet-iran/a-62416637
https://www.dw.com/de/die-filmfestspiele-von-venedig-sind-er%C3%B6ffnet/a-62963418


 

 

as a result. Numerous actors in the film industry then demanded his release. 
 
 
 

It was announced shortly after Panahi's arrest that Panahi's film will run in this year's Golden Lion  

competition. A decision that some interpreted as a political message. Like all of Panahi's recent works , 

the film was shot in secret as the director is banned from working in his home country . 

Vahid Jalilvand: "Political walls keep getting higher" 
 

In addition to Panahi's "No Bears", three other Iranian contributions will be shown in Venice: "Beyond 

the Wall" (Original: "Shab, Dakheli, Divar") by Vahid Jalilvand, "Without her" (Original: "Bi Roya") 

by Arian Vazirdaftari and "World War III" (Original: " Jang-e jahani sevom ") by Houman Seyedi. 

Jalilvand's "Beyond the Wall" premiered in competition for the Golden Lion and is in direct  

competition with Panahi's film. In 2017 he was honored for his film "No Date, No Signature" in the 

Horizons category as best director and the leading actor of the film, Navid Mohammadzadeh, was 

honored as best actor. His new film "Beyond the Wall" is about a blind man whose life is thrown off 

balance when a fugitive woman enters his world. 

It's difficult to sum up his film in a few sentences, but Jalilvand says it's not political. For him, "Beyond the 

Wall" is more of a love story. The West likes to interpret politics in Iranian films. This has to do with the fact 

that "the political walls have gotten higher and higher in recent years and it is becoming less and less  

possible to exchange ideas and talk to each other face to face. Also about cinema". That's why these 

misunderstandings arise, according to Jalilvand. "I hope that one day the walls will come down and there 

can be direct interaction between Iran and other countries through cinema," the filmmaker continued. 

 
Venice as a platform for different generations of cinema 

 
"Without her" and "World War III" compete in the Horizons category. Arian Vazirdaftari's "Without Her" 

("Bi Roya") is a gripping drama. It is about Roya, a woman who wants to emigrate from Iran and just 

before she meets a young girl who seems to have lost her memories. Roya takes her in and 

introduces her to friends and family, unaware that the girl has come to take her identity. 
 

Arian Vazirdaftari is delighted that the festival offers a platform for Iranian cinema. The films that are 

shown are all very different in style. "I myself belong to the younger generation that started with short 

films. It's nice when different generations of Iranian cinema are represented with their films at a  

festival." 

 
 

The planned emigration of his protagonist Roya plays a major role in Vazirdaftar's film. A social 

criticism? no For Vazirdaftari, that's just part of Iranian society. "In recent decades, it has  

become typical of Iranian civil society to emigrate. People leave Iran for many reasons, including 

for education - they go abroad and come back, but sometimes they don't come back." So there 

are different types of emigration that do not have to be of a political nature. 

"Iranian cinema side by side with greats of world cinema" 

https://www.dw.com/de/roadmovie-gegen-das-patriarchat-jafar-panahis-drei-gesichter/a-43777459
https://www.dw.com/de/heimlich-mit-jafar-panahis-taxi-durch-teheran/a-18595578
https://www.dw.com/de/filmfestspiele-von-venedig-das-sind-die-programmh%C3%B6hepunkte/a-62600508


 

 

The strong presence of Iranian contributions at the Venice Biennale has already sparked heated 

debates in Iran about censorship and the oppression of filmmakers. However, the Iranian  

directors in Venice distance themselves from the pure politicization of their contributions. You 

see yourself as a pioneer of modern Iranian cinema. "If socio-political thinking is the reason 

behind the selection of these films, it would be extremely sad and disappointing," notes Vahid 

Jalilvand. 

"If I had felt that my film had been chosen for social or political reasons, then I would not have 

taken part in the festival. (...) The real reason that there are more Iranian films in the festival is 

that Iranian cinema has grown and is now standing side by side in Venice with the greats of 

world cinema," the filmmaker continues. According to Arian Vazirdaftari, the Iranian social 

dramas of recent years are known internationally. "But I think that will change." 

Jalilvand: "No thinker, no artist belongs in prison" 
 

Jafar Panahi's arrest once again raised the question of the extent to which filmmakers in 

Iran can work freely at all. Arian Vazirdaftari and Vahid Jalilvand are two examples of  

undeterred Iranian directors.They can develop freely in their film genres. 

 
 

Jalilvand doesn't see that Iranian film is threatened per se. There are many filmmakers 

who regularly take part in festivals outside of Iran. And when they made their films and 

were present at festivals, it wasn't a threat to them. "The reality is that, with all due 

respect, Mr. Panahi is not in prison for his films. He is in prison for his social activism," 

Jalilvand points out. Of course he hopes that his colleague will be released as soon as 

possible. "No thinker, no artist belongs in prison," he adds. 

 
 
 



 

 

 
La Libre, Belgium 
''A Venise, jafar Panahi propose l'autoportrait d'un cinéaste iranien'' 
Hubert Heyrendt, 
September 9th, 2022 
https://www.lalibre.be/culture/cinema/2022/09/09/a-venise-jafar-panahi-propose-lautoportrait-dun-cineaste-iranien- 
JJ6CGHV4YFCIDBJCOLFFWXAXSI/ 

 
 

À Venise, Jafar Panahi propose l'autoportrait d’un 
cinéaste iranien 

Vendredi après-midi, Jafar Pahani a séduit la 79e Mostra de Venise avec "No Bears", 
une mise en abîme courageuse de sa situation personnelle de cinéaste empêché de 
tourner par le régime. 

 
 

https://www.lalibre.be/culture/cinema/2022/09/09/a-venise-jafar-panahi-propose-lautoportrait-dun-cineaste-iranien-JJ6CGHV4YFCIDBJCOLFFWXAXSI/
https://www.lalibre.be/culture/cinema/2022/09/09/a-venise-jafar-panahi-propose-lautoportrait-dun-cineaste-iranien-JJ6CGHV4YFCIDBJCOLFFWXAXSI/


 

 

 
 
 

Vendredi, en cette dernière journée de Compétition au Festival de Venise, Jafar 
Panahi a de nouveau impressionné par son courage, dans son nouveau film No 
Bears***. Vingt-deux ans après avoir obtenu le Lion d'or pour Le Cercle, le cinéaste 
iranien était de retour sur le Lido avec une évocation de sa situation de cinéaste 
empêché. De nouveau arrêté en juillet dernier pour avoir soutenu son collègue et ami 
Mohammad Rasoulof (Ours d'or à Berlin en 2020 pour There is No Evil), Panahi 
n'a évidemment pas pu faire le déplacement à Venise. Emprisonnés, les deux cinéastes 
ont néanmoins envoyé une lettre ouverte aux organisateurs de la Mostra, où ils 
déclarent notamment: "Nous créons des u res qui ne sont pas des commandes, c'est 
pourquoi ceux qui sont au pouvoir nous voient comme des criminels." 
 

 
 

Cela fait près de 20 ans — notamment depuis son film Offside en 2006 — que Jafar 
Panahi est l'une des bêtes noires des autorités iraniennes. En 2010, le cinéaste a été 
condamné pour "propagande contre le régime"à six ans de prison et à 20 ans 
d'interdiction de tourner et de donner la moindre interview. Contournant les règles de la 
censure, Panahi a pourtant continué à faire des films, envoyés parfois clandestinement 
aux grands festivals: This is Not a Film en 2011, Closed Curtain en 2013 (meilleur 
scénario à Berlin), Taxi Téhéran en 2015 (Ours d'or à la Berlinale) et 3 
Faces (meilleur scénario à Cannes). 

 
 

https://www.lalibre.be/culture/cinema/2018/08/08/jafar-panahi-cineaste-assigne-a-residence-ou-le-jeu-de-layatollah-et-de-la-souris-VOBIJFUZLRCVZNWMDVU26E2ORY/
https://www.lalibre.be/culture/cinema/2018/08/08/jafar-panahi-cineaste-assigne-a-residence-ou-le-jeu-de-layatollah-et-de-la-souris-VOBIJFUZLRCVZNWMDVU26E2ORY/
https://www.lalibre.be/culture/cinema/2020/03/01/mohammad-rasoulof-labsent-triomphe-a-la-berlinale-avec-there-is-no-evil-WTQSUEDWARHW5KIKCXLRRBHHNQ/
https://www.lalibre.be/international/2011/02/12/jafar-panahi-cineaste-musele-V2SA5SL3KFFP7LLBG245EFCMQA/
https://www.lalibre.be/culture/cinema/2018/08/08/jafar-panahi-cineaste-assigne-a-residence-ou-le-jeu-de-layatollah-et-de-la-souris-VOBIJFUZLRCVZNWMDVU26E2ORY/
https://www.lalibre.be/culture/cinema/2018/08/08/jafar-panahi-cineaste-assigne-a-residence-ou-le-jeu-de-layatollah-et-de-la-souris-VOBIJFUZLRCVZNWMDVU26E2ORY/
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In Venice, Jafar Panahi offers the self-portrait of an Iranian filmmaker 
 

Friday afternoon, Jafar Pahani seduced the 79th Venice Film Festival with "No Bears", a courageous mise-en-abîme of his 
personal situation as a filmmaker prevented from filming by the regime. 

 
 

Friday, on this last day of Competition at the Venice Film Festival, Jafar Panahi once again impressed with his courage, in his 
new film No Bears***. Twenty-two years after winning the Golden Lion for Le Cercle, the Iranian filmmaker was back on the Lido 
with an evocation of his situation as an impeded filmmaker. Arrested again last July for having supported his colleague and friend 
Mohammad Rasoulof (Golden Bear in Berlin in 2020 for There is No Evil), Panahi obviously could not make the trip to Venice. 
Imprisoned, the two filmmakers nevertheless sent an open letter to the organizers of the Mostra, in which they declared in 
particular: "We create works that are not commissions, which is why those in power see us as criminals." 

 
For nearly 20 years — especially since his film Offside in 2006 — Jafar Panahi has been one of the Iranian authorities' pet 
peeves. In 2010, the filmmaker was sentenced for "propaganda against the regime" to six years in prison and a 20-year ban on 
filming and giving any interviews. Bypassing the rules of censorship, Panahi nevertheless continued to make films, sometimes 
sent clandestinely to major festivals: This is Not a Film in 2011, Closed Curtain in 2013 (best screenplay at Berlin), Taxi Tehran in 
2015 (Ours d' gold at the Berlinale) and 3 Faces (best screenplay at Cannes). 

 



 

 

Screendaily, 
''Venice 2022 draws to an emotional close, underlines solidarity with detained Iranian filmmakers'' 
Alina Trabattoni, 
September 12th, 2022 
https://www.screendaily.com/news/venice-2022-draws-to-an-emotional-close-underlines-solidarity-with-detained-iranian-filmmakers/5174350.article 

 
 

 
 
 

 

There was also an outpouring of solidarity for Iranian director Jafar Panahi whose No Bears was awarded the special jury prize 

while he is custody in Iran, as well as fellow lmmakers Mohammad Rosoulof and Mostafa Aleahmad, also detained in the 

country. 

 

Actors Mina Kavani and Reza Heydari accepted in the award in Pa ahi  absence. The director received a standing ovation 

following Ka a i  acceptance speech which concluded by her saying: All of us are standing up for the power of cinema, we are 

all standing here for Jafar Pa ahi.  

 

I ld l e  b i g hi  i  jail i h me a d ake i   him di ec l ,  Ka a i ldScreen after the ceremony as she held up the prize. 

The l  hi g ha  i  im a  f  Jafa  i  he maki g f m ie , ha  i  all. He i  a l e  f ci ema a d, de i e he ituation and 

all his limitations, he just wants to make m ie .  

 

Iranian-born Kavani lives in exile in Paris. 
 
 

Collecting the Golden Lion, Poitras encouraged those listening  do whatever we ca  for Pa ahi  release. 
 
 

Italian director Luca Guadagnino, whose lm Bones And All won the Silver Lion for best director, said in his acceptance speech 

he was dedicating it to, R l f and Panahi, who have been arrested by the Iranian government for subversion. Long may they 

live, long may subversion live, and long live ci ema.  

https://www.screendaily.com/news/venice-2022-draws-to-an-emotional-close-underlines-solidarity-with-detained-iranian-filmmakers/5174350.article


 

 

 

Bones And All was also awarded the Marcello Mastroianni prize for best young actor for Taylor Russell. 
 
 

Once outside the Palazzo del Cinema awards hall, Guadagnino told Screen he was dedicating the award  two people that are 

not seen here physically but we are all looking at them with great empathy and with great emotion. I really wish for Mohammad 

and Jafar to be released immediately. 

 

Thi  prize means a lot for many people and for many reasons. It means a lot for the movie, it means a lot for me and also that the 

people watching this movie will feel ee ,  he added of Bones And All. 
 

Colin Farrell, who won the Coppa Volpi for best actor for his role in Martin McD agh  The Banshees Of Inisherin, participated 

via video-conference from Los Angeles. The actor held up a bunch of bananas in lieu of the award while making his acceptance 

speech after informing those present at the ceremony that he was connected up from his blici  kitchen. 

 

Cate Blanchett, who won the best actress award for the second time in her career following I m Not There in 2007, joked while 

holding the Volpi Cup prize on stage, saying she would use it later to d i k a lot of wine out of, and I am not j ki g.  
 

Julianne Moore presided over the competition jury comprised of Audrey Diwan, Mariano Cohn, Leonardo di Costanzo, Leila 

Hatami, Kazuo Ishiguro and Rodrigo Sorogoyen. Ishiguro did not attend the ceremony, as the author of Never Let me Go had 

been judging from his hotel room since testing positive for Covid-19. 

 

E e e was extremely emotional. It was a very emotional e e ie ce,  said di Constanzo after the ceremony. 
 
 

Robust industry presence 

The i e a i al i d  a   i  f ce a  hi  ea  fe i al. The Ve ice P d c i  B idge (VPB) ed a  i c ea e i  the 

number of physical attendees this year compared to 2019 in a sign the industry is fully recovering after two complex, pandemic- 

affected years. Some 2,477 industry professionals attended this ea  event compared with 1,742 in 2021 and 2,410 in 2019. 

 

I  the quality of those present that makes the diffe e ce,  said Venice Production Bridge head Pascal Diot of the 11th edition. 

Si ce Venice is expensive [to attend], the people who are coming are the top decision makers. The meetings that take place are 

all very ef cie , as those present at the ones that can say yes or no right away. 

 

Thi  means we are seeing some 80% of the projects are completing their nancing with people they meet here within six 

m h .  

 

The Venice Film Festival closed on Saturday September 10. 
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A Brief Introduction to the 
Subversive Cinema of 

Jafar Panahi 
 
 
 

 
 

The jailed Iranian auteur drew plaudits for his latest film, No Bears, at Venice Film Festival. He e  our guide to a 
cinematic oeuvre steeped in defiance 

 
SEPTEMBER 15, 2022 

 
TEXT Anahit Behrooz 

 
 

This year, the Special Jury prize at Venice Film Fesitval went to a film that should not even exist. Jafar Panahi, the 
acclaimed Iranian auteur behind No Bears, is 12 years into a two decade-long filmmaking ban after being convicted of 
creating anti-state propaganda in 2010; earlier this year, he was arrested for protesting the detainment of fellow 
director Mohammad Rasoulof and has since been imprisoned on a previously handed-down six-year sentence. His 

https://www.anothermag.com/design-living/14350/a-guide-to-the-rebellious-political-cinema-of-jafar-panahi
https://www.anothermag.com/user/AnahitBehrooz


 

 

films – nine made since the ban – are crafted under cover of metaphorical darkness, using easily accessible 
equipment and often non-professional actors, and smuggled out of the country on memory sticks. They receive no 
government funding; they are, predictably, banned in Iran. 

 
 

Panahi’s body of work represents, in many ways, a shift (back) from cinema as industry to cinema as medium. 
Reminiscent of the DIY machinations of early pioneers such as Georges Méliès, Panahi’s cinematic language pushes 
at the conceivable limits of narrative representation; his films are restrained by the tools available to them but 
boundless in their aspirations for the form. In his hands, cinema becomes a tool for political expression and a political 
end in itself. In a country where every film has to be approved by censors, the very fact of a film outside of that 
framework, Panahi recognises, is ripe with latent defiance. Here, we explore five films that foreground his latest act of 
disobedience. 

 
 
 

The White Balloon, 1995 
 
 

Panahi’s debut feature is a deceptively simple tale: seven-year-old Razieh pleads with her mother for money to buy a 
goldfish on New Year’s Eve, only to repeatedly lose the money that’s given to her in a series of friendly and unfriendly 
encounters with passers-by. Co-written by Abbas Kiarostami – one of the Iranian new wave’s most seminal directors, 
for whom Panahi started out as an assistant director – the gentle rollick of Razieh’s adventure belies a profoundly 
humanist tale, reorienting the everyday occurrences of the world through the oft-neglected perspective of a child. It 
laid the groundwork for Panahi’s career-long attention towards marginalised subjects, and the capacity of cinema not 
just to observe, but to look outward and through. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Offside, 2006 
 
 

Panahi  last feature-length outing before his 20-year ban, Offside follows a group of female football fanatics who try to 
attend a game between Iran and Bahrain. The only hiccup? Women are forbidden from attending matches in Iran, 
under threat of arrest. It is not difficult to see what spooked the Iranian government about Panahi  increasingly 
mutinous practice; filmed on the edges of an actual football match in Tehran, with two endings planned depending on 
the result, Offside  while not precisely metafiction  invests in a naturalism so complete that the boundaries between 



 

 

fiction and reality, imagined resistance and real-world defiance fade like a mirage. Yet despite its documentary-like 
realism, a curious enchantment threads through this feminist polemic. The pen that the girls are rounded up into acts 
as a kind of unsettled netherworld, one of the many liminal spaces  cars, border towns, lifts  that permeate Panahi  
films. Filmmaking becomes a cipher for states of belonging  or lack thereof  depicting and entangling with the legal 
and political mechanisms that decide such fates. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

This Is Not a Film, 2011 
 
 

In 1929, Belgian surrealist René Magritte painted The Treachery of Images, in which a sleekly rendered pipe appears 
with the words Ceci n e  pas une pipe  (This is not a pipe) beneath it. The now famous and ironically much 
reproduced work called attention to the bounds of representation, and to the gaps that exist between sign and signifier, 
image and reality. Panahi  wryly and flagrantly titled This Is Not a Film trades in many of the same ideas, bringing 
them from the philosophical to the political realm to examine the problems and possibilities in the tension between 
censorship and creative expression. The first feature made after his ban, This Is Not a Film is documented on iPhones 
and cameras inside Panahi  own flat while under house arrest, and depicts a director as firmly attached to his craft as 
ever. I  a film that strips the art of cinema down to its barest, most austere form, only to reveal the exhilarating 
narrative and aesthetic dynamism of filmmaking itself. 

https://www.anothermag.com/art-photography/10506/what-magrittes-secret-photos-teach-us-about-the-surrealist


 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Taxi, 2015 
 
 

In Taxi, Panahi once again stars as himself, this time venturing outside of his flat to drive a taxi around the streets of 
Tehran, picking up various larger-than-life passengers played by non-professional actors. Taxi continues 
Panahi  investigation into the democratic possibilities of filmmaking, which becomes in this film a kind of folk art, a 
warm, slice-of-life snapshot told not just about but through I an  people. As Panahi trawls the streets of Tehran, 
amiably adjusting his dashboard camera, Taxi takes on an even more intricate and playfully elusive metafictionality 
than This Is Not a Film, with Panahi inhabiting not just the persona of a taxi driver, but also that of Jafar Panahi the 
director, adored by a pirate video salesman who rides shotgun and amusingly ignored by two elderly ladies clutching a 
goldfish in the back. It is a film about the illusion of control that cinema can attempt to impose on an unruly, chaotic 
world. Filmmaking, Taxi reminds us, is a simultaneously authentic and inauthentic process: it can summon magic from 
the mundane, and disguise magic as mundanity. 

 
 

No Bears, 2022 
 

No Bears, Panahi  latest film and the first to be released following his shock imprisonment in July, is ostensibly a 
portrayal of two couples whose paths towards happiness are impeded by abstracted yet unbreachable obstacles. 



 

 

Yet, mere minutes into the film  first scene in Turkey, the camera pulls out to reveal Panahi sitting in front of his 
laptop, directing remotely from a border town in Iran where he subsequently gets in trouble for photographing a 
couple who should not be together. During the film  press conference at the Venice Film Festival, one of the film  stars, 
Reza Heydari, replied to a question about why Panahi receives more persecution from the state than other politically 
minded Iranian directors. The answer, Heydari responded simply, is in the film itself. What he meant by this, perhaps, 
is that No Bears, and Panahi  films more broadly, act not just as political critiques of the Iranian state, but instruction 
manuals on cinema  capacity to enable these critiques  on the inextricability of art and action, film as noun and film 
as verb. Half journey down the River Styx and half postmodern farce,No Bears is a matryoshka-like parable on the 
political power of the image, in which acts of documentation, representation and authenticity swallow each other like an 
ouroboros. It is reminiscent, in a way, of the old myth that the flash and click of a photograph can steal away the soul. 
In Panahi  works, films can capture the soul of society like nothing else. But they don  steal it away. Instead, they 
examine it, flush with the grace of their own process, and hand it back, illuminated anew. 
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'No Bears,' the new film from imprisoned Iranian director Jafar Panahi, is one of new Iranian 
films that will premiere in Venice this year. 

BY SCOTT ROXBOROUGH 

JULY 26, 2022 5:02AM 

 
Jafar Panahi ATTA KENARE_AFP VIA GETTY IMAGES 

The Venice Film Festival has picked four Iranian films for its official 2022 lineup, sending a 
clear political message to Tehran, which has received international condemnation for a recent 
crackdown on local filmmakers. 

Just days after critically-acclaimed Iranian dissident director Jafar Panahi was arrested and 
ordered to serve a six-year prison sentence, Venice unveiled on Tuesday that it would screen 
his latest feature, No Bears, in compe i ion hi  ea . The film, like all of Panahi  ecen  
work, was shot in secret as the director is banned from working in his home country. 

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/author/scott-roxborough/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/t/venice-film-festival/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/t/international/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/t/jafar-panahi/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-news/iran-filmmaker-jafar-panahi-serve-six-year-sentence-1235182648/


Also premiering in the Venice competition this year is Beyond the Wall from Iranian director 
Vahid Jalil and. A Lido fa o i e, Jalil and  fea e No Date, No Signature won best director 
and be  ac o  hono , he la e  fo  a  Na id Mohammad adeh, in Venice  Ho i on  
section in 2017. His latest movie is a metaphorical tale of a blind man whose life starts to fall 
apart when a wandering woman enters his world. 

Ano he  ongl  allego ical ale i  A ian Va i daf a i  Without Her. The drama, which will 
p emie e in Venice  Ho i on  E a ideba , follo  Ro a, a oman e  to emigrate 
from Iran, who meets a young woman who appears to have lost her memory.  Roya begins to 
provide her with a home, introducing her to friends and family, unaware that the woman has 
come to replace her. 

Comple ing Venice  I anian q a e  i  World War III from director Houman Seyedi, which 
will premiere in Horizons in Venice. Details of the feature are being kept under wraps. 

By giving such a prominent place to Iranian directors, Venice is certain to spark debate and 
di c ion o e  Teh an  cen o hip and opp e ion of i  filmmaking comm ni . In addi ion 
to Panahi, two other prominent filmmakers  Mostafa Aleahmad (Poosteh) and Mohammad 
Rasoulof (There Is No Evil)  were arrested earlier this month for social media posts about 
the collapse of a building, which killed more than 40 people. They are currently being 
detained. 

Panahi is the most prominent dissident director in Iran. He was arrested in 2010 for 
supporting anti-government protests and sentenced to six years in prison, as well as being 
banned from making movies and from traveling outside Iran for 20 years. He served two 
months before being released on conditional bail. Panahi won the Golden Bear at Berlin 
with Taxi in 2015 and the best screenplay honors in Cannes with Three Faces in 2018, two 
films shot in secret while he was under the official state ban. 

You May Like 
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...That s not all of it though. Landing the imprisoned Iranian director Jafar Panahi s film No Bears is an 
important coup on many levels, and other prestige projects have fallen into line. Even out of 
competition, other festival programmers would have begged for Kim Ki-duk s final film, Call Of God, 
Paul Schrader s Master Gardener or even Ti West s Pearl, the cool prequel for X. 
Panahi is the most prominent dissident director in Iran. He was arrested in 2010 for supporting anti-
government protests and sentenced to six years in prison, as well as being banned from making 
movies and from traveling outside Iran for 20 years. He served two months before being released on 
conditional bail. Panahi won the Golden Bear at Berlin with Taxi in 2015 and the best screenplay 
honors in Cannes with Three Faces in 2018, two films shot in secret while he was under the official 
state ban. 
 

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-news/venice-2022-iranian-filmmakers-focus-1235186179/


  

 

Festivals are like windows on the world; from Venice, we see things we would prefer not to see.  

So said artistic director Alberto Barbera in his opening address. The festival has chosen to engage 
with what it sees through that window. Barbera directly called out Russian president Vladimir Putin, 
saying his imperialism  has forced Ukraine to defend itself and European democrac . There are 
no Russian titles in the festival, although this is presumably on artistic grounds, with the festival 
having confirmed earlier this year that it would not be boycotting Russian filmmakers. 

Two Ukrainian documentaries will play out of competition. Evgeny Afineevsky and Alex Kashpur s 
Freedom On Fire: Ukraine s Fight For Freedom, about the war, began filming after the Russian 
invasion on February 24 and is still in production now; while Sergei Lo nitsa s The Kiev Trial focuses 
on the 1946 trial of Nazi officials, held by the Soviets over the events which took place in his film Babi 
Yar: Context. 

In addition, Antonio Lukich s Luxembourg, Luxembourg, about twin brothers with differing opinions of their 
dying father, plays in Horizons. 

 
Barbera has programmed Iranian director Panahi s No Bears in a Competition slot just two weeks 
after he was arrested in Tehran, with the acclaimed director since ordered to serve the six-year jail 
sentence he was given in 2010. Barbera offered the festival s solidarity with Panahi and his fellow 
detained directors Mohammad Rasoulof and Mostafa Al-Ahmad, as well as Turkish producer 
Cigdem Mater, who was sentenced to 18 years in prison in April on dubious charges of attempting 
to overthrow the government . 

By including four features from Iran, Venice is helping to shine a light on the current autocracy. 
Vahid Jalilvand s third feature Beyond The Wall joins Panahi in Competition, with Houman 
Se dei s World War III in Horizons and Arian Va irdaftari s thriller Without Her in Horizons Extra. 

Barbera said there will be initiatives  organised during the festival related to these political issues. 
Festivals are not produced in a bubble, excluding contemporary realit ,  he added. The sight of one 

of the industr s major events standing against totalitarian regimes is a welcome one.

https://www.screendaily.com/news/golden-bear-winning-iranian-director-jafar-panahi-sentenced-to-six-years-in-prison/5172725.article
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PLEASE FIND BELOW A DEEPL TRANSLATION OF THE MENTION 
 
 

Special attention is being paid to the new film by Iranian director Jafar Panahi, who was imprisoned ten days ago. This is the fifth time he has made a 
production in his home country without a filming permit - and, as many fear, probably the last for a long time. Barbera calls "No Bears" Panahi's most 
unusual film since he has been forced to shoot under tightened restrictions. 
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The 2022 Venice International Film Festival will hold a f a h b  on the red carpet to 
demonstrate its support for filmmakers who have been arrested or imprisoned over the past 
year. 

 
Directors, actors and other VIPs attending the 79th Venice festival will gather on the red 
carpet on Sept. 9 and hold up the names of imprisoned artists. 

 
The flash mob will take place at 4:30 p.m. local time, just ahead of the Venice world premiere 
of No Bears from Iranian director Jafar Panahi. Panahi, one of Iran   acc ai ed 
directors, and whose 2000 drama Dayereh won Ve ice  Golden Lion for best film, was 
arrested in Tehran last month and is currently serving a six-year prison sentence. 

 
 

Panahi was the third Iranian filmmaker to be arrested in the country in less than a week, as 
authorities also locked up Mohammad Rasoulof, director of Berlin Golden Bear winner There 
Is No Evil (2020) and Mostafa Aleahmad (Poosteh) amid a broader crackdown on artists 
across the country. Panahi was arrested after protesting the arrest of Rasoulof and Aleahmad. 

 
In a statement, the Venice festival said it hoped the flash mob would show a i  
solidarity by the film world towards the director and all his colleagues who are in his same 
i a i .  

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/t/international/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/t/jafar-panahi/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/t/iran/
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-news/iran-filmmaker-jafar-panahi-serve-six-year-sentence-1235182648/
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Venice will also host a panel, on Sept. 3, i ed Fi a e  U de  Attack: Taking Stock, 
Taking Ac i ,  to discuss the situation of persecuted directors worldwide and debate what the 
rest of the film world can do to help. 

 
In addition to the situation in Iran, the panel will discuss the arrest and persecution of Turkish 
filmmakers Cidgem Mater and Nadir Öperli and a new project which aims to fund projects by 
Ukrainian directors, many of whom are currently fighting on the front line i  he c  
war with Russia. 

 
Both initiatives are being organized together with the ICFR-International Coalition 
Filmmakers at Risk. 
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Following a 2021 edition that launched The Power Of The Dog and Duneinto the awards race, Venice Film 
Festival (Aug 31 Sept 10) returns to the Lido showcasing the likes of Alejandro G Inarritu, Luca Guadagnino, 
Joanna Hogg and Darren Aronofsky. 

 
 

Screen presents its essential guide to the main sections. 
 
 

All The Beauty And The Bloodshed (US) 
Dir. Laura Poitras 

Producer Participant teams up with Poitras as the Oscar-winning documentarian (Citizenfour) chronicles photographer 

Nan Goldin s battle against the big-pharma Sackler family. After recovering from an addiction to prescription opioids  

that kept her con ned to her apartment for three years, the celebrated art photographer became an activist to expose  

the role of the Sackler family — owners of Oxycontin manufacturer Purdue Pharma — in the US opioid crisis. Neon has 

acquired North American rights. 

https://www.screendaily.com/features/venice-2022-preview-screens-guide-to-the-competition-titles/5173715.article


Contact: David Bartholomew, Altitude Film Sales (international); Participant (US) 
 

Argentina, 1985 (Arg-US) 
Dir. Santiago Mitre 

Mitre was a Cannes Critics  Week winner in 2015 with Paulina (La Patota) and heads to Italy with his latest story, an 

Amazon Original about Argentina s Dirty War . The feature reunites Mitre with actor Ricardo Darin after 2017 Cannes 

Un Certain Regard entry The Summit (La Cordillera). Here, Darin stars alongside Peter Lanzani (The Clan) in the 

1980s-set story of lawyers who risk everything when they take on the heads of Argentina s military dictatorship. Prime 

Video has set a September 30 theatrical release in the US, and Sony will distribute in Argentina via Universal. 

Contact: Prime Video 
 
 

Athena (Fr) 
Dir. Romain Gavras 

This Net ix title is the third feature from France s Gavras (Our Day Will Come and The World Is Yours). With co-writers 

including Ladj Ly (director of Les Misérables), the setting is a housing project that combusts when a young man tries to 

avenge the death of his brother. The cast includes Dali Benssalah (TV miniseries Savages), Anthony Bajon (Venice 

2021 title Another World and The Third War), and Les Misérables actor and co-writer Alexis Manenti. Gavras, Ly and 

Mourad Belkeddar produce for Iconoclast. 

Contact: Net ix 
 
 

The Banshees Of Inisherin (Ire-UK-US) 
Dir. Martin McDonagh 

McDonagh returns after winning the best screenplay prize at Venice 2017 forThree Billboards Outside Ebbing, 
Missouri, which went on to scoop two Oscars and ve Baftas. The latest offering from the lmmaker — who was born in 

London to Irish parents — is set on the west coast of Ireland and follows the curt end of a relationship between two 

lifelong friends (In Bruges  double act Colin Farrell and Brendan Gleeson). It is produced by McDonagh and his 

frequent collaborators Graham Broadbent and Peter Czernin of Blueprint Pictures for Searchlight Pictures and Film4, 

with TSG Entertainment also providing funding. 

Contact: Searchlight Pictures 
 
 

Bardo, False Chronicle Of A Handful Of Truths (Mex) 
Dir. Alejandro G Inarritu 

With Bardo, two-time best director Oscar winner Inarritu (The Revenant, Birdman) lmed entirely in Mexico for the rst 

time since Amores Perros in 2000. The drama shot on 65mm and centres on a renowned Mexican journalist and 

lmmaker in existential crisis who returns home and grapples with identity, family, the folly of his memories and the past 

of his country. Daniel Gimenez Cacho and Griselda Siciliani star. Net ix plans a global theatrical release for this 

heavyweight awards contender prior to its platform debut. 

Contact: Net ix 

mailto:davidbartholomew@altitudefilmsales.com
mailto:sales@participant.com


Beyond The Wall (Iran) 
Dir. Vahid Jalilvand 

Venice regular Jalilvand graduates to Competition with his third feature, after 2015 s Wednesday, May 9 and 2017 s No 

Date, No Signature debuted in Horizons — with the latter winning best director in the sidebar and becoming Iran s  

Oscar entry. In Beyond The Wall (Shab, Dakheli, Divar), a blind man — after being interrupted in his suicide attempt — 

tries to help an escaped woman hidden in his building. Jalilvand and his producer brother Ali reunite with actors Navid 

Mohammadzadeh and Amir Aghaee, plus theatre actress Diana Habibi. 

Contact: The Match Factory 
 

Blonde (US) 
Dir. Andrew Dominik 

Ana de Armas as Marilyn Monroe is one of the most anticipated performances of the year and could lead the awards  

charge for Dominik s no-holds-barred adaptation of the ctionalised account of the actress s inner life by Joyce Carol  

Oates. Sexual content has earned Blonde a rare NC-17 rating in the US, although Net ix will not mind too much about 

theatrical release restrictions. Oates has given Blonde her blessing and New Zealand-born Australian Dominik 

described the lm as a “masterpiece  in an interview with Screen International earlier this year. 

Contact: Net ix 
 
 

Bones And All (US) 
Dir. Luca Guadagnino 

Guadagnino s last ction feature Suspiria played Venice in 2018, and the Italian lmmaker is back with an adaptation of 

Camille DeAngelis  coming-of-age novel about teenage cannibals trying to survive on the fringes of society. 

Guadagnino lmed in the Ohio tri-state area and reunites with his Call Me By Your Name star Timothée Chalamet, who 

appears alongside Taylor Russell, Michael Stuhlbarg, Chloë Sevigny and Mark Rylance. Frenesy Film Company and 

Per Capita Productions produce in association with Fremantle s The Apartment, Memo Films and 3 Marys 

Entertainment. Amazon-owned MGM holds worldwide rights. 

Contact: MGM 
 
 

mailto:info@matchfactory.de


Chiara (It-Belg) 
Dir. Susanna Nicchiarelli 

After Nico, 1988 — which won the Horizons prize in 2017 — Italian director Nicchiarelli graduated to Venice s 

Competition with Romola Garai-starrer Miss Marx in 2020. She is back in the same slot with another study of a strong 

woman, set in 13th-century Umbria. Margherita Mazzucco, a young Neapolitan actress launched in HBO/Rai series My 

Brilliant Friend, plays Saint Clare of Assisi, follower of Saint Francis and founder of the Poor Clares order. Like the 

director s previous Venice entries, Chiara is co-produced by Italy s Vivo Film (alongside Rai Cinema) and Belgian  

company Tarantula. 

Contact: The Match Factory 
 

A Couple (Fr-US) 
Dir. Frederick Wiseman 

Stepping aside from his usual marathon documentaries, veteran maestro Wiseman — whose City Hall played out of 

competition in Venice 2020 — offers this uncharacteristically concise portrait of Sophia Tolstoy, wife of Russian literary 

giant Leo. Culled from her journals and letters, this is a one-woman showcase starring Nathalie Boutefeu, whose 

credits include Irma Vep and TV spy series The Bureau, and who co-wrote the lm with Wiseman. Shot on Belle Ile, off 

the coast of Brittany, it is a production by Wiseman s own Zipporah Films with Tout de Même Films. 

Contact: The Party Film Sales 
 

The Eternal Daughter (UK-US) 
Dir. Joanna Hogg 

After her Venice Competition jury stint in 2020, UK writer/director Hogg is back on the Lido, and this time with her own 

title — a ghost story shot in Wales that centres on an artist and her elderly mother as they confront hidden secrets 

when visiting the ancestral home. Hogg has regrouped her A-team from 2021 sThe Souvenir: Part II for the project, with 

Tilda Swinton starring and Element Pictures producing alongside JWH Films. Financing comes from A24 and BBC 

Film. A24 is also selling worldwide rights and distributing in the US. Martin Scorsese is an executive producer. 

Contact: A24 
 

L Immensità (It-Fr) 
Dir. Emanuele Crialese 

It has been 11 long years since his last lm Terraferma, but Crialese is back in Venice s Competition — for the third 

time — with a family drama set in 1970s Rome. Based on the author s childhood, L Imme i  stars Penelope Cruz as 

a mother in a failing marriage who invests her dreams of freedom in her three children. Fremantle offshoot Wildside is 

producing alongside French partner Chapter 2, Italian distributor Warner Bros Italia and French distributor Pathé. 

Contact: Pathé International 
 

Lord Of The Ants (It) 
Dir. Gianni Amelio 

One of three Italian Competition titles in Venice to be repped by The Match Factory, Amelio s latest drama shines a light 

on a case that divided Italy at the end of the 1960s. Gay, left-wing Italian writer Aldo Braibanti was sent to prison for the 

rarely prosecuted crime of morally “subjugating  a younger male friend. Fellow director Marco Bellocchio, one of many  

who protested against the sentence at the time, is among the co-producers. 01 Distribution will release the lm in Italy  

on September 8 under the title Il Signore Delle Formiche. 

Contact: The Match Factory 
 

Love Life (Jap-Fr) 
Dir. Koji Fukada 

Starring Fumino Kimura and Kento Nagayama, this family drama explores themes of loss and loneliness through a 

woman seeking a new life, when a tragic incident brings the long-lost father of her young son back to her. Nagoya 

mailto:info@matchfactory.de
mailto:sales@thepartysales.com
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Broadcasting Network, Chipangu and Comme des Cinémas serve as producers. Japanese director Fukada has made 

a string of lms since his 2011 feature debut Hospitalité, including Harmonium, which received the Un Certain Regard 

jury prize at Cannes 2016, and The Real Thing, selected for the 2020 Cannes label. 

Contact: mk2 Films 
 

Monica (US-It) 
Dir. Andrea Pallaoro 

The Italian director was last at Venice in 2017 with Competition title Hannahstarring Charlotte Rampling, who picked up 

the Volpi Cup for best actress while the picture went on to score a César nomination for best foreign lm. Pallaoro  

returns to Venice with this family drama starring Patricia Clarkson, Trace Lysette and Emily Browning, about a trans 

woman returning home to care for her dying mother. Lead producers are Varient Entertainment, Solo Five Production 

and Melograno Films. 

Contact: The Exchange 
 

No Bears (Iran) 
Dir. Jafar Panahi 

The recently imprisoned Iranian director follows up his 2018 Cannes Competition entry and best screenplay winner 3 

Faces with a lm that weaves two kindred love stories, both of which involve partners overwhelmed by various  

obstacles. Panahi produces and stars alongside Naser Hashemi, Vahid Mobasheri, Bakhtiyar Panjeei and Mina Kavani. 

The director was last at Venice in 2000 with The Circle, which went on to win the festival s Golden Lion. 

Contact: Celluloid Dreams 
 

Other People s Children (Fr) 
Dir. Rebecca Zlotowski 

Following 2019 s An Easy Girl and French TV miniseries Savages, writer/director Zlotowski s fth feature pairs two of 

France s best-loved screen stars in a drama about a woman taking stock of her life. Virginie E ra plays Rachel, a  

teacher passionately committed to her work, who discovers new romantic possibilities when she meets Ali (Roschdy 

Zem, also in Competition with his own Our Ties) and his young daughter Leila. Chiara Mastroianni co-stars, with 

Frédéric Jouve producing for Les Films Velvet. 

Contact: Flavien Eripret, Wild Bunch International 
 

Our Ties (Fr) 
Dir. Roschdy Zem 

A longstanding French cinema xture, starring in lms including Competition title O he  Pe le  Child e , Zem has 

also directed a handful of lms including 2019 s Persona Non Grata. His latest — aka Les Miens, co-written with 

actor/director Maïwenn, who co-stars — is a family drama about a man (Sami Bouajila) whose personality changes 

radically after he incurs a head injury; Zem plays his TV presenter brother. Also appearing is Rachid Bouchareb, who 

directed both Zem and Bouajila in Days Of Glory. Why Not Productions and Hole In One Films produce. 

Contact: Flavien Eripret, Wild Bunch International 
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Saint Omer (Fr) 
Dir. Alice Diop 

Known for her documentaries, including We, which won the Berlin Encounters award in 2021, Diop makes her ction  

debut with this courtroom drama starring actor/artist Kayije Kagame alongside Guslagie Malanda, who made a powerful 

impression in 2014 drama My Friend Victoria. Kagame plays Rama, a writer who attends the trial of a young African 

immigrant accused of killing her child. The lm is co-scripted by Goncourt-winning novelist Marie NDiaye (Three Strong 

Women) and produced by Christophe Barral and Tou k Ayadi for SRAB Films, which scored with Ladj Ly s Les 
Misérables. 

Contact: Flavien Eripret, Wild Bunch International 
 

The Son (UK) 
Dir. Florian Zeller 

French novelist, playwright and lmmaker Zeller launched his rst feature as director — The Father — at Sundance 

2020, before segueing to Toronto on the way to Oscars glory. In New York-set follow-up The Son, likewise co-written 

with Christopher Hampton and adapted from Zeller s own stage play, Hugh Jackman and Laura Dern play the divorced 

parents of a troubled teenage boy. See‑Saw s Joanna Laurie, Iain Canning and Emile Sherman produce, with Zeller  

and Christophe Spadone. France s Ciné@ and UK s Film4 are among the backers, and Sony Pictures Classics 

releases in the US. 

Contact: Embankment Films; Cross City Films (international); CAA Media Finance(US) 
 

TÁR (US) 
Dir. Todd Field 

Cate Blanchett plays ctional composer-conductor Lydia Tár — presented in the lm as one of the greatest of her 

generation, and the rst female chief conductor of a major German orchestra. Field has a track record of eliciting 

Oscar-nominated performances from his leading ladies — see Kate Winslet for 2006 s Little Children and Sissy Spacek 

in his 2001 feature debut In The Bedroom. This possible awards contender from Focus Features also stars Noémie 

Merlant and Nina Hoss. 

Contact: Focus Features 
The Whale (US) 
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Dir. Darren Aronofsky 

Aronofsky won the Golden Lion in 2008 with The Wrestler. The US director s rst feature since Venice 2017  

selection mother! is adapted from Samuel D Hunter s stage play and shot in Newburgh, New York. Brendan Fraser 

plays a reclusive, obese English professor who attempts to reconnect with his estranged teenage daughter for one last 

shot at redemption. Aronofsky is known for coaxing extraordinary performances from his leads and hopes are high that 

Fraser, who has been quiet in recent years, will deliver an awards-worthy turn. The cast includes Sadie Sink, Hong 

Chau, Samantha Morton and Ty Simpkins. 

Contact: A24 
 

White Noise (US) 
Dir. Noah Baumbach 

Baumbach s rst feature in a multi-year deal with Net ix opens Venice and is based on Don DeLillo s 1985 novel. Adam 

Driver plays a Hitler studies  professor and family man whose suburban life is turned upside down when a nearby  

accident triggers an airborne toxic event. Greta Gerwig plays his wife, and the cast includes Don Cheadle and 2013 

Screen Star of Tomorrow Raffey Cassidy. Baumbach is back on the Lido where his last lm Marriage Story premiered 

in Competition in 2019, and his in-demand new feature will get its North American premiere at New York Film Festival. 

Contact: Net ix 

 

Sc ee  guides to the other Venice sections will follow later this week. 
 
 

P le  by: Ellie Calnan, Ben Dalton, Tim Dams, Charles Gant, Jeremy Kay, Geoffrey Macnab, Lee Marshall, Wendy 

Mitchell, Orlando Pa , Jonathan Romney, Mona Tabbara, Silvia Wong 
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Screendaily, 
''Venice plans red carpet flash mob protest for Jafar Panahi premiere'' 
Orlando Parfitt, 
August 25th, 2022 
https://www.screendaily.com/news/venice-plans-red-carpet-flash-mob-protest-for-jafar-panahi-premiere/5173816.article 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Panahi was sentenced to six years in prison in June after being arrested for criticising the government 

alongside fellow Iranian lmmaker Mohammad Rasoulof. 

 

 

His lm No Bears has been selected for the festi al s main Competition. 
 
 

Venice artistic director Alberto Barbera told Screen: We will call on all lmmakers and other personalities to 

join and we will hold signs asking them to be released. [Panahi] on t be there [but] one of his actresses will 

be there, and it will call global attention to their plight. It aims to be a powerful political message that draws 

much media attention to this issue.  

https://www.screendaily.com/news/venice-plans-red-carpet-flash-mob-protest-for-jafar-panahi-premiere/5173816.article
https://www.screendaily.com/news/golden-bear-winning-iranian-director-jafar-panahi-sentenced-to-six-years-in-prison/5172725.article


 

 

 

Filmmakers under attack panel 
 

The festival is also hosting a panel on September 3 at 15:30 CEST at the Palazzo del Casinò Filmmakers 

Under Attack: Taking Stock, Taking Action. 

 

Panelists include Barbera, International Documentary Festival Amsterdam (IFFR) director Vanja Kalurdjercic, 

Turkish producer Nadir Öperli, International Documentary Festival Amsterdam (IDFA) director Orwa Nyrabia, 

European Film Academy (EFA) president Mike Downey and an as yet unannounced Iranian lmmaker. 
 

The goal of the panel is to provide information on lmmakers who are currently being persecuted and to 

discuss concrete actions that the international lm community could do to help them. 

 

Both initiatives are organised in collaboration with the International Coalition for Filmmakers At Risk (ICFR), 

which was founded in 2019 by the EFA, IDFA and IFFR. 

 

Venice is also hosting a series of initiatives in support of Ukraine and its artists on September 8, under the 

banner of Ukrainian Da . 
 

The festival runs August 31-September 10. 
 
 

Alina Trabattoni contributed to this report. 
 
 
 
  

 

https://www.screendaily.com/news/venice-to-host-ukrainian-day-in-support-of-ukraine-and-its-artists/5173751.article


 

 

 
 
 

Venice Film Festival Launches Initiatives In Solidarity 
With Filmmakers Who Have Been Arrested or Jailed 
Globally 
By Nick Vivarelli 

 
 

  
The Venice Film Festival is launching two initiatives to support directors, filmmakers and artists who have been 
arrested or imprisoned around the world during the past year. 

 
 

In tandem with the International Coalition Filmmakers at Risk (ICFR), a panel will be held on Sept. 3 at the Palazzo del 
Casinò press conference room titled: Filmmakers Under Attack:Taking Stock, Taking Action.  Panelists will include 
fest chiefs Alberto Barbera (Venice); Vanja Kalurdjercic (Rotterdam); Orwa Nyrabia (Amsterdam Documentary Film 
Festival); Turkish producer Nadir Öperli; European Film Academy president Mike Downey and an unspecified Iranian 
director. 

 
The point of the panel is to shed more light on the situation of filmmakers currently being persecuted, arrested or 
incarcerated around the world; to express solidarity and concern for their future; to signal the need for the world of 
cinema to mobilize; to discuss possible actions that the international community could concretely undertake to help 
them,  a Venice statement said. 

 
More specifically, themes to be addressed comprise: ICFR s project for a fund for Ukrainian directors (Vanja 
Kalurdjercic will talk about this); the many cases of persecuted filmmakers that ICFR is working on in the rest of the 
world (Orwa Nyrabia); the situation in Turkey, with reference to the case of the producer Cidgem Mater and her 
colleagues condemned along with her (Nadir Öperli); the situation in Iran, with reference to the recent cases of the 
filmmakers Jafar Panahi, Mohammad Rasoulof and fellow Iranian director Mostafa Aleahmad. 

 
Additionally, a flash mob is planned on the Palazzo Del Cinema Red Carpet on Sept. 9 at 4:30pm, prior to the 
screening of Jafar Pahani s No Bears  (pictured) which is screening in competition to draw attention on the situation 
of filmmakers arrested or imprisoned around the world, in particular Panahi and other persecuted Iranian directors. 

 
Panahi  ho is currentl  imprisoned and has alread  been arrested and condemned in the past, ill naturall  be  

unable to attend the Venice Film Festival,  the fest said in a statement because he was again deprived of his personal 
freedom last July for having protested together with many of his colleagues against the arrest of two other directors,  
Mohammad Rasoulof and Mostafa Aleahmad,  hich occurred follo ing a ave of protests against government  
violence against civilians in Iran. 

 
The 79th edition of the Venice Film Festival will run Aug. 31-Sept.10 
https://variety.com/2022/film/festivals/venice-festival-solidarity-filmmakers-arrested-or-jailed-globally- 
1235350406/ 
 

https://variety.com/2022/film/festivals/venice-festival-solidarity-filmmakers-arrested-or-jailed-globally-%201235350406/
https://variety.com/2022/film/festivals/venice-festival-solidarity-filmmakers-arrested-or-jailed-globally-%201235350406/


 

 

 
Swissinfo, Switzerland 
Source: EFE 
''Blonde y ostras esperadas peliculas en la Mostra de Venecia'' 
Alicia Garcia de Francisco, 
August 27th, 2022 
https://www.swissinfo.ch/spa/festival-venecia-selecci%C3%B3n_-blonde--y-otras-esperadas-pel%C3%ADculas-en-la-mostra-de-venecia/47857186 

 
 

 

Redacción Cultura, 27 ago (EFE).- La 76 edición del 
Festival de Venecia se celebra del 31 de agosto al 10 de 
septiembre y entre los 73 largometrajes, 16 cortos y 2 
series, hay titulos tan esperados como "Blonde", 
"Bardo" o "Bones and All". Esta es una selección para 
seguir de cerca: 

"BLONDE": ANA DE ARMAS SE CONVIERTE EN 
MARILYN 

La hispano-cubana Ana de Armas busca la 
consagración en Hollywood con esta película de 
Andrew Dominik que ha generado muchos comentarios 
(y no todos favorables) en las redes sociales desde 
antes de que saliera el primer tráiller. La elección de la 
protagonista no ha estado exenta de polémica debido a 
su acento, lo que llevó a Brad Pitt (uno de los 
productores) a defender su trabajo. 

"BARDO", EL REGRESO DE IÑÁRRITU A 
MÉXICO 

"Bardo, falsa crónica de unas cuantas verdades" supone 
el reencuentro de Alejandro González Iñárritu con su 
México natal, donde no rodaba desde "Amores perros" 
(2000). Daniel Giménez Cacho y Griselda Siciliani 
protagonizan esta cinta, calificada como "comedia 
nostálgica" y con la que el cineasta podría repetir el 
éxito de su compatriota Alfonso Cuarón en su regreso 
mexicano con "Roma" (2018). 

"BONES AND ALL": GUADAGNINO, CHALAMET 
Y CANIBALISMO 

https://www.swissinfo.ch/spa/festival-venecia-selecci%C3%B3n_-blonde--y-otras-esperadas-pel%C3%ADculas-en-la-mostra-de-venecia/47857186


 

 

La mezcla no puede ser más atractiva. El siempre 
sorprendente Luca Guadagnino tras la cámara, que se 
reúne de nuevo con el actor joven de moda, Thimothée 
Chalamet (al que ya dirigió en "Call Me by Your 
Name", para rodar una historia con tintes de 
canibalismo, de amor y de búsqueda. Quién se come a 
quien es algo que se descubrirá en Venecia. 

"ALMAS EN PENA DE INISHERIN", MCDONAGH 
TRAS "TRES ANUNCIOS" 

El británico Martin McDonagh se ha hecho esperar. 
Hace cinco años deslumbró con "Tres anuncios en las 
afueras", que comenzó su andadura en Venecia. Y 
ahora regresa al Lido veneciano para presentar una 
película rodada en Irlanda, sobre dos amigos 
interpretados por Colin Farrel y Brendan Gleeson y que 
en sus primeras imágenes promete ese precioso 
ambiente brumoso irlandés. 

 
 
 

"ARGENTINA, 1985", LOS DELITOS DE LA 
DICTADURA ARGENTINA 

Ricardo Darín se mete en la piel del fiscal Julio 
Strassera y Peter Lanzani en la de Luis Moreno 
Ocampo en este filme que cuenta la historia real de la 
batalla contra los responsables de la terrible dictadura 
militar argentina de 1976 a 1983. Tras la cámara, 
Santiago Mitre, responsable de títulos como "Paulina" 
(2015) y "La cordillera" (2017). 

"NO TE PREOCUPES QUERIDA": OLIVIA WILDE 
Y HARRY STYLES 

La actriz Olivia Wilde sorprendió en su debut en la 
dirección, "Súper empollonas" (2019) y ahora llega a 
Venecia con "No te preocupes, querida", un filme de 
amor y suspense, protagonizado por Harry Styles 
(excantante de One Direction y actual pareja de la 
directora) y Florence Pugh, una de las mejores actrices 
de su generación. 

"THE WHALE", LA TRANSFORMACIÓN DE 
BRENDAN FRASER 

Un profesor de 270 kilos. Ese es el personaje con el que 
Brendan Fraser quiere dar un nuevo impulso a su 
carrera bajo la dirección de Darren Aronofsky, uno de 
esos directores que nunca deja indiferente a nadie. Es 
además un habitual del festival, donde ha presentado 
"La fuente de la vida" (2006), "El luchador" (2008), 
"Cisne negro" (2010) y "Madre!" (2017). 

 
"THE KINGDOM EXODUS", LARS VON TRIER 
RETORNA A LA TELEVISIÓN 

En 2011 Lars von Trier fue declarado "persona non 
grata" por el Festival de Cannes por unos comentarios 



 

 

de apoyo a Hitler en la presentación de su película 
"Melancholia". En 2014 presentó telefónicamente en 
Venecia "Nymphomaniac II". Ese mismo año confesó 
que había dejado de recurrir a las drogas para escribir 
sus filmes. ¿Qué se puede esperar de él? Todo y nada. 
Y más siendo lo que presenta una serie televisiva. 

"THE SON", FLORIAN ZELLER TRAS LA 
FANTÁSTICA "EL PADRE" 

 
 

"El padre" (2020) fue una estupenda sorpresa con dos 
grandes actuaciones de Anthony Hopkins y Olivia 
Colman. Ahora, el dramaturgo francés Florian Zeller se 
ha rodeado de Hopkins, Hugh Jackman, Vanessa Kirby 
o Laura Dern para adaptar otra de sus obras teatrales. Y 
tiene el listón muy alto. 

LUCRECIA MARTEL Y CARLA SIMÓN SE PASAN 
AL CORTO 

No hay muchas mujeres directoras este año en Venecia 
y dos de las más interesantes participan con sendos 
cortos. Son la argentina Lucrecia Martel, que llega con 
"Camarera de piso" y la española Carla Simón, con 
"Carta de mi madre para mi hijo", en el año en el que se 
consagró en Berlín con la espectacular "Alcarrás". 

"IN VIAGGIO", EL PAPA FRANCISCO Y SUS 
VIAJES 

El papa Francisco no ha parado de viajar desde su 
elección en 2013. Empezó por Lampedusa y siguió por 
Brasil, Cuba, Iraq, Oriente Medio...hasta un total de 53 
países. Gianfranco Rosi ha construido un documental 
que mezcla imágenes de esos viajes, de sus propias 
películas y de la historia reciente que mezcla el 
transcurso del tiempo con la memoria del cine. 

"THE KIEV TRIAL", LOZNITSA LLEVA A 
UCRANIA A LA MOSTRA 

Sergei Loznitsa lleva a la Mostra un duro episodio de la 
historia de Ucrania, el juicio de Kiev, más conocido 
como el "Nuremberg de Kiev", uno de los primeros 
procesos contra los nazis alemanes y sus colaboradores. 
Una mirada al pasado que sirve para recordar la 
situación actual en su país, que el realizador ha narrado 
en numerosos títulos. 

 
 
 

"NO BEARS", JAFAR PANAHI EN LA DISTANCIA 
 

El iraní Jafar Panahi está en la cárcel por manifestarse 
junto a varios de sus colegas contra la detención de 
otros dos directores, Mohamad Rasoulof y Mostafa Ale 
Ahmad, a raíz de las protestas contra la violencia contra 



 

 

los civiles en Irán. Y en Venecia se podrá ver "No 
Bears", su cuarta película rodada en clandestinidad. 

"NUCLEAR", OLIVER STONE SOBRE LA 
AMENAZA NUCLEAR 

Oliver Stone pone ahora su mirada en la amenaza 
nuclear y el cambio climático, "que nos ha forzado a 
lanzar una nueva mirada a las formas en las que 
generamos energía", en palabras del director. Un 
documental lleno de crítica que analiza los desafíos y 
las posibles soluciones para un futuro más limpio. 

"CALL OF GOD", EL FILME PÓSTUMO DE KIM 
KI-DUK 

El coreano Kim Ki Duk fue una de las víctimas de la 
covid y falleció en Letonia cuando trabajaba en "Call of 
God", que había rodado en Kirguistán. Una película 
póstuma del realizador de "Hierro 3" (2004) o de 
"Primavera, verano, otoño, invierno...y primavera" 
(2003), que fue acabada por amigos del realizador. EFE 

 
PLEASE FIND THE FOLLOWING ENGLISH TRANSLATION: 

 

 

Editorial Culture, Aug 27 (EFE).- The 76th edition of 
the Venice Film Festival is held from August 31 to 
September 10 and among the 73 feature films, 16 shorts 
and 2 series, there are long-awaited titles such as 
"Blonde", "Bardo " or "Bones and All". This is a 
selection to keep an eye on: 

"BLONDE": ANA DE ARMAS BECOMES 
MARILYN 

The Hispanic-Cuban Ana de Armas seeks consecration 
in Hollywood with this film by Andrew Dominik that 
has generated many comments (and not all of them 
favorable) on social networks since before the first 
trailer came out. The choice of the protagonist has not 
been without controversy due to her accent, which led 
Brad Pitt (one of the producers) to defend her work. 

"BARDO", THE RETURN OF IÑÁRRITU TO 
MEXICO 

"Bardo, false chronicle of a few truths" marks 
Alejandro González Iñárritu's reunion with his native 
Mexico, where he had not filmed since "Amores perro" 
(2000). Daniel Giménez Cacho and Griselda Siciliani 
star in this film, described as a "nostalgic comedy" and 
with which the filmmaker could repeat the success of 



 

 

his compatriot Alfonso Cuarón in his Mexican 
comeback with "Roma" (2018). 

"BONES AND ALL": GUADAGNINO, CHALAMET 
AND CANNIBALISM 

The mix could not be more attractive. The always 
surprising Luca Guadagnino behind the camera, who 
meets again with the fashionable young actor, 
Thimothée Chalamet (whom he already directed in 
"Call Me by Your Name", to shoot a story with 
overtones of cannibalism, love and quest Who eats who 
is something to be discovered in Venice. 

"BRANISH SOULS OF INISHERIN", MCDONAGH 
AFTER "THREE ANNOUNCEMENTS" 

The British Martin McDonagh has been waiting. Five 
years ago he dazzled with "Three advertisements on the 
outskirts", which began his career in Venice. And now 
he returns to the Venetian Lido to present a film shot in 
Ireland, about two friends played by Colin Farrel and 
Brendan Gleeson and that in its first images promises 
that beautiful misty Irish atmosphere. 

 
 

"ARGENTINA, 1985", THE CRIMES OF THE 
ARGENTINE DICTATORSHIP 

Ricardo Darín gets into the shoes of prosecutor Julio 
Strassera and Peter Lanzani into that of Luis Moreno 
Ocampo in this film that tells the true story of the battle 
against those responsible for the terrible Argentine 
military dictatorship from 1976 to 1983. Behind the 
camera, Santiago Miter, responsible for titles such as 
"Paulina" (2015) and "La cordillera" (2017). 

"DON'T WORRY DEAR": OLIVIA WILDE AND 
HARRY STYLES 

The actress Olivia Wilde surprised in her directorial 
debut, "Super Nerds" (2019) and now she arrives in 
Venice with "Don't worry, dear", a love and suspense 
film, starring Harry Styles (ex-One Direction singer 
and director's current partner) and Florence Pugh, one 
of the best actresses of her generation. 

"THE WHALE", THE TRANSFORMATION OF 
BRENDAN FRASER 

A professor of 270 kilos. That is the character with 
which Brendan Fraser wants to give a new impetus to 
his career under the direction of Darren Aronofsky, one 
of those directors who never leaves anyone 
indifferent. He is also a regular at the festival, where he 
has presented "The Source of Life" (2006), "The 
Wrestler" (2008), "Black Swan" (2010) and 
"Mother!" (2017). 



 

 

"THE KINGDOM EXODUS", LARS VON TRIER 
RETURNS TO TELEVISION 

In 2011 Lars von Trier was declared "persona non 
grata" by the Cannes Film Festival for comments 
supporting Hitler at the presentation of his film 
"Melancholia". In 2014 he presented "Nymphomaniac 
II" by telephone in Venice. That same year he 
confessed that he had stopped resorting to drugs to 
write his films. What can you expect from 
him? Everything and nothing. And more being what a 
television series presents. 

"THE SON", FLORIAN ZELLER AFTER THE 
FANTASTIC "EL FATHER" 

 
 
 

"The Father" (2020) was a great surprise with two great 
performances from Anthony Hopkins and Olivia 
Colman. Now, the French playwright Florian Zeller has 
surrounded himself with Hopkins, Hugh Jackman, 
Vanessa Kirby and Laura Dern to adapt another of his 
plays. And he has the bar very high. 

LUCRECIA MARTEL AND CARLA SIMÓN GO TO 
THE SHORT 

There are not many female directors this year in Venice 
and two of the most interesting participate with two 
shorts. They are the Argentinian Lucrecia Martel, who 
arrives with "Flat Chambermaid" and the Spanish Carla 
Simón, with "Letter from my mother to my son", in the 
year in which she was consecrated in Berlin with the 
spectacular "Alcarrás". 

 
"IN VIAGGIO", POPE FRANCIS AND HIS 
TRAVELS 

Pope Francis has not stopped traveling since his 
election in 2013. He started with Lampedusa and 
continued through Brazil, Cuba, Iraq, the Middle East... 
up to a total of 53 countries.Gianfranco Rosi has 
created a documentary that mixes images from those 
trips, from his own films and from recent history that 
mixes the passage of time with the memory of cinema. 

"THE kyiv TRIAL", LOZNITSA TAKES UKRAINE 
TO THE SHOW 

Sergei Loznitsa brings to the Mostra a harsh episode in 
the history of Ukraine, the kyiv trial, better known as 
the "Nuremberg of kyiv", one of the first trials against 
the German Nazis and their collaborators. A look at the 
past that serves to remember the current situation in his 
country, which the director has narrated in numerous 
titles. 

"NO BEARS", JAFAR PANAHI IN THE DISTANCE 



 

 

The Iranian Jafar Panahi is in jail for demonstrating 
with several of his colleagues against the arrest of two 
other directors, Mohamad Rasoulof and Mostafa Ale 
Ahmad, following the protests against violence against 
civilians in Iran. And in Venice it will be possible to see 
"No Bears", his fourth film shot clandestinely. 

"NUCLEAR", OLIVER STONE ON THE NUCLEAR 
THREAT 

Oliver Stone now sets his sights on the nuclear threat 
and climate change, "which has forced us to take a new 
look at the ways in which we generate energy", in the 
words of the director.A documentary full of criticism 
that analyzes the challenges and possible solutions for a 
cleaner future. 

"CALL OF GOD", THE POSTHUMOUS FILM BY 
KIM KI-DUK 

The Korean Kim Ki Duk was one of the victims of 
covid and died in Latvia while working on "Call of 
God", which had been shot in Kyrgyzstan. A 
posthumous film by the director of "Iron 3" (2004) or 
"Spring, summer, autumn, winter... and spring" (2003), 
which was finished by friends of the director. EFE 

agf /amg 
 
  

 



Variety, 
''Strong Iranian Presence at Venice Reflects Country's Burst of Cinematic Energy'' 
Nick Vivarelli, 
September 4th, 2022 
https://variety.com/2022/film/festivals/iranian-cinema-venice-irrepressible-1235359661/ 
 

 
 

 
 

https://variety.com/2022/film/festivals/iranian-cinema-venice-irrepressible-1235359661/


Iranian cinema is having a great year despite the many impediments film 
directors face there, including being jailed. 

Reflecting this burst of irrepressible cinematic energy, after strong showing of 
Iranian cinema at Berlin, Cannes and Karlovy Vary, Venice has five films from 
the country, two of which are in competition. Also, Leila Hatami, star of Cannes 
festival jurist Asghar Farhadi s A eparation  is a member of enice s main 
jury panel. 

e have never received so many submissions from ran  and many of them are 
good  says enice chief Alberto Barbera  He notes that the paradox is that this 
is happening at a time when the Iranian regime is among the most rigidly 
conservative and repressive in the world  and is responding to uprisings 
sparked by the country s harsh economic conditions by re-incarcerating 
directors such as Jafar Panahi  whose latest film o Bears  launches from 

enice  fellow dissident filmmaker ohammad asoulof  and others who try to 
freely express their opposing points of view  

 

Barbera calls anahi s o Bears  which interweaves two parallel stories where 
the lovers face hidden obstacles, including the force of Iranian superstition and 
the country s power dynamics  his best film in a decade  noting that it s not a 
political film  t s actually a romancer  

anahi and asoulof in a statement issued at the fest on aturday from ehran s 
Evin prison said the hope of creating again  is a reason for existence  hey 
also underlined that independent cinema reflects its own times  t draws 
inspiration from society  And cannot be indifferent to it  

omehow there is more potential in suffering  says ranian auteur ahid 
alilvand  speaking from ehran  whose third feature Beyond the all  

premieres in competition at Venice. His first two films  ednesday  ay  and 
o Date  o ignature  previously played in the fest s Horizons sidebar  

here are more dilemmas  so there is more drama  adds alilvand  aybe in 
other countries in the West or in the U.S., artists have to look for drama. But in 
ran  drama is there  e just have to find it and collect it  

alilvand points out that Beyond the all  which is the tale of a visually 
impaired man whose life changes when he intersects with a woman who is a 
fugitive from the police  is not necessarily a reflection or a portrait of Iranian 
society  but rather a portrait of the world  

 

https://variety.com/t/iranian-cinema/
https://variety.com/t/jafar-panahi/


Emerging ranian helmer Houman eyedi  whose orld ar  is premiering 
in enice s Horizons section  seems to embrace the notion that s he s made a 
political metaphor for his country and beyond. 

orld ar  is about a homeless day laborer on a construction site named 
Shakib. He gets hired to work as an extra on a film being shot on the site about 
the atrocities committed by Hitler during WWII. 

Shakib then has to contend with the pic s tyrant filmmakers and a secret lover 
who jeopardizes this potentially life-changing opportunity. 

ocieties ruled by totalitarian regimes are the most effective creators of 
anarchists  said eyedi in his director s statement  ve always wondered for 
how much longer there can be tyranny and oppression in the world and who the 
people are who will be crushed by the powerful rulers of such plagued societies  

But for Iranian filmmakers, the fear is: how long will it last, since the Iranian 
films surfacing on the international circuit are bound to ruffle feathers. 

obody has any idea what movies we will have next year because of all the 
pressures and restrictions that the authorities are forcing on filmmakers  says 
international distributor Mohammad Atebbai, whose Tehran-based shingle 
ranian ndependents is selling orld ar  

Atebbai and others in ran s film community are worried that  besides putting 
filmmakers behind bars  ranian authorities now are not interested in issuing 
that many production permits  

hey think they should not bring more problems upon themselves  since most 
of these films selected at major festivals are drawing ire from authorities within 
the current hardliner government  he notes  

 
 



Please find the following Press Break for NO BEARS  
 
Swissinfo, Switzerland 
''Panahi cierra la competicion de Venecia con un gran alegato por la libertad'' 
Source: EFE, 
Alicia Garcia de Francisco, 
September 9th, 2022 
https://www.swissinfo.ch/spa/festival-venecia_panahi-cierra-la-competici%C3%B3n-de-venecia-con-un-gran-
alegato-por-la-libertad/47888758 
 

Panahi cierra la competición de Venecia con un gran alegato por la libertad 

 

Alicia García de Francisco 

Venecia (Italia), 9 sep (EFE).- El iraní Jafar Panahi está en la cárcel y su silla permaneció vacía este viernes en la 

rueda de prensa de Venecia, donde su cine habló por él. Con "No Bears", el realizador lanza un grito por la 

libertad, la física y la de expresión en una película que apunta a premio importante en la Mostra. 

Una película dentro de la película, que mezcla ficción y realidad en un interesante juego de espejos en el que 

Panahi se mira, puesto que es uno de los personajes de la historia. 

Panahi está en un pueblo iraní fronterizo con Turquía, donde se rueda su nueva película, que dirige a través de 

videollamadas, interrumpidas continuamente por problemas de conexión a internet. 

La película que rueda cuenta la historia de una pareja iraní que quiere huir a Europa. Los actores que los 

interpretan también quieren salir de Turquía. Y Panahi se niega a cruzar ilegalmente la frontera para asistir al 

rodaje. Mientras, en el pueblo en el que vive, es visto como una amenaza. 

Una compleja y a la vez sencilla estructura narrativa permite a Panahi contar varias historias a la vez y todas 

tienen que ver con las limitaciones con las que viven los iraníes en su país, las tradiciones que coartan sus 

decisiones, los miedos a ser delatados y los sueños imposibles de cumplir. 

Condenado en 2010 a seis años de prisión por "reunión y colusión contra la seguridad nacional" y por 

"propaganda contra el sistema" de la República Islámica de Irán, Panahi salió entonces bajo fianza de 200.000 

dólares sin cumplir la pena, por lo que fue arrestado el pasado julio. 

Además de la condena a prisión, a Panahi se le prohibió realizar películas, escribir guiones, viajar al extranjero y 

dar entrevistas a medios de comunicación locales o extranjeros. Pese a ello, se las ha arreglado para hacer cuatro 

largometrajes de ficción, tres documentales y tres cortos. 



 

 

De ellos, "Taxi Teherán" (2015), se llevó el Oso de Oro de Berlín; "Pardé" (2013), el Oso de Plata a mejor guion; 

"Tres caras", el premio a mejor guion en Cannes (2018), reconocimientos que se unieron al León de Oro de 

Venecia de 2010 por "El círculo". 

Reza Heydari, uno de los actores de "No Bears" quiso lanzar un mensaje de apoyo al realizador desde Venecia. 

"Echamos de menos a Panahi, su silla está vacía. Espero que sea liberado lo antes posible, es nuestro maestro", 

afirmó. 

Para Heydari "es un pecado que un profesor tan cálido esté en la cárcel en lugar de estar fuera enseñando": 

Mientras que Mina Kavani, actriz iraní que hace 12 años que vive en París, aseguró que trabajar en una película 

iraní y dirigida por Panahi era un sueño para ella. 

"Nunca he regresado a Irán", dijo Kavani, que expresó su "máximo respeto" por las actrices y realizadoras que 

trabajan en su país y aseguró que su salida fue una decisión que para ella ha sido muy positiva. "Pero no puedo 

aconsejar si se debe o no salir de tu país para tener éxito". 

Lo que sí reconoció es que es "frustrante" que tras 12 años en Francia y tras haber asistido a la Escuela de Teatro 

y a la de Cine, "parece que siempre me tienen que etiquetar". "Yo quiero ser una actriz, entrar en cualquier papel, 

no ser catalogada como una iraní o una afgana", agregó. 

Sobre Panahi, destacó "su pasión y amor" por el cine, en un momento en el que Irán atraviesa un periodo "muy, 

muy oscuro". "Eso es lo que me quedó en el corazón, su pasión y su amor por el cine". 

 

Algo en lo que estuvo de acuerdo Heydari, que recordó que el realizador trabajaba más que cualquier miembro 

del equipo. Se levantaba antes, se acostaba después "y durante cada jornada nos transmitía su amor por el cine 

y por este filme". 

Sobe el estado de Panahi, el actor señaló que los abogados están trabajando para tratar de sacarle de la cárcel y 

agregó que él intentó en varias ocasiones ir a verle, pero sólo pueden visitarle los familiares de primer grado. 

Una película que dejó huella en la Mostra, todo lo contrario a los otros dos filmes de la competición que también 

se presentaron este viernes. 



Por un lado, la francesa "Les miens", del actor y director Roschdy Zem, una historia que partió de una anécdota 

familiar del cineasta y que es "una alegoría de las relaciones familiares de hoy en día". 

Y "Chiara", de Susanna Nicchiarelli, una película perfectamente olvidable sobre la vida de Santa Clara y su relación 

con San Francisco de Asis. 

Con la proyección de estos tres filmes se cerró la competición de esta 79 edición de Venecia, formada por 23 

títulos y cuyo palmarés dará a conocer mañana un jurado presidido por Julianne Moore. EFE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
PLEASE FIND THE FOLLOWING ENGLISH GOOGLE TRANSLATION: 
 

Panahi closes the Venice competition with a great plea for freedom 

Alicia Garcia de Francisco 

Venice (Italy), Sep 9 (EFE).- The Iranian Jafar Panahi is in jail and his chair remained empty this Friday at the press 

conference in Venice, where his cinema spoke for him. With "No Bears", the director launches a cry for freedom, 

physics and expression in a film that is aiming for a major award at the Mostra. 

A film within a film, which mixes fiction and reality in an interesting game of mirrors in which Panahi looks at 

herself, since she is one of the characters in the story. 

Panahi is in an Iranian town on the border with Turkey, where his new film is being shot, which he directs through 

video calls, continually interrupted by internet connection problems. 

The film that is being shot tells the story of an Iranian couple who want to flee to Europe.The actors who play 

them also want to leave Turkey. And Panahi refuses to illegally cross the border to attend the shoot. Meanwhile, 

in the town he lives in, he is seen as a threat. 

A complex and at the same time simple narrative structure allows Panahi to tell several stories at the same time 

and they all have to do with the limitations with which Iranians live in their country, the traditions that limit their 

decisions, the fears of being reported and the dreams impossible to fulfill. 



Sentenced in 2010 to six years in prison for "gathering and collusion against national security" and for 

"propaganda against the system" of the Islamic Republic of Iran, Panahi was then released on $200,000 bail 

without serving his sentence, for which he was arrested last July. 

In addition to the prison sentence, Panahi was banned from making films, writing scripts, traveling abroad, and 

giving interviews to local or foreign media. Despite this, he has managed to make four feature films, three 

documentaries and three shorts. 

Of them, "Taxi Teheran" (2015), took the Berlin Golden Bear; "Pardé" (2013), the Silver Bear for best 

screenplay; "Three Faces", the award for best screenplay in Cannes (2018), recognitions that joined the Golden 

Lion of Venice in 2010 for "The Circle". 

Reza Heydari, one of the actors in "No Bears" wanted to send a message of support to the director from 

Venice. "We miss Panahi, his chair is empty. I hope he is released as soon as possible, he is our teacher," he said. 

For Heydari "it is a sin that such a warm professor is in jail instead of being out teaching": 

While Mina Kavani, an Iranian actress who has lived in Paris for 12 years, assured that working in an Iranian film 

directed by Panahi was a dream for her. 

"I have never returned to Iran," said Kavani, who expressed her "maximum respect" for the actresses and 

directors who work in her country and assured that her departure was a decision that has been very positive for 

her. "But I can't advise whether or not you should leave your country to be successful." 

What he did acknowledge is that it is "frustrating" that after 12 years in France and having attended the Theater 

School and the Film School, "it seems that they always have to label me." "I want to be an actress, get into any 

role, not be labeled as an Iranian or an Afghan," she added. 

About Panahi, he highlighted "his passion and love" for cinema, at a time when Iran is going through a "very, very 

dark" period. "That's what stayed in my heart, her passion and her love for film." 

Something in which Heydari agreed, who recalled that the director worked more than any member of the 

team. He got up earlier, went to bed later "and during each day he transmitted to us his love for the cinema and 

for this film." 

Regarding the state of Panahi, the actor pointed out that the lawyers are working to try to get him out of jail and 

added that he tried several times to go see him, but only first-degree relatives can visit him. 



A film that left its mark at the Mostra, quite the opposite of the other two films in the competition that were also 

presented this Friday. 

On the one hand, the French "Les miens", by the actor and director Roschdy Zem, a story that started from a 

family anecdote of the filmmaker and that is "an allegory of today's family relationships". 

And "Chiara", by Susanna Nicchiarelli, a perfectly forgettable film about the life of Saint Clare and her relationship 

with Saint Francis of Assisi. 

With the screening of these three films, the competition of this 79th edition of Venice closed, made up of 23 

titles and whose winners will be announced tomorrow by a jury chaired by Julianne Moore. EFE 

 
 



 

 

 

Reuters, Agency 
''Empty chiar for jailed Iranian director at Venice film fest'' 
Crispian Balmer, 
September 9th, 2022 
https://www.reuters.com/lifestyle/empty-chair-jailed-iranian-director-venice-film-fest-2022-09-09/ 
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79th Venice Film Festival - Photocall for the film "No Bears" in competition - Venice, Italy, 
September 9, 2022. Mina Kavani and Reza Heydari attend. REUTERS/Guglielmo Mangiapane 

 

VENICE, Sept 9 (Reuters) - An empty chair stood in for Iranian director Jafar Panahi 
at Venice on Friday as the festival hosted the world premiere of his latest movie "No 
Bears" while the acclaimed film-maker languishes in jail back home. 

 
Panahi was arrested in Tehran in July and is serving a six-year prison sentence after 
being found guilty of promoting "propaganda against the Islamic Republic". 

 
 

He was one of three film-makers arrested in Tehran in less than a week amid a 
renewed crackdown on dissent in Iran. 

 
 

Panahi, who has made a string of award-winning movies, including "The Circle", "The 
White Balloon" and "Taxi", sent a letter from his prison cell which festival director 
Alberto Barbara read out this week in a panel on film-makers in peril. 

 
 

"The work we create is not commissioned (so) some of our governments see us as 
criminals," said the letter, which was co-signed by another jailed Iranian director, 
Mohamad Rasoulof. 

 
 

"Some (directors) were banned from making films, others were forced into exile or 
reduced to isolation. And yet, the hope of creating again is a reason for existence," 
they wrote. 

 
 

Venice is showcasing four Iranian films at its festival, including two presented in the 
main competition - "No Bears" and "Beyond the Wall", directed by Vahid Jalilvand. 

 
 

"No Bears", which Panahi not only directed, but also wrote, produced and starred in, 
follows two love stories seen through the eyes of a director and his film crew, in 
which the couples are thwarted by the mechanics of power and force of tradition. 

 
 

Panahi made the film at a time when he was free to travel in Iran but not allowed to 
go abroad. As in real life, the director in the movie, played by Panahi himself, had to 
oversee the shooting of his movie in Turkey via a video link. 

 
 

"Everyone was a little stressed and wanted to get exactly what Mr. Panahi wanted ... 
he had such perfectionism," Iranian-born actress Mina Kavani, who lives in exile in 
Paris, told reporters at a news conference. 



 

 

 
 

"I made a choice and have lived in France for 12 years. But I have not been sitting 
here for 12 years, I am fighting," she said, sitting next to the empty chair reserved for 
Panahi. 

 
 

"Beyond the Wall" director Jalilvand still lives and works in Iran. He said that dialogue 
was needed in the country with the country's rulers and security forces to try to 
overcome a deep split in society. 

 
 

"There is no pure black or pure white. Everything is yin and yang. If we can 
create this sense of brotherhood, dialogue will become much easier, there will be 
less violence," he said, speaking through an interpreter.



 

 

 

Das Erste, Germany 
''Grosser Film, trauriges Schicksal'' 
Anja Miller, 
September 9th, 2022 
https://www.ardmediathek.de/video/mittagsmagazin/grosser-film-trauriges-schicksal/das-erste/Y3JpZDovL2Rhc2Vyc3RlLmRlL2FyZC 
1taXR0YWdzbWFnYXppbi83NzdkZmEwNC1jNzljLTRiN2YtOWI3OS0xMjgyMmI4OWQwNmM 

 

 
 

PLEASE FIND THE FOLLOWING ENGLISH GOOGLE TRANSLATION: 

  
 

https://www.ardmediathek.de/video/mittagsmagazin/grosser-film-trauriges-schicksal/das-erste/Y3JpZDovL2Rhc2Vyc3RlLmRlL2FyZC1taXR0YWdzbWFnYXppbi83NzdkZmEwNC1jNzljLTRiN2YtOWI3OS0xMjgyMmI4OWQwNmM
https://www.ardmediathek.de/video/mittagsmagazin/grosser-film-trauriges-schicksal/das-erste/Y3JpZDovL2Rhc2Vyc3RlLmRlL2FyZC1taXR0YWdzbWFnYXppbi83NzdkZmEwNC1jNzljLTRiN2YtOWI3OS0xMjgyMmI4OWQwNmM


https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ik=a07628c335&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1743586506237347972&simpl=msg- %3 1 435 650623 34  1/2 

 

 

The Film Experience, 
''Venice at Home: Day 10- The Artist Is (Not) Present'' 
Claudio Alves, 
September 10th, 2022 
http://thefilmexperience.net/blog/2022/9/10/venice-at-home-day-10-the-artist-is-not-present.html 

 

 

Well, it's time to say goodbye to the Venice at Home project. Maybe it'll return next year as other cinephiles 
flood the Lido and those of us who don't share in the FOMO. There are three remaining directors in the 
official competition. First, Jafar Panahi, incarcerated since earlier this year but no less capable of dazzling 
cinephiles with his political, profoundly personal work. No Bears sounds like another triumph. Also vying for 
the honor is Susanna Nicchiarelli, whose Chiaracompletes an unofficial trilogy about historical women (Miss 
Marx and Nico, 1988also screened at Venice). Finally, Roschdy Zem jumps behind the camera after having 
graced festival audiences with his acting in Other People's Children. ForLes Miens he does triple duty as star, 
director, and screenwriter. 

http://thefilmexperience.net/blog/2022/9/10/venice-at-home-day-10-the-artist-is-not-present.html
http://thefilmexperience.net/blog/2022/9/9/venice-diary-9-blonde.html


https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ik=a07628c335&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1743586506237347972&simpl=msg- %3 1 435 650623 34  2/2 

 

 

This miniseries was always intended to celebrate great artists, so it's fitting that the last three films are about 
them as we focus on an Iranian filmmaker (This is Not a Film), a German singer (Nico, 1988), and a French 
clown (Chocolat) of Afro-C ba  he i age  

 
 

HIS IS NOT A FILM (2011) 
Mayhap no recent picture better exemplifies the cineaste's need to make cinema than this work by Jafar 
Panahi and Mojtaba Mirtahmasb. Shot within the former's apartment during a period of house arrest, the film 
sports a cheeky title that stems from a verdict that forbade Farhadi from making films for 20 years. So, this is 
not a film, merely a playful exercise oscillating between a diary and a confession. Maybe it's an artist's profile 
or, perchance a man's self-reflection, two friends messing around or a testament to the miracle of moving 
pictures. It's all that and more, encompassing an epic's worth of ideas despite its humble construction. 
Moreover, for those afraid of an impenetrable think-piece, This Is Not a Film feels remarkably accessible. 

 
Reflecting upon this masterpiece, one of its most impressive elements is how the directing duo navigates 
through contrarian tones. Think of an early sequence when Panahi tries to explain a project that's now 
impossible to complete, inspiring the camera to become excited as if possessed by the power of a man's 
dreams. He, too, seems euphoric until the limited possibilities of a living room start crashing down on him. 
Gradually, a joy unlike anything else falls apart, a despondent ruin remains. Farhadi emerges as a person 
whose means of understanding the world got stolen by totalitarian injustice. Still, he's not a tragic lost cause 
but a bullish presence that refuses to give up. Cinema is part of his very being, and there's no way around it. 

Another intersection of bliss and terror occurs in the transience of the building's elevator  a conversation 
turned into an interview turned into documentary filmmaking. There you can again see that graceful force by 
which the artist can't stop themselves from framing reality by the paradigms of their craft. For this domestic 
prisoner the need to create is paramount, personhood and politics defined as one and the same. Then, soaring 
into a lyrical finale full of unexpressed pain, This Is Not a Film affirms itself as a bold gesture, an act of 
defiance that dares anyone to separate the man from his freedom, the filmmaker from his camera. Still, for all 
this talk of rebellious sentiment, it's also a delicate thing, small and unadorned. It's the most beautiful "fuck 
you" ever articulated through film. 

  
 



	
 
VIDEO & RADIO BREAKS 
 
Fred Film Radio, 

''Mina Kavani, Reza Heydari -No Bears'' 

Laura Della Corte, 

September 10th, 2022 

https://www.fred.fm/it/mina-kavani-reza-heydari-no-bears-venezia79/ 

 

Associazione ACEC ANCCI 

GLI ORSI NON ESISTONO (NO BEARS) di Jafar Panahi / VENEZIA 79 / 
Recensione 

Anna Maria Pasetti  

September 9th, 2022 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DahqsOu5VY8 

  



	
 
 
TRAILER BREAKS 
 
Variety 

Jafar Panahi’s ‘No Bears’ Debuts Trailer Ahead of Venice Premiere, Celluloid 
Dreams Reveals First Sales (EXCLUSIVE)  

Leo Barraclough, Aug 17th, 2022 

https://variety.com/2022/film/global/jafar-panahi-no-bears-venice-celluloid-
dreams-1235343536/ 

 

Selected pickups 

First Showing 

https://www.firstshowing.net/2022/first-trailer-for-jafar-panahis-no-bears-film-
premiering-in-venice/ 

Filmmaker Magazine 

https://filmmakermagazine.com/116023-trailer-jafar-panahi-no-bears/ 

The Playlist 

https://theplaylist.net/no-bears-trailer-acclaimed-director-jafar-panahi-returns-
with-another-politically-charged-feature-20220817/ 

The Film Stage 

https://thefilmstage.com/first-trailer-for-jafar-panahis-no-bears-arrives-ahead-of-
venice-tiff-and-nyff-premieres/ 

 

 



	
PHOTO BREAKS 
 
Getty Images, 

Andrea Rentz, 

September 9th, 2022 

https://www.gettyimages.it/immagine/79th-venice-international-film-
festival?assettype=image&family=editorial&page=2&phrase=79th%20venice%20
international%20film%20festival&sort=best 

 

Getty Images, 

‘’Photocall’’ 

Andreas Solaro, 

September 9th, 2022 

https://www.gettyimages.it/search/2/image?events=775859162 

 

Getty Images, 

''Red Carpet'' 

Victor Boyko, 

September 9th, 2022 

https://www.gettyimages.it/search/2/image?phrase=79th+venice+international+fil
m+festival 

 

Getty Images, 

Vittorio Zunino Celotto, 



	
September 10th, 2022 

https://www.gettyimages.it/search/2/image?phrase=79th+venice+international+fil
m+festival 

 

Imago 

Claudio Onorati, 

September 9th, 2022 

https://www.imago-
images.com/search?suchtext=Venezia%2C+79th+Venice+Film+Festival+2022%2C+Pho
tocall+film+Khers+nist+%28No+Bears%29 
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